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Introduction: A New Round of Fair Housing Struggle

In the United States, the paired struggle for fairness in housing and for equal-
ity of access to opportunity is as old as the nation itself. It is a struggle with 
many battles, yielding both significant gains and lamentable reversals. This 

book centers on the most recent of these struggles: a regulation, little known 
outside housing policy circles, called the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Hous-
ing (AFFH) Rule, which was issued by the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) in 2015. The AFFH Rule was immediately attacked by a 
variety of critics, suspended by the Donald Trump administration in 2018, and 
then rescinded in 2020. But the debate leading up to the implementation of 
the rule and the lessons learned from it have the potential to reshape national 
housing policy, local government actions to encourage more equal access to 
place- based opportunities, and the landscape of racial equity more broadly. 
At a time of renewed national reckoning about the role of structural racism in 
American society, debate over the AFFH Rule is a product of that struggle and 
its microcosm. As future administrations consider how to address intertwined 
concerns of housing affordability and racial disparities in access to resources, 
reflection upon the AFFH Rule will be a crucial starting point.

The Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule

On July 15, 2015, President Barack Obama’s HUD secretary, Julián Castro, 
announced the finalization of the AFFH Rule, the most significant federal 
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effort in a generation to address long- standing, pervasive residential segre-
gation by race and to increase equality of access to place- based opportuni-
ties, such as high- performing schools or access to jobs. Pointedly, Castro 
made the announcement in Chicago, one of America’s most racially segre-
gated metropolitan areas.

Nearly fifty years earlier, the Fair Housing Act of 1968 had outlawed 
the denial of housing on the basis of race, color, religion, or sex. That land-
mark legislation had also instructed all executive departments and agencies 
to administer their programs “in a manner affirmatively to further” fair 
housing.1 Although federal officials occasionally made efforts to address the 
separate and unequal neighborhoods that have characterized U.S. metro-
politan areas for more than a century, the Fair Housing Act’s mandate to 
take active steps to reduce disparities in access to place- based opportunities 
essentially withered on the vine. Indeed in the United States, the history of 
fair housing, and of racial equity more broadly, has been a famously long 
struggle, fraught with repeated cycles of promises, protests, backlash, and 
uncertain prospects for success.

Over the five decades since the passage of the Fair Housing Act, Repub-
lican and Democratic administrations have largely declined to require states 
or localities to take meaningful steps to reduce segregation or disparities 
in access to opportunity as the act’s mandate to affirmatively further fair 
housing required. While levels of Black- white segregation have declined 
somewhat since the Fair Housing Act’s passage, they remain high, and 
levels of Latinx- white segregation have remained largely unchanged over 
the past half- century.2 Research has consistently found that higher levels 
of metropolitan- area segregation are associated with lower levels of socio-
economic mobility for all residents and with negative impacts on the life 
chances of African American and Latinx children and young adults,3 in-
cluding wider gaps in educational attainment, employment, and earnings;4 
negative health outcomes;5 and reduced political power.6 Deindustrializa-
tion, suburbanization, and widening income polarization have interacted 
with continuing racial residential segregation to contribute to the creation 
and intergenerational transference of neighborhood contexts characterized 
by concentrated, racialized poverty.7

With this mounting evidence of associations between segregated met-
ropolitan areas, high- poverty neighborhoods, and negative outcomes for 
social mobility and socioeconomic opportunity, the Obama administration 
devoted substantial efforts to create the AFFH Rule to finally implement 
the 1968 act’s mandate. As enacted, the AFFH Rule requires HUD to pro-
vide grant recipients with uniform data about residential segregation and 
disparities in access to place- based resources and opportunities, and HUD 
created a publicly accessible website that generates customized maps and 
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tables for each jurisdiction and its surrounding region. The rule requires 
HUD grantees to engage with their residents to create local strategies to 
address disparities by race, national origin, family status, disability, and 
other protected characteristics in access to amenities or risks such as quality 
schools, proximity to employment, and exposure to environmental hazards. 
The rule then requires municipalities to submit plans to HUD, called As-
sessments of Fair Housing (AFHs). By mandating local creation of specific 
measurable goals and actions to reduce segregation and increase access to 
opportunity, the AFHs link these planning and assessment efforts to the 
availability of future HUD funding.8 

To operationalize the AFFH Rule, HUD created the AFFH Assessment 
Tool, which contains questions that guide grantees through effective comple-
tion of their fair housing plans. The assessment tool has several key elements, 
including a community participation section that requires municipalities to 
gather public input on fair housing issues, make their draft plans public, so-
licit community feedback, and address those comments and concerns before 
submission. It also asks municipalities how they have addressed prior fair 
housing goals and how that progress or lack of progress has influenced the 
selection of current goals. Municipalities are required to analyze the HUD- 
provided data and additional local data, including data on segregation and 
integration along lines of race and ethnicity, national origin, English profi-
ciency, and disability; racially or ethnically concentrated areas of poverty; 
disparities along protected class lines in access to high- performing schools, 
employment, transportation, low- poverty neighborhoods, environmentally 
healthy neighborhoods, and disproportionate housing needs; data on access 
to opportunity for the residents of publicly supported housing; data on ac-
cess to opportunity for individuals with disabilities; and an analysis of fair 
housing enforcement, outreach capacity, and resources.

Based on this assessment of data and information gathered during 
public engagement activities, the assessment tool asks grant recipients to 
identify pressing local fair housing challenges and then to pinpoint and to 
prioritize the factors that contribute to those issues, particularly those that 
limit realistic opportunities to live in a variety of neighborhoods and drive 
disparities in access to opportunity. Finally, the tool asks grant recipients 
to set goals designed to overcome those contributing factors, to clarify how 
each goal addresses that contributing factor, and to set out metrics, mile-
stones, time frames, and parties responsible for achieving the goals. Cru-
cially, to ensure implementation, HUD requires that metrics, milestones, 
and strategies be included in subsequent Consolidated Plans, Annual Ac-
tion Plans, and Public Housing Authority Plans. 

HUD timed the due dates for the AFHs to precede the due dates for 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Consolidated Plans and 
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Public Housing Authority Plans, which must include fair housing elements 
from the AFHs. The AFFH Rule obligates HUD to review fair housing 
plans within sixty days; any plan not reviewed within sixty days is deemed 
accepted. HUD reviews each AFH to evaluate whether the program par-
ticipant has met the rule’s requirements for analysis, assessment, and goal 
setting, and the rule mandates that HUD reject an AFH if it is found to be 
inconsistent with fair housing or civil rights requirements or is substantially 
incomplete. For any AFH that is not accepted, the rule requires HUD to 
provide in writing the reasons for nonacceptance and guidance as to how 
the AFH should be revised to be accepted.

In Fiscal Year 2019, HUD’s Community Planning and Development 
department disbursed $7.7 billion in block grants and related funding to 
more than 1,200 state and municipal governments. The block grant pro-
grams all require state and local governments to conduct annual and long- 
term strategic planning for their use of these funds in what is known as 
the Consolidated Plan process. Withheld block grant funding for failure to 
complete the AFH process would represent a significant financial burden 
for some HUD program participants—and potentially an effective incentive 
to comply with the AFFH regulation. Similarly, HUD also requires public 
housing agencies to conduct annual and long- term planning and produce 
a Public Housing Authority Plan. To receive block grant funds, program 
participants must submit a Consolidated Plan to HUD every three to five 
years and certify that they will comply with all statutory and regulatory 
requirements, including the AFFH provision.

In the process of its development and after its release, the AFFH Rule 
was praised and criticized. From the Right, it was decried as social engi-
neering and a federal takeover of the suburbs.9 Conservative members of 
Congress tried repeatedly to repeal or undermine the rule after its passage.10 
From the Left, it was criticized as unlikely to be effective, given only blunt 
enforcement mechanisms.11 Some took issue with its focus on racial segre-
gation rather than racial equity.12 Yet others heralded the rule as the most 
significant step forward for addressing place- based inequality in the United 
States since the passage of the Fair Housing Act itself in 1968.13

This book analyzes multiple dimensions of this new rule, including fail-
ures of past efforts to reduce segregation, how the AFFH Rule was crafted, 
what the effects of the rule have been so far, and how it interacts with other 
pressing contemporary housing issues, such as gentrification. Work on the 
book began with a series of public workshops in 2016 about the AFFH Rule 
as it was initially being implemented. We have worked to update the chap-
ters as much as possible, as the landscape has changed dramatically over 
and over again in the intervening years. The book lays out criticisms of the 
AFFH Rule from the Left and the Right and then, given the efforts of the 
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Trump administration to curtail it, asks where we can go from here. By 
examining the near past and the distant past, we seek to identify promising 
new directions for future policies and practices.

The Role of Place in Socioeconomic 
Mobility and Racial Equity

Over the past half- century, socioeconomic mobility in the United States has 
declined dramatically. Ninety percent of children born in the 1940s grew up 
to earn more than their parents, compared to only 50 percent of children born 
in the 1980s.14 These backward steps have not been experienced evenly. As 
socioeconomic mobility has declined broadly across America, the economic 
gains experienced by African American households immediately follow-
ing the civil rights movement have largely reversed. The majority of African 
American households whose parents were in the middle class in the post–civil 
rights era have experienced downward mobility since, moving lower in the 
income distribution today than they were in their parents’ generation.15 

These trends are even more dramatic when considering how directly 
place shapes a child’s chances of moving up the economic and social lad-
ders. Neighborhood characteristics are strong predictors of upward socio-
economic mobility, especially for children starting out in the lower half of 
the income distribution.16 In particular, the degree of racial and economic 
segregation in a metropolitan area dramatically influences children’s up-
ward economic advancement. The socioeconomic characteristics of neigh-
borhoods are particularly powerful predictors of the educational and 
economic attainment of African American and Latinx young adults, whose 
neighborhoods are by and large physically separate and materially unequal 
from the neighborhoods in which white young adults grow up.17 Today, resi-
dential segregation by race nationwide remains high, and income segrega-
tion is increasing, exacerbating gaps in intergenerational mobility by race.18

These trends are intertwined with a widening wealth gap that further re-
inforces economic inequality, particularly by race. For the majority of U.S. 
homeowners, their homes are their most valuable assets. Thus, one reason for 
the substantial racial and ethnic disparities in wealth is the disparity in rates 
of homeownership and in its financial returns. Homeownership rates in the 
United States reached record highs in 2004 and 2005, when more than three 
out of every four (76 percent) white non- Hispanic households were home-
owners. But even at this peak, only half of Black households (49 percent) and 
Latinx households (50 percent) owned their own homes.19 The economic 
growth in the first decade of the 2000s and the devastating recession begin-
ning in 2008 were caused in part by the increased global investment in U.S. 
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homes, commodified through the packaging of home mortgage loans into 
securities. The precipitous decline in home values and the increased rate of 
foreclosures after 2008 contributed to a widening of the racial wealth gap be-
tween white and non- white households. In 2016, the median white household 
had a net worth of $171,000, nearly ten times the median Black household’s 
net worth of $17,600 and roughly eight times the median Latinx household’s 
net worth of $20,700.20 By 2019, the white homeownership rate had fallen 
to 73 percent, while the Black homeownership rate had fallen to 41 percent 
and the Latinx rate to 47 percent—leaving a 26 to 32 percentage point gap in 
homeownership rates by race and ethnicity.21 Even looking solely at those who 
do own their homes, white homeowners have substantially more net housing 
wealth, or home equity, than non- white homeowners.22

As homeownership rates have declined over the past decade, housing 
costs for renters have risen—in many cities, faster than renters’ incomes. 
Increasing rent burdens for low-  and moderate- income households have 
contributed to the rise of the most active local and national movements for 
affordable housing in recent memory. For instance, in 2018 and 2019, ten-
ants’ rights activists in Oregon and California won the passage of state laws 
enabling rent regulation, while tenants in New York strengthened exist-
ing rent regulations. Affordable housing organizers in Minneapolis worked 
with the mayor and city council to enact a “Minneapolis 2040” plan that 
changed zoning: across the roughly 75 percent of the city previously zoned 
for single- family homes, construction of three- family (or more) homes is 
now generally allowed.23 Similarly, the Oregon state legislature enacted a 
law in 2019 requiring the creation of multifamily zoning in municipalities 
statewide. At the same time, conversations about racial equity, especially 
after the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement, continue to capture pub-
lic attention and spur a focus on the wide and persistent racial wealth gap as 
well as racial disparities in measures of access to opportunity.

A home, of course, is also much more than just an asset. The level and 
quality of neighborhood- based resources are powerful predictors of indi-
vidual life chances. The condition, security of tenure, and location of one’s 
home, whether owned or rented, all have substantial impacts on one’s health, 
well- being, and socioeconomic mobility. The structure of governance in the 
United States makes access to crucial public services and resources, such as 
schools or policing, dependent on the location of one’s home.24 In conse-
quence, the level or quality of these services varies substantially based on ju-
risdiction or neighborhood. Indeed, differentiation by residential location in 
the United States is part of a spatial structure that organizes our social lives.25 

Neighborhoods are not just separated by race, ethnicity, and income; 
they are also unequal.26 The average Latinx or African American individual 
lives in a neighborhood with a substantially higher poverty rate (8 to 10 
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percentage points) and a lower- performing local school (16 to 22 percent-
age points) than the average white individual.27 Neighborhoods shape fam-
ilies across generations, and the inequality of those neighborhoods must 
be conceptualized as a central dimension of social stratification and racial 
inequality in the United States.28 

Because housing policy lies at the intersection of declining socioeco-
nomic mobility and persistent racial and ethnic inequality in wealth and 
income, housing in recent years has become an issue of greater significance 
in national politics than has been seen in decades. From mortgage under-
writing to foreclosures, rent regulation to evictions, housing cost burdens 
to exclusionary zoning, gentrification and Yes in My Backyard (YIMBY) 
organizations, housing policy issues have inspired an array of contemporary 
local and national social movements. The AFFH Rule connects these move-
ments to the ongoing struggle for racial equality. It also creates leverage to 
make real changes in local and regional policy. 

Nationally, the AFFH Rule has been referenced and expanded upon by 
a range of actors. Democratic presidential candidates in the 2020 cycle, in-
cluding Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth Warren, Cory Booker, Kamala Harris, 
Pete Buttigieg, Amy Klobuchar, and former HUD secretary Julián Castro, 
all released housing plans that, at least in part, aimed to address dispari-
ties in access to place- based resources and opportunities. Sanders proposed 
national just- cause eviction requirements and rent regulation as well as in-
vestments in public housing and housing choice vouchers. He also proposed 
making federal housing and transportation funds contingent on remedying 
restrictive zoning ordinances and using HUD’s authority to encourage state 
and local land- use policies that advance racial, economic, and disability 
integration. Warren proposed an expansive plan to reform land- use rules 
that restrict affordable housing construction and further racial segregation 
and recommended investments that would begin to close the racial wealth 
gap through targeted homeownership assistance. Warren’s proposal also 
increased funding for public housing and strengthened protections for rent-
ers. Castro released a detailed plan to expand the housing choice voucher 
program, prohibit discrimination based on source of income, create a rent-
ers’ tax credit, invest in subsidized housing, create federal land- use guide-
lines, and to use an expanded CDBG program to require zoning reforms 
that would advance fair housing and reduce racial disparities. Harris pro-
posed a federal tax credit designed to ease the burden of rents for low-  and 
moderate- income households. Booker proposed a federal tax credit for rent-
ers paying more than 30 percent of their income on rent and offered policies 
designed to restrain exclusionary zoning. 

The eventual Democratic party candidate, Joe Biden, ultimately pro-
posed a plan also aiming to directly address place- based racial disparities. 
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His plan included restoring and implementing the AFFH Rule, condition-
ing receipt of federal CDBG and transportation funding on the elimination 
of exclusionary zoning regulations, strengthening the Community Rein-
vestment Act, maintaining existing disparate impact liability under the Fair 
Housing Act, reinstating the power of the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau to investigate discriminatory lending, providing housing choice 
vouchers to all eligible households, creating a new first- time homebuyer 
tax credit, creating a new renter’s tax credit, helping tenants facing eviction 
access legal assistance, and allocating increased funding and tax credits to 
affordable housing production. Perhaps just as important as the details of 
any of these plans is the fact that these presidential candidates generated 
new public dialogue about housing affordability and racialized wealth dis-
parities that had been largely absent from previous campaigns. 

This public dialogue is further strengthened by the immense power ex-
ercised through protest, particularly in the wake of the intertwined health, 
social, economic, and political crises of 2020. The unprecedented force of 
the 2020 resurgence of the Black Lives Matter movement has moved con-
versations about the pervasiveness of white supremacy in U.S. society to the 
forefront, contributing to significant changes in public perception about 
racial discrimination, particularly among white audiences. Importantly, the 
movement has sharpened this growing recognition of the nature of racial 
discrimination faced by Black Americans, providing a clearer lens through 
which to view the AFFH Rule. 

In 2016, the Movement for Black Lives platform articulated a call to end 
the war on Black people and a call for reparations—including reparations to 
atone for long- standing housing discrimination. In addition, the movement 
demanded divestment from policing and prisons; investment in education 
and health care; community control over schools and public safety, together 
with participatory budgeting processes; and reforms to existing political 
processes that would support independent Black political power and Black 
self- determination. The platform also called for economic justice, including 
reforming the tax code, strengthening workers’ rights, devoting resources 
to encourage cooperative or collective ownership, and delivering a right to 
land, clean air, clean water, and housing. Although the 2020 protests were 
sparked initially by police violence in a context of enduring white supremacy, 
the participation of millions of Americans nationwide helped underscore 
a growing understanding that racism must be understood not as indi-
vidualized prejudice but as systematic white supremacist subordination— 
as ideologies, policies, and practices that normalize and perpetuate racial-
ized inequalities. This movement pointedly underscores the deep historical 
roots undergirding the AFFH Rule, giving it renewed urgency. Seen this 
way, the racialized disparities in homeownership rates or neighborhood 
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resources that the rule was designed in part to address must be seen as 
products of racism and a white supremacist social and economic order.

In response to the momentum of the Black Lives Matter movement, Don-
ald Trump countered by continuing to stoke division, especially along racial 
lines. Among many elements of his response, he reasserted his widespread re-
sentment of protestors and dissent, reaffirmed support for white supremacists, 
and continued to double down on his racist and divisive rhetoric. Reminiscent 
of his 2016 campaign, his calls for “law and order” were shouted over the calls 
for justice, even as protests continued through all fifty states throughout the 
summer of 2020. His actions illuminated a clear connection between rac-
ist ideologies and the policy decisions that uphold these divisions, especially 
urban and regional policies that continue to enable neighborhood- based so-
cioeconomic and racial inequality. In July he tweeted: 

At the request of many great Americans who live in the Suburbs, 
and others, I am studying the AFFH housing regulation that is hav-
ing a devastating impact on these once thriving Suburban areas. 
Corrupt Joe Biden wants to make them much worse. Not fair to 
homeowners, I may end! 

Critics and pundits widely viewed Trump’s invocation of the AFFH Rule 
as an attempt to reverse declining suburban support by further inflaming 
racial divides. In the following weeks, Trump continued this rhetoric, evok-
ing segregationist fearmongering from the 1960s. He claimed that because 
of the AFFH Rule, “Your home will go down in value and crime rates will 
rapidly rise” and that the rule “will totally destroy the beautiful suburbs. 
Suburbia will be no longer as we know it.”29 On July 23, 2020, the Trump 
administration issued a final rule titled “Preserving Community and Hous-
ing Choice” that repealed the 2015 AFFH Rule. 

These statements that presaged the rule’s repeal highlight the ways that 
the struggle for racial justice extends across every urban block and subur-
ban front yard. In so doing, it clarified and amplified what is at stake in the 
fight to revive—or “end”—the AFFH Rule. Addressing racial disparities 
in housing produced by white exclusion and resource hoarding requires a 
complex reimagining of multiple dimensions of our collective ways of life. 
The work of the AFFH Rule is to root out the ways in which white suprem-
acy has become physically embedded in the American landscape. 

The Meaning of Fair Housing

Although much of the dialogue around housing centers on matters of af-
fordability and only implicitly engages issues of fairness, the dialogue is 
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not often explicitly framed in terms of “fair housing.” It is worth stepping 
back, then, to ask what “fair housing” is and what acting “affirmatively to 
further” it should entail. The dual mandate of the Fair Housing Act, to end 
discrimination and “to provide . . . for fair housing throughout the United 
States,” raises the question of what is—or should be—“fair” about housing.

As Alexander von Hoffman illustrates in Chapter 1 of this volume, civil 
rights activists created the “open housing” movement (as it was originally 
called) during World War II. The movement for open housing gained mo-
mentum in the 1950s and 1960s through challenges to government- sponsored 
or enforced housing segregation and to the widespread use of racially restric-
tive covenants that prohibited non- white or non- Christian individuals from 
purchasing housing. The term “open housing” captures fair housing’s first 
meaning in its goal of opening housing opportunities that were denied on 
the basis of race or religion. The second, affirmative meaning of fair hous-
ing—to reduce segregation and increase access to opportunity—embodies a 
broader and arguably more controversial set of policy aspirations for a more 
inclusive, equal, and “fair” society. One of the Fair Housing Act’s sponsors, 
Senator Walter Mondale, saw the goal of the act ultimately as the creation of 
“truly integrated neighborhoods.”30

How exactly one interprets what it means to create fairness in housing, 
however, is complex. The AFFH Rule identifies a mandate to “overcome 
the legacy of segregation, unequal treatment, and historic lack of access to 
opportunity in housing,” but what form that overcoming should take has 
been a crucial point of division in housing policy for decades. As Edward 
Goetz points out in Chapter 5, this mandate could be interpreted in at least 
three ways: first, as opening up exclusionary communities to new residents; 
second, as dismantling structural incentives that perpetuate racially segre-
gated living patterns; or third, as working to actively integrate residential 
patterns, even if this integration has the consequence of significantly chang-
ing the composition of neighborhoods that have historically been predomi-
nantly populated by people of color. The chapters that follow explore the 
tensions among these different interpretations.

The History of Fair Housing: 
From 1866, to 1968, to 2015

To fully understand the significance of housing policy in reproducing in-
equality and to effectively engage in the contemporary policy debates re-
garding housing, it is revealing to look back at two key historical moments: 
first, the Reconstruction period and subsequent rise of racial residential 
segregation; and second, the civil rights movement and the push for the Fair 
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Housing Act of 1968. The advances and the setbacks of these earlier rounds 
of struggle frame the challenges faced by the AFFH Rule.

The Reconstruction Amendments 
and the Civil Rights Act of 1866

In the midst of the Civil War, Congress passed the Thirteenth Amendment 
to the Constitution, and in 1865, the states ratified it, abolishing slavery and 
involuntary servitude throughout the nation and giving Congress the power 
to enact further legislation to enforce the amendment. Almost as soon as the 
Civil War had ended and the Thirteenth Amendment had been ratified, how-
ever, white officials in the South began to resist emancipation. States and mu-
nicipalities enacted Black Codes (laws that applied only to African American 
individuals) to re- create the social and economic structure of slavery, crimi-
nalizing “vagrancy” to force freed individuals to sign labor contracts with 
white employers, allowing sheriffs to hire out Black “vagrants” to white em-
ployers to work off their sentences, and providing that Black employees who 
left before the end of a contract would forfeit all their wages for the year and 
could be arrested and returned to their “masters.”31 State and local officials 
generally refused to enforce whatever limited rights their newly enacted state 
constitutions actually granted to African American residents, white citizens 
used violent intimidation and terror to oppress Black neighbors, and white 
planters collaborated to compel freed slaves to work for their former masters 
or other planters on terms dictated by the employer. Carl Schurz, investigat-
ing the progress of Reconstruction, noted that the freed man was “not only 
not permitted to be idle” but “positively prohibited from working or carrying 
on a business for himself” and “[wa]s just as much bound to his employer ‘for 
better and for worse’ as he was when slavery existed in the old form.”32

Despite this exploitation of Black labor, arguably the most pressing prob-
lem facing freed men and women was access to land.33 During the Civil War, 
some freed slaves were able to access land abandoned by former plantation 
owners, but in 1865, President Andrew Johnson’s Amnesty Proclamation 
stripped that property from the freed men and women and returned it to 
white plantation owners.34 Land—“this absolutely fundamental and essen-
tial thing to any real emancipation of the slaves—was continually pushed by 
all emancipated Negroes and their representatives in every Southern state,” 
W. E. B. Du Bois observed. Appeals to state and federal officials for land, 
however, were “met by ridicule, [and] by anger.”35

Promise
In response to Southern efforts to effectively re- enslave the newly freed men 
and women, the Republican majority in Congress enacted the nation’s first 
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civil rights law, the Civil Rights Bill of 1866. President Johnson vetoed the 
legislation, arguing that the bill “intervenes between capital and labor and 
attempts to settle questions of political economy through the agency of nu-
merous officials,” but Congress overrode the veto.36 Reinforcing the Thir-
teenth Amendment, Congress intended for the legislation to make everyone 
born in the United States truly full citizens. The statute stated that all

shall have the same right in every State and Territory in the United 
States to make and enforce contracts; to sue, be parties and give 
evidence; to inherit, purchase, lease sell hold, and convey real and 
personal property; and to full and equal benefit of all laws and pro-
ceedings for the security of person and property as is enjoyed by the 
white citizens, and shall be subject to like punishment, pains, and 
penalties and to none other, any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, 
or custom, to the contrary notwithstanding.37

In light of the Black Codes, Congress recognized the urgent need for 
federal protections against discrimination by the states. As important, 
Congress also recognized the danger of private discrimination by white 
individuals and white collectives, acting to deny African American men 
and women equal social and economic rights, especially equal rights 
in land. In his veto, President Johnson complained about the congres-
sional recognition of the asymmetry of political, legal, and social power 
in a context of white supremacy, arguing that “the distinction of race and 
color is by the bill made to operate in favor of the colored and against the 
white race” and presaging contemporary arguments regarding “reverse 
discrimination.”38

As the struggle between Republican legislators and President Johnson 
continued, congressional leaders sought to enshrine the civil rights protec-
tions in a constitutional amendment and thus protect them against a later 
congressional repeal. Congress proposed the Fourteenth Amendment in 
1866, and the states ratified it in 1868, solidifying the citizenship of all those 
born within the United States; prohibiting states from depriving citizens of 
life, liberty, and property without due process of law; and prohibiting states 
from denying to any person within their jurisdiction the equal protection 
of the laws.

The Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and later Fifteenth (prohibiting discrimi-
nation on the basis of race in voting) Amendments held out the promise 
of a Reconstruction that could bring forth a true multiracial democracy. 
Together, these Reconstruction amendments transformed the Constitution 
from a document that was designed to protect the rights of individual white 
male property holders from interference by the state into a document that 
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made it possible for the federal government to protect the rights of all those 
within the United States from discrimination by those states.39 Electorates 
voted large numbers of African American officials into almost every level of 
public office, from city councils, to state legislatures, to Congress. For a brief 
moment, Black men (although not yet women) were part of the structure of 
governance, and “poor men were ruling and taxing rich men.”40

Protest
White elites’ opposition to Reconstruction, however, only intensified as Af-
rican American elected officials revealed the falsity of white supremacist 
myths. Further, the economic situation of the South after the Civil War was 
dire. Industrialization was transforming not only the northern economy 
but also the southern one. White plantation owners still owned land but 
now found it much more difficult to extract labor at no or very low cost. 
White and Black workers without property struggled to survive. Nationally, 
the fledgling labor movements, in the words of Du Bois, “never had the in-
telligence or knowledge, as a whole, to see in Black slavery and Reconstruc-
tion, the kernel and meaning of the labor movement in the United States,” 
and the hope for a “union of democratic forces never took place.”41 After 
the disputed 1876 presidential election, northern Republicans agreed to re-
move federal troops from the South, cede control back to the white planter 
elites, and essentially abandon the freed people in exchange for awarding 
the White House to Republican Rutherford B. Hayes. “Redeemer” govern-
ments quickly took power across the South, rewriting state constitutions to 
further disenfranchise and disempower Black citizens.

Still, farmers’ alliances, including the National Farmers’ Alliance and 
the Colored Farmers’ Alliance, sprung up in the 1880s and 1890s and so-
lidified into the Populist or People’s Party, seeking to strengthen direct de-
mocracy through such changes as the direct election of U.S. senators and 
to enact policies equalizing the playing field between small farmers and 
industry, such as a graduated income tax. Georgia Populist Party leader 
Tom Watson addressed racially mixed crowds of farmers, saying that “the 
colored tenant is in the same boat as the white tenant, the colored laborer 
with the white laborer, and that the accident of color can make no difference 
in the interests of farmers, croppers, and laborers.”42 In North Carolina, the 
fusion of Republican and Populist voters won control of the North Caro-
lina General Assembly, governorship, and most of the U.S. congressional 
seats in a powerful alliance of Black and white Republicans and small farm-
ers. This Black- white political alliance precipitated the only coup d’état in 
U.S. history, in the Wilmington Massacre of 1898, when white Democratic 
party leaders led a mob of thousands of white supporters to terrorize the 
Black community, murder scores of Black residents, and overthrow the 
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democratically elected, multiracial fusion government, chasing the elected 
leaders from the city.43 

Prospects
The Civil Rights Bill of 1866 and the Reconstruction amendments held out 
the promise of a multiracial democracy, including crucial protections for 
basic rights and the ability to acquire and transfer property. But the Civil 
Rights Bill of 1866 failed to address the overwhelming inequity in land own-
ership by race that divided the South and the nation. In the words of Du Bois: 

To emancipate four million laborers whose labor had been owned, 
and separate them from the land upon which they had worked for 
nearly two and a half centuries, was an operation such as no modern 
country had for a moment attempted. The German and English and 
French serf, the Italian and Russian serf, were, on emancipation, 
given definite rights in the land. Only the American Negro slave was 
emancipated without such rights and in the end this spelled for him 
the continuation of slavery.44

Nevertheless, these first, contested steps taken by Fourteenth Amend-
ment and the Civil Rights Bill of 1866 charted a direction for future civil 
rights organizations, such as the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP), to chip away at the assumptions undergird-
ing white supremacy and to assert Black citizenship and property rights. 
It would take until 1968 to pass the Fair Housing Act, but five decades of 
grassroots organizing and legal cases based on the Fourteenth Amendment 
and the Civil Rights Bill of 1866, such as Buchanan v. Warley (1917), Shel-
ley v. Kraemer (1948), and Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co. (1968), prepared the 
legal and intellectual groundwork.

The Fair Housing Act of 1968

Following the end of Reconstruction, white collective violence against Black 
residents of integrated neighborhoods at the end of the eighteenth and be-
ginning of the nineteenth centuries forced African American neighbors 
from their homes and neighborhoods, creating a more segregated metro-
politan landscape. Following Baltimore’s passage of a municipal segregation 
ordinance in 1910, cities across the South passed laws “requiring . . . the 
use of separate blocks for residences, places of abode and places of assem-
bly by white and colored people respectively.”45 After the NAACP success-
fully challenged explicit municipal racial zoning provisions pursuant to the 
Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause in Buchanan v. Warley 
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(1917), white strategies to solidify separate and unequal living patterns fo-
cused increasingly on the diffusion of private racially restrictive covenants 
in white communities.

Beginning in the early 1900s, real estate developers marketed middle- 
class suburban living in planned neighborhoods. These developers pro-
moted deed restrictions governing the use of properties as a noteworthy 
amenity. Some covenants also included explicit prohibitions on residence 
by non- white people. These binding covenants ran with the property deed 
and generally prohibited all future purchasers from selling to non- white, 
and often non- Christian, buyers. The National Conference on City Planning 
provided a platform that helped these racially restrictive covenants spread 
countrywide, while the National Association of Real Estate Boards revised 
its code of ethics in 1924 to prohibit real estate agents from “introducing 
into a neighborhood a character of property or occupancy, members of any 
race or nationality, or any individual whose presence will clearly be detri-
mental to property values in that neighborhood.”46

In the midst of the Great Depression, Congress created the Federal 
Housing Administration (FHA) to insure mortgages and to facilitate long- 
term loans with fixed monthly payments. To systematize appraisals and 
underwriting, the FHA also created an underwriting manual that urged the 
use of “proper zoning and deed restrictions” to protect against changes that 
diminished “desirable neighborhood character.” It stated that the “more im-
portant among the adverse influential factors are the ingress of undesirable 
racial or nationality groups” and gave higher ratings to those properties and 
neighborhoods that had restrictive covenants in place.47

In 1935, the federal Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) created 
“Residential Security Maps” that color- coded neighborhoods of major cit-
ies according to appraisers’ view of their profitability for mortgage lend-
ing, driven in part by racial or ethnic composition. Neighborhoods seen as 
higher lending risks were shaded red, leading to the term “redlining” to de-
scribe the denial of loans or financial services because of a neighborhood’s 
racial or ethnic composition. The FHA provisions and the HOLC maps em-
boldened discrimination by real- estate agents, banks, sellers, and landlords.

As a result of the combination of these public and private policies, be-
tween 1880 and 1940, levels of segregation increased substantially nation-
wide. In 1880, an African American household had a one- in- two chance 
of having a non–African American neighbor. By 1940, that likelihood had 
declined to just over one in three.48

Civil rights organizations, such as the NAACP, developed political and 
legal campaigns to challenge public policies and private practices that ex-
cluded African American homeseekers from white neighborhoods—from 
municipal segregation ordinances, to racially restrictive covenants, to 
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redlining—and from white schools. As discussed above, litigation by the 
NAACP led the Supreme Court to invalidate segregation ordinances in Bu-
chanan v. Warley (1917). In another case brought by the NAACP concerning 
racially restrictive covenants, Shelley v. Kraemer (1948), the Court held that, 
even if the Constitution did not prohibit private racial discrimination, courts 
could not enforce private racially restrictive covenants because court enforce-
ment would constitute state action in violation of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment’s Equal Protection Clause. Perhaps best known among these cases is 
Thurgood Marshall’s victory in Brown v. Board of Education (1954), wherein 
the Supreme Court held that “separate educational facilities are inherently 
unequal” and that segregation in public education deprived Black students of 
their right to the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth 
Amendment.49 Even after Brown, however, racial discrimination in housing 
by lenders, brokers, landlords, and other private actors continued to be legally 
permissible and pervasive. The real estate development and financing prac-
tices that facilitated suburbanization after World War II essentially blocked 
Black households from the opportunity to move to these new suburban de-
velopments and continued to limit their ability to accumulate home equity.

As public and private investment in suburban land and infrastructure 
grew after World War II, property values in many inner- city neighborhoods 
began to fall. To confront this urban decline, Congress created national 
urban- renewal programs in the Housing Acts of 1949 and 1954. These acts 
provided federal funds to municipalities to acquire land, raze existing struc-
tures, and pave the way for private construction. Cities frequently used the 
program to demolish poor, and often predominantly non- white, neighbor-
hoods that were categorized as “blighted,” uprooting and displacing large 
numbers of Black, Latinx, and immigrant residents.

In 1966, Martin Luther King Jr. and the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference (SCLC) announced a collaboration with the Coordinating 
Council of Community Organizations on the Chicago Freedom Movement, 
comparing residential segregation to colonization and seeking “to bring 
about the unconditional surrender of forces dedicated to the creation and 
maintenance of slums and ultimately make slums a moral and financial li-
ability upon the whole community.”50

King subsequently noted the parallels between spatial control through 
plantations under slavery and spatial control through metropolitan segrega-
tion: “The plantation and ghetto were created by those who had power, both 
to confine those who had no power and to perpetuate their powerlessness. 
The problem of transforming the ghetto, therefore, is a problem of power—
confrontation of the forces of power demanding change and the forces of 
power dedicated to the preserving of the status quo.”51
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Focused on securing “open housing,” the movement led marches 
through the summer of 1966 into all- white neighborhoods on Chicago’s 
southwest and northwest sides to expose white opposition to residential 
integration and, in King’s words, to “draw this hate into the open.”52 The 
marchers were consistently jeered, taunted, and met with violence from hos-
tile white residents. King pointed out that “many whites who oppose open 
housing would deny that they are racists.”53 Against this hostility to neigh-
borhood integration, however, King had little concrete progress to show, 
even after seven months of marches, protest, and meetings.

King and the movement struggled to effectively organize Chicago’s cul-
turally and economically diverse Black residents and faced mounting op-
position from many white residents. That August, the movement’s leaders 
announced plans to march through the all- white town of Cicero, where, 
fifteen years earlier, thousands of white residents had rioted for days after 
an African American World War II veteran, Harvey E. Clark, and his fam-
ily had attempted to move into an apartment there. The Illinois governor 
ultimately had to call in the National Guard to stop the violence, and the 
Clark family left the state.

With local white leaders fearful of a new round of violence in Cicero and 
King struggling to gain traction among Black Chicagoans, he and other civil 
rights leaders met with Illinois governor Otto Kerner and Chicago mayor 
Richard Daley and agreed to call off the marches into white neighborhoods; 
in turn, city officials agreed to do more to promote fair housing. Civil rights 
leaders generally saw the agreement as a failure. Indeed, the city did little to 
fulfill its commitments, and the Chicago Real Estate Board would not even 
agree to drop its legal challenge to Chicago’s largely ineffective fair housing 
ordinance. King that summer nevertheless highlighted the importance of 
tenant union organizing and pathways to homeownership as well as Black- 
owned banks. In his presidential address to the SCLC, King focused largely 
on access to housing and schools and on the spatial dimensions of inequal-
ity, urging members to continue the fight:

Let us be dissatisfied until the tragic walls that separate the outer 
city of wealth and comfort from the inner city of poverty and de-
spair shall be crushed by the battering rams of the forces of justice. 
Let us be dissatisfied until those who live on the outskirts of hope 
are brought into the metropolis of daily security. Let us be dissatis-
fied until slums are cast into the junk heaps of history, and every 
family will live in a decent, sanitary home. Let us be dissatisfied 
until the dark yesterdays of segregated schools will be transformed 
into bright tomorrows of quality integrated education. Let us be 
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dissatisfied until integration is not seen as a problem but as an op-
portunity to participate in the beauty of diversity.54

The limited success of the Chicago open housing campaign was one of 
King’s relative failures in the civil rights movement. The struggles of the 
campaign highlight the vociferous opposition and violent resistance that 
efforts to promote racially integrated living patterns provoked in the past 
and still provoke today.

Promise
During the summer of 1967, more than 150 uprisings erupted in cities across 
the country, triggered by racially discriminatory housing policies and urban 
inequality generally. President Lyndon Johnson convened the National Ad-
visory Commission on Civil Disorders, commonly known as the Kerner 
Commission after its chair, Otto Kerner. The Kerner Commission’s report, 
released in February 1968, described the nation as “moving toward two so-
cieties, one black, one white—separate and unequal.”55 The report deter-
mined that housing discrimination, residential segregation, and economic 
inequality were causing increasing societal division, and it recommended 
that Congress “enact a comprehensive and enforceable open housing law.”56

President Johnson and Senator Mondale had pushed for a federal fair 
housing bill in 1966 and 1967, without success. Mondale recalled, “A lot of 
civil rights was about making the South behave and taking the teeth from 
[southern segregationist] George Wallace,” but the proposed fair housing 
law “came right to the neighborhoods across the country. This was civil 
rights getting personal.”57

On April 4, 1968, King was assassinated, and the threat of widespread 
civil unrest loomed. Senator Jacob Javits, speaking in support of the Fair 
Housing Act, warned that “the crisis of the cities . . . is equal to the cri-
sis which we face in Vietnam.”58 Mondale, the primary drafter of the Fair 
Housing Act, cautioned that “our failure to abolish the ghetto will rein-
force the growing alienation of white and black America. It will ensure two 
separate Americas constantly at war with one another.”59

Congress recognized that discriminatory housing practices hurt not 
only individuals who were denied access to housing but the whole commu-
nity. Mondale emphasized that citywide problems were “directly traceable 
to the existing patterns of racially segregated housing.”60 The sponsors of 
the Fair Housing Act pointed out that cities were overburdened and un-
derfinanced specifically as a result of discrimination in housing. For in-
stance, Mondale stated that the Fair Housing Act was necessary to address 
the “declining tax base, poor sanitation, loss of jobs, inadequate education 
opportunity, and urban squalor” that central cities faced.61
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Congress repeatedly framed the Fair Housing Act as legislation in-
tended to address the complex web of challenges that discrimination in 
housing had entrenched in segregated metropolitan areas. Senator Edward 
Brooke emphasized that the “tax base on which adequate public services, 
and especially adequate public education, subsists has fled the city,” and he 
noted that the objective of the Fair Housing Act “must [be to] move toward 
[the] goal” of recreating “adequate services in the central city” by rooting 
out systemic discrimination.62

Within a week of King’s assassination, Congress finally passed the Fair 
Housing Act, often referred to as the “last plank” of civil rights legislation. 
It set out the goal of providing for fair housing throughout the nation and 
fulfilling two promises. First, the Fair Housing Act prohibited discrimi-
nation in housing on the basis of race, color, religion, and national origin 
(and subsequently, after amendments in 1974 and 1988, sex, disability or 
handicap, and  familial status).63 Second, the Fair Housing Act required that 
“all executive departments and agencies shall administer their programs 
and activities relating to housing and urban development (including any 
Federal agency having regulatory or supervisory authority over financial 
institutions) in a manner affirmatively to further the purposes of this sub-
chapter.”64 In short, the Fair Housing Act held out the promise of ending 
discrimination in housing and bringing about “fair housing” more broadly 
throughout the United States.

Protest
Following the 1968 presidential election of Republican Richard Nixon, 
George Romney became the HUD secretary and took steps to fulfill the 
act’s promise to affirmatively further fair housing. As one strategy, Romney 
sought to deny HUD funding to wealthy municipalities that used a variety 
of exclusionary practices, such as overly restrictive land- use regulations or 
discriminatory provision of basic urban infrastructure. In his own words, 
Romney sought to break up the “high- income white noose” around Black 
communities.65 President Nixon, however, actively sought to undermine 
Romney’s open communities efforts, stating that “this country is not ready 
at this time for either forcibly integrated housing or forcibly integrated 
education.”66 Nixon’s opposition ultimately contributed to Romney’s res-
ignation. In short, before efforts to realize the affirmatively furthering  
provision could truly begin, they were blocked from the top of the execu-
tive branch.

Nixon instead advanced his concept of “the New Federalism” through 
the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, which consoli-
dated multiple federal funding streams into the CDBG program, with the 
aim of “providing decent housing and a suitable living environment and 
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expanding economic opportunities, principally for persons of low and mod-
erate income.”67 The 1974 act was required to comply with Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (prohibiting discrimination in programs receiv-
ing federal assistance) but conspicuously did not include any reference to 
the Fair Housing Act, implying that Nixon was happy to allow states and 
localities receiving HUD funding to avoid complying with the requirement 
to affirmatively further fair housing.68

In 1983, Congress amended the CDBG program to specify that HUD 
should award grants only if the grantees demonstrated that they would af-
firmatively further fair housing, clarifying again that state and local re-
cipients of HUD’s largest source of community development funds had a 
central role to play in opening access to housing.69 In 1988 and again in 
1995, HUD issued regulations stating that CDBG recipients would be con-
sidered in compliance with the obligation to further fair housing if recipi-
ents “conduct an analysis to identify impediments to fair housing choice 
within the jurisdiction, take appropriate actions to overcome the effects of 
any impediments identified through that analysis, and maintain records 
reflecting the analysis and actions.”70 HUD, however, rarely reviewed these 
Analyses of Impediments (AIs), and there were essentially no consequences 
for incomplete, inadequate, or nonexistent filings.

Eventually, in 2009, HUD conducted a study in which it asked a sam-
ple of participating jurisdictions to produce AIs for review and found that 
more than a third of jurisdictions failed to produce one at all.71 The HUD 
study concluded that “only a minority of jurisdictions have an AI readily 
available to the public” and that “citizens seeking to obtain AIs would not 
consistently find them readily available.”72 Conducting a systematic review 
of completeness, the HUD study found that nearly half of the AIs that the 
department actually did receive and review needed improvement or were of 
poor quality. Specifically, HUD noted that “a sizable proportion of the AIs 
reviewed did not contain key aspects recommended for inclusion by the Fair 
Housing Planning Guide” and that many of the AIs “were completed in a 
cursory fashion only.”73 A Government Accountability Office (GAO) study 
of AIs conducted the following year similarly found that more than a third 
of them were out of date. The study also found that the analyses included 
few measurable objectives or time frames and were generally not signed by 
the grantees’ highest- ranking local officials, effectively making it impossible 
to establish clear accountability.74 The HUD study and the GAO study rein-
forced the findings of the bipartisan National Commission on Fair Housing 
and Equal Opportunity, cochaired by former HUD secretaries Jack Kemp 
and Henry Cisneros, which found that “the current federal system for en-
suring fair housing compliance by state and local recipients of housing as-
sistance has failed.”75 The commission determined that “HUD requires no 
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evidence that anything is actually being done as a condition of funding and 
it does not take adverse action if jurisdictions are directly involved in dis-
criminatory actions or fail to affirmatively further fair housing.”76

These minimal requirements in the decades after Congress enacted the 
Fair Housing Act illustrate the struggle to realize the act’s promise of reduc-
ing persistent racial disparities in access to opportunity. In what some have 
referred to as “our federalism,” substantial power to exclude continues to 
rest with local governments.77 And political will for the federal government 
to curb those exclusionary powers is generally lacking.

Prospects
The Fair Housing Act offered a crucial tool in the fight to realize its first 
promise: the fight against discrimination in housing. Enforcement has been 
limited, however, by a combination of lack of awareness by victims of dis-
crimination, low levels of enforcement by the government agencies empow-
ered to implement the act, and relatively weak penalties for lawbreakers.78 
Nevertheless, audit studies over the past three decades have suggested that 
explicit discrimination in housing has decreased and taken somewhat more 
subtle forms, such as non- white homeseekers’ being shown fewer units or 
offered fewer financing options.79 The Fair Housing Act has been less effec-
tive, however, in fulfilling its second promise: to reduce overall segregation. 
In this case, the structures that encourage and perpetuate segregation are 
entrenched in our local government boundaries, municipal financing struc-
tures, and homeownership policies. Continuing asymmetrical preferences 
for neighborhood racial composition combine with metropolitan fragmen-
tation, exclusionary zoning, and regressive local tax policies to generate 
neighborhoods that remain separate and unequal.

To address the structural dimensions of continuing place- based dispari-
ties in access to resources requires giving life to the AFFH mandate of the 
Fair Housing Act. Unlike the direct anti- discrimination provisions of the 
Fair Housing Act, under which any “aggrieved person” can file suit, courts 
have generally been skeptical of a “private right of action” for individuals to 
sue directly to challenge failures by HUD and its grantees to affirmatively 
further fair housing.80 Advocates have nevertheless sought creative ways to 
realize the potential power of the provision in such cases as Resident Advi-
sory Board v. Rizzo (E.D. Pa. 1976), in which Philadelphia residents eligible 
for subsidized housing sued the mayor and city officials, alleging that they 
violated the AFFH provision by blocking construction of public housing in 
an all- white South Philadelphia neighborhood.81 The appellate court upheld 
the district court’s decision in favor of the residents but based liability on 
the provisions in Section 3604 of the Fair Housing Act, prohibiting the de-
nial of housing on the basis of race, and sidestepped the question of private 
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rights of action under Section 3608’s AFFH provision.82 In NAACP, Boston 
Chapter v. HUD (1st Cir. 1987), the NAACP challenged the city of Boston’s 
and HUD’s failure to use Urban Development Action Grant funds to create 
low- income housing in areas that would give households “a true choice of 
location.”83 Then- Judge (now Supreme Court Justice) Stephen Breyer wrote 
that although Section 3608 does not create a private right of action directly 
enforceable in court, it could be reviewed under an Administrative Proce-
dure Act claim if the governmental actions were arbitrary and capricious 
in failing to affirmatively further fair housing. Another creative approach 
was seen in United States ex rel. Anti- discrimination Center of Metro New 
York, Inc. v. Westchester County.84 The Anti- Discrimination Center of Metro 
New York sued Westchester County under the False Claims Act in 2006 
for falsely certifying the county’s compliance with fair housing regulations, 
when it had not, in fact, taken any steps to analyze or address impediments 
to fair housing. The United States joined the lawsuit, ultimately coming to 
a settlement in 2009. In 2011, HUD began withholding millions of dollars 
in funding from Westchester because the county had failed to comply with 
the settlement agreement; it finally accepted Westchester’s eleventh submis-
sion of an AI in 2017 only after the change in presidential administrations.

These cases suggest that the AFFH provision has the potential to have 
a substantial impact on the construction and siting of affordable housing 
and on municipal and regional planning, but clear guidelines and federal 
enforcement are lacking. Such were the hopes of advocates when the Obama 
administration started working on the AFFH Rule. They engaged with 
HUD in imagining what form the rule could take.

As work on the AFFH Rule began, the legacy of the litigation discussed 
above revealed the difficulty of addressing local exclusion and regional in-
equality within a federal system that rests on strong protections for states and 
popularly entrenched localism. Given that there are limited avenues for either 
private or public enforcement through the courts for the Fair Housing Act’s 
AFFH provision, the most viable path forward entailed having HUD use its 
administrative powers to set directives for state and local governments to ad-
vance racial equity.85 As described by Raphael W. Bostic, Katherine O’Regan, 
Patrick Pontius, and Nicholas F. Kelly in Chapter 2, the AFFH Rule relies 
on localities’ undertaking rigorous analysis and creating meaningful goals 
to meet the fair housing requirements and then honestly evaluating their 
progress toward those goals. The AFFH Rule thus arguably takes the form of 
an equality directive, albeit one without explicit federal goal setting. As with 
other equality directives, in which federal agencies set objectives for state 
and local governments to advance, responsibility falls to federal agencies to 
use their administrative powers strategically to ensure local compliance.86 
As the discussion below of comments submitted regarding the proposed rule 
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reveals, concerns about effective enforcement were paramount for civil rights 
advocates as well as for localities and public housing authorities.

One of the tensions that shaped the drafting of the AFFH Rule was the 
long- standing strain between advocates of what have sometimes been called 
“place- based” and “people- based” investments. Some fair housing advocates 
have especially favored investments that support household geographic mo-
bility—for instance, through housing choice vouchers combined with the 
calculation of small area fair market rents and the provision of robust hous-
ing counseling. An important early milestone in this approach came with 
the settlement of Hills v. Gautreaux, 425 U.S. 284 (1976), a case challenging 
racial discrimination by HUD and the Chicago Housing Authority; the res-
olution required the construction of new “scattered- site” public housing in 
Chicago and the creation of the Gautreaux Assisted Housing program, pro-
viding housing vouchers for Chicago Housing Authority tenants to use in 
racially integrated neighborhoods across the region. Research involving the 
participants in the assisted housing program found socioeconomic benefits 
for children and helped inspire the subsequent Moving to Opportunity for 
Fair Housing (MTO) program administered by HUD in the 1990s.87 Recent 
research on the MTO program has found further support for the positive 
educational and income effects that mobility to neighborhoods with lower 
poverty rates can have on young children.88 Similarly, research on some of 
the developments that followed the Southern Burlington County NAACP v. 
Mt. Laurel, 336 A.2d 713 (1975) decision by the New Jersey Supreme Court 
(requiring municipalities statewide to zone in such a way as to enable the 
construction of their fair share of affordable housing) also found substantial 
improvements in socioeconomic outcomes for children in more economi-
cally integrated neighborhoods.89 Advocates of this people- based or mobil-
ity approach often emphasize that all households should have the freedom 
to live where they choose and argue that—given historical and continuing 
opposition to meaningful community investment—supporting household 
mobility is most likely to lead to substantial improvements in outcomes for 
young people and in reducing racial disparities in socioeconomic outcomes 
over the long term. In Chapter 7, Michael C. Lens reviews some of the re-
search regarding the MTO program and the implications of that research 
for the AFFH Rule; in Chapter 8, Megan Haberle identifies obstacles and 
opportunities in the rule for advancing racial and economic integration. 

An emphasis on place- based investments encourages the allocation 
of public and private capital to neighborhoods that have experienced his-
toric disinvestment and that currently experience high poverty rates and 
economic isolation. Advocates of this approach often emphasize the im-
portance of place- based social networks to household well- being and the 
cultural and psychological significance of connections to place as well as 
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the costs of moving, the burdens of which are often unequally distributed. 
Chester Hartman noted decades ago that people should have a “right to 
stay put” if they choose and that the realization of that right requires in-
vestments that make neighborhood- based public services and amenities 
more equal.90 In Chapter 5, Edward Goetz sets out several arguments from 
the Left in favor of place- based investments; in Chapter 4, Howard Husock 
presents a conservative argument against an undue emphasis on mobility. 

Attempting to rigidly confine individuals or groups to either category, 
however, is not particularly productive, as organizations with leanings in 
both directions have largely come to appreciate the importance of simulta-
neous support for voluntary household mobility and for concerted invest-
ments in comprehensive community revitalization. Many now encourage a 
“place- conscious” approach to investing in people and neighborhoods.91 In-
deed, “comprehensive approaches that combine and coordinate sustained, 
long- term investments in multiple areas—such as affordable housing, early 
childhood education, quality schools, access to primary medical care, and 
a range of social supports—and track progress towards common goals over 
time, adjusting course when necessary” combined with “organizing efforts 
that build power and self- direction among residents” are critical.92 

HUD’s efforts to draft the proposed AFFH Rule had to navigate among 
these tensions and find what its officials came to call “a balanced approach” 
to furthering fair housing.93 As discussed in Chapter 2, HUD expended 
significant effort on community engagement, working with civil rights 
advocates, affordable housing developers, public housing authorities, and 
other stakeholders. One of the basic innovations of the proposed rule was 
to actually define what “affirmatively furthering fair housing” should entail. 
HUD defined it as “taking meaningful actions that, taken together, address 
significant disparities in housing needs and in access to opportunity, re-
placing segregated living patterns with truly integrated and balanced living 
patterns, transforming racially and ethnically concentrated areas of poverty 
into areas of opportunity, and fostering and maintaining compliance with 
civil rights and fair housing laws.”94 The definition notably highlights that 
advancing racial and economic integration and investing in the transfor-
mation of economically isolated areas into ones rich with opportunity are 
central aspects of furthering fair housing. This articulation of a balanced 
approach was arguably central to gaining the strong support of civil rights 
organizations, community development groups, affordable housing devel-
opers, fair housing advocates, and others for the proposed rule. Although 
some anxiety remained on both sides about what its effects would be, the 
support for it was wide, as discussed below.

HUD officials were also careful to include attention to all protected 
classes in the proposed AFH process. HUD defined “fair housing choice” in  
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the AFFH Rule as meaning “that individuals and families have the informa-
tion, opportunity, and options to live where they choose without unlawful 
discrimination and other barriers related to race, color, religion, sex, famil-
ial status, national origin, or disability.”95 It further clarified that “for per-
sons with disabilities, fair housing choice and access to opportunity include 
access to accessible housing and housing in the most integrated setting ap-
propriate to an individual’s needs as required under Federal civil rights law, 
including disability- related services that an individual needs to live in such 
housing.”96 As discussed in Chapter 3, several of the HUD grantees that 
completed early AFHs noted the role of the rule in catalyzing new attention 
to disability access in housing. Of the first AFHs that were submitted after 
the AFFH Rule’s implementation, HUD rejected several for failing to ad-
dress the integration of disabled households or failing to analyze and to set 
out goals to confront discrimination on the basis of national origin.97

The 2015 Affirmatively Furthering 
Fair Housing Rule, and Beyond

The history of fair housing from the nineteenth century until today forms the 
backdrop for this volume’s central focus on more recent innovations. Ulti-
mately, we look beyond the current stalemate over the AFFH Rule to envision 
new possibilities for next steps. Bringing together scholars from across the 
political spectrum and a wide range of disciplines, we examine the promises, 
protests, and prospects for fair housing in the next decade and beyond.

Promises

By structuring this volume to convey promises, protests, and prospects, 
we acknowledge the significance of a tortuous history of partial starts and 
setbacks but keep our focus on future possibilities. The AFFH Rule builds 
on the complex historical struggle for open housing that von Hoffman—a 
historian based at Harvard’s Joint Center for Housing Studies—describes 
in Chapter 1. Von Hoffman explores the distinction—and sometimes even 
tension—between efforts to end discrimination in housing and efforts to 
affirmatively foster racial integration as well as debates over the meaning 
and significance of “the ghetto.” 

As Bostic, O’Regan, Pontius, and Kelly describe in Chapter 2, HUD 
worked carefully to overcome internal institutional divides and external 
opposition to issue the final AFFH Rule in July 2015. As key players in the 
process while working at HUD during the Obama administration, Bostic, 
O’Regan, and Pontius highlight some of the challenges to drafting the rule, 
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including tensions between the department’s planning and enforcement 
arms. This chapter shows how many of the key debates among fair housing 
and affordable housing advocates entered into internal contestation within 
HUD. The authors outline the process of crafting the rule, securing buy- in 
within HUD, compromising across departments, persevering in the face of 
delays, and ultimately succeeding in issuing the new rule—a process that took 
virtually the entire Obama administration to execute. One of the difficult de-
bates they reveal revolved around whether the approach should be consensual 
and planning- based or focused more on punitive enforcement through legal 
action. The authors make a full- throated defense of the former, arguing that 
the rule was written with long- term planning processes in mind, designed 
to change conversations within municipalities around the country and, over 
time, to build a less segregated, more equal metropolitan America. Finally, the 
authors focus on some of the rule’s key innovations, such as facilitating local 
determination of priorities, conceiving of the AFH as a meaningful plan-
ning tool for future action integrated with other planning requirements, and 
empowering communities with data so that they could effectively engage in a 
dialogue about unique local obstacles and strategies.

Civil rights organizations, including the NAACP, the NAACP Legal De-
fense Fund, the National Council of La Raza, the National Urban League, 
the Equal Rights Center, the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under 
Law, the Disability Rights Legal Center, the National Gay and Lesbian Task 
Force, and others, enthusiastically supported the AFFH Rule in public com-
ments to HUD during the notice and comment period. For instance, the 
NAACP described the proposed regulations as “a very important step to-
wards achieving Congress’ vision about how the Fair Housing Act should be 
a tool for creating equal opportunity in our country.”98 Civil rights organi-
zations generally offered vocal support for the proposed rule together with 
suggestions to strengthen it, largely by increasing community engagement 
requirements, offering incentives for regional collaboration in AFHs, set-
ting higher expectations for performance by grantees, requiring grantees 
to make timely and concrete progress toward achieving their fair housing 
goals, creating a process for residents and advocates to challenge AFHs, and 
ensuring that HUD allocated effective resources to review AFHs. A joint 
letter from a diverse coalition of forty- one civil rights organizations, includ-
ing the American‐Arab Anti‐Discrimination Committee, Asian Americans 
Advancing Justice, the Human Rights Campaign, the Leadership Confer-
ence on Civil and Human Rights, The National Coalition for Asian Pacific 
American Community Development, The National Consumer Law Center, 
the National Women’s Law Center, the Opportunity Agenda, and PolicyL-
ink, noted that by “establishing a framework that holds recipients of federal 
funding accountable, this rule will promote thriving, diverse communities 
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that can meet the challenges of the 21st century.”99 The National Council 
of La Raza emphasized its belief that the proposed rule “w[ould] offer bet-
ter protections for a family’s right to obtain adequate and safe housing of 
one’s choosing” than existing regulations, but, like many other civil rights 
organizations, it also noted that “the success of these changes is highly de-
pendent on accountability through rigorous outreach and enforcement,” 
encouraging HUD to require more robust community outreach, set higher 
standards of performance for grantees, and make enforcement of the AFFH 
Rule a priority.100 The National Community Reinvestment Coalition simi-
larly endorsed the proposed rule, encouraging HUD to require grantees 
to maximize citizen participation throughout the assessment process, to 
require grantees to consider more information beyond the data provided by 
HUD, to require grantees to identify quantifiable performance benchmarks, 
and to allocate resources for enforcement.101 

Several civil rights organizations enthusiastically supported the AFFH 
Rule and called for a stronger emphasis on integration and mobility. For in-
stance, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund described the rule as a “tremendous 
first step” toward further advancing the Fair Housing Act but asked HUD to 
clarify that the “the central purpose of the Fair Housing Act’s affirmatively 
furthering fair housing mandate is to promote integration” and encouraged 
HUD to adopt more robust enforcement mechanisms, to require measur-
able performance standards of grantees, and to more expressly weave the 
fair housing requirements into the Consolidated Plan and Public Housing 
Authority Annual Plans.102 The Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under 
Law noted that “there is a serious imbalance between housing opportunities 
available to low income people—with a dearth of opportunities in low pov-
erty areas with quality schools, good employment opportunities, and prox-
imity to transportation assets compared to opportunities existing in high 
poverty, segregated areas” and called for the AFFH Rule to “promote a better 
balance of housing choices for people who are members of protected classes 
than currently exists.”103 The Poverty and Race Research Action Council, 
writing on behalf of itself and more than two dozen other civil rights and 
fair housing groups, expressed concern that the proposed rule did not go far 
enough to ensure compliance, arguing that “[a]s civil rights advocates, we do 
not object to HUD’s basic premise—that part of the fair housing mandate 
must include the radical improvement of segregated, higher poverty neigh-
borhoods where many low- income families will continue to reside even after 
strong voluntary desegregation efforts,” but expressing concern that the pro-
posed rule did not forcefully enough put forth the “primary integrative pur-
pose” of the provision.104 The letter encouraged HUD to “make it clear that 
the primary purpose of the ‘community revitalization’ prong of the AFFH 
rule is to direct non- housing economic and community assets into these 
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neighborhoods: assets like enhanced school resources, economic develop-
ment, job training, improved parks, full service grocery stores, and commu-
nity policing.”105 The letter also expressed concern about HUD’s capacity to 
review the AFHs and encouraged the department to avoid its routine review 
altogether, instead substituting an audit- based and complaint- triggered re-
view process, providing more guidance in the rule on what constitutes an 
acceptable AFH, and creating a procedure through which local advocates 
could object to HUD’s approval of an AFH.106 

Community organizing groups and affordable housing advocates gener-
ally expressed support for the proposed AFFH Rule as well, while also raising 
concerns about potential effects on community reinvestment efforts. Na-
tional People’s Action, a federation of twenty- nine grassroots organizations 
in eighteen states working together for racial and economic justice, endorsed 
the rule while cautioning that “too much emphasis on promoting integration 
and overcoming segregation (as important as these goals are and even in the 
name of eliminating concentrations of poverty in minority areas)[. . .] can 
be used to undermine the legitimate needs of existing minority communi-
ties where, in fact, most minority families will live out their lives.”107 The 
National Low Income Housing Coalition “commend[ed] HUD for undertak-
ing a multi- year effort to obtain the views of a wide range of stakeholders” 
and “enthusiastically support[ed] the proposed improvements,” while also 
requesting that HUD “recognize that affirmatively furthering fair housing 
may entail devoting resources to improve areas of concentrated racial and 
ethnic poverty by preserving and improving affordable housing, and by im-
plementing investment policies that augment access to essential community 
assets for protected class residents who wish to remain in their communi-
ties—while protecting them from the forces of displacement.”108 

Although they indicated support for the goals of the proposed AFFH 
Rule, many public housing authorities, by contrast, expressed skepticism 
and concern about the regulations. The Council of Large Public Housing 
Authorities warned “that the proposed rule sends mixed messages about 
how PHAs’ [Public Housing Authorities’] current operations comply with 
their obligation to affirmatively further fair housing; offers inadequate pro-
tections to PHAs that strive to meet their obligations; and imposes an un-
funded mandate on PHAs that are already suffering from severe budget 
cuts to their current operations.”109 The National Association of Housing 
and Redevelopment Officials similarly voiced apprehension “that this highly 
procedural proposed rule will add significant administrative burden for 
PHAs and other HUD grantees while doing very little to actually promote 
fair housing outcomes,” leading to “small communities opting out of fed-
eral programs and resources being diverted away from actually serving the 
populations intended to benefit from the regulations.”110 
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Few conservative public policy research institutions submitted com-
ments. While on the campaign trail, Ben Carson wrote an article in the Wash-
ington Times describing the AFFH Rule as a “mandated social- engineering 
scheme,” much like, he said, the desegregation efforts after Brown v. Board 
of Education (1954).111 He criticized these “government- engineered at-
tempts to legislate racial equality” as examples of “failed socialist experi-
ments.”112 Many individuals also submitted comments in opposition to the 
rule, articulating similar concerns about “social engineering,”113 express-
ing disapproval of the regulation on the grounds that it would “subvert 
private property laws and limit if not eliminate any or all future suburban 
development,”114 and urging HUD to “return land use control to the local  
governments.”115 

HUD responded to hundreds of such comments, revised the rule, and 
issued the final regulation in 2015. One of the most surprising things about 
its initial rollout was HUD’s engagement and enforcement. In Chapter 3, 
Nicholas F. Kelly, Maia S. Woluchem, Reed Jordan, and Justin P. Steil ana-
lyze fair housing plans from the first forty- nine municipalities that submit-
ted AFHs before the tool was suspended in 2018. The authors code every 
goal in every AFH, finding that the rule led to more goals with measur-
able objectives or new policies than did the prior AI process. Many of the 
municipalities engaged in meaningful community dialogues that produced 
innovative, rigorous goals to reduce segregation and increase access to op-
portunity. These authors also code the goals according to a variety of other 
measures, finding that the AFHs included goals focused on place- based and 
mobility policies, zoning changes, efforts at combating displacement, and 
regional collaborations, among other things. This diversity of goal types 
represents the broad array of policies that municipalities proposed to fulfill 
the AFFH mandate. The authors also find a statistically significant relation-
ship between the level of segregation in a community and whether the fair 
housing plan set out measurable objectives or proposed new policies, sug-
gesting that some of the most segregated communities were taking the most 
meaningful steps to further fair housing.

Protests

Even after its passage, the AFFH Rule continued to be contested. Once it 
was promulgated, civil rights advocates expressed concerns about its en-
forceability. Others criticized its focus on segregation and on racially and 
ethnically concentrated areas of poverty, as compared to the need for com-
munity investment and affordable housing. For instance, planning and pol-
icy scholar Goetz argues in Chapter 4 that the existence of spatial inequality 
does not necessarily mean that spatial integration is the right solution. He 
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argues that criticism by some fair housing advocates of the construction of 
more affordable housing in neighborhoods with high poverty rates draws 
on and reinforces negative views toward affordable housing more generally. 
Attempts to dismantle public housing to further integration, he suggests, 
benefit developers, who profit from the construction, and harm communi-
ties of color, who bear the burden of relocation.

In Chapter 5, the Manhattan Institute’s Husock similarly critiques the 
AFFH Rule, this time from a conservative perspective, as an ineffective way 
of improving the prospects of low- income people of color. Instead of inte-
gration, Husock, like Goetz, advocates for greater investment in low- income 
neighborhoods. He does not question the research demonstrating the im-
portance of neighborhoods for the long- term economic outcomes of chil-
dren. Instead, he questions the practicality of scaling up the AFFH Rule and 
challenges the general skepticism among mobility advocates about place- 
based approaches. He situates these critiques in the recognition that past 
government efforts have often undermined the same low- income neighbor-
hoods that the current AFFH Rule aims to support. Husock points out that 
many neighborhoods cleared by urban renewal were not as impoverished 
as commonly thought and held high levels of social and political capital. In 
short, he argues against environmental determinism and in favor of the idea 
that low- income areas can be “good neighborhoods.”

Promises

In this book’s final section, we turn to three chapters that look beyond the 
AFFH Rule to address a select number of issues that show how we might 
grapple with fair housing challenges in the years to come.

In housing policy today, perhaps no issue provokes as vocal a response 
as that of gentrification. The interaction of gentrification with fair housing 
concerns raises a set of particularly vexing policy questions. In Chapter 6, 
Been, a former commissioner of the New York City Department of Hous-
ing Preservation and Development and subsequently a deputy mayor of 
Housing and Economic Development for New York City, examines how 
policymakers, advocates, and scholars should think about how to affirma-
tively further fair housing in the context of gentrification. New York is a 
particularly compelling case through which to examine the intersection 
of fair housing and gentrification, as it is simultaneously one of the most 
segregated metropolitan areas in the country with some of the most intense 
gentrification pressures, as well as the city with the nation’s largest public 
housing authority and most powerful municipal housing preservation and 
development agency. In recent years, New York has also been home to a 
growing tenant movement focused on strengthening and expanding rent 
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regulation, which it accomplished in 2019, and fighting against displace-
ment, often by seeking to intervene in the city’s proposed neighborhood 
based re- zonings. Been examines these issues in relation to the affordable 
housing crisis in New York City and the city’s efforts to address it. She con-
fronts difficult policy tradeoffs evident in such policies as efforts to allow 
for more density in many neighborhoods in New York—many of them low- 
income—which have stoked fears of increased displacement. From a fair 
housing context, she engages the concern that increased investment in such 
neighborhoods may remedy years of disinvestment while also contributing 
to racial and economic integration—but through the mechanism of gentri-
fication. Conversely, efforts to prevent displacement can, at times, further 
concentrate poverty and exacerbate segregation. Finally, she confronts the 
ways that zoning interacts with efforts to promote integration, examining 
how a variety of zoning changes affect residential segregation and integra-
tion. Been explores these questions through her practical experience shap-
ing housing policy in New York City, moving us forward in understanding 
this intersection of crucial issues facing America’s cities.

In Chapter 7, University of California, Los Angeles planning professor 
Lens offers a way to improve the AFFH process through paying greater at-
tention to a crucial measure of opportunity: the relative presence or absence 
of crime. He reviews the literature on neighborhood effects, finding that 
poverty, crime, and school quality are three primary indicators associated 
with changes in outcomes for low- income children. Lens also evaluates the 
literature on neighborhood preferences of low- income families who partici-
pated in the MTO program, arguing that crime and violence are primary 
concerns for those participants wanting to move. Lens then notes that the 
AFFH tool currently lacks a key metric of neighborhood quality: crime data. 
He shows how tract- level crime data, while difficult to collect, have become 
more common. This availability means that is now possible to add in the 
most significant missing variable in the current AFFH tool.

Finally, in Chapter 8, Haberle, who directs housing policy at the Poverty 
& Race Research Action Council, analyzes how the AFFH Rule created a 
policy context for rigorous efforts to reduce segregation while also facing a 
number of hurdles to achieve that reality. These barriers include discrimi-
nation, local zoning decisions, federal funding, and bureaucratic structures 
within public housing authorities that tend to reinforce jurisdictional frag-
mentation. Haberle also discusses past problems with enforcing the Fair 
Housing Act, which may continue in future AFFH enforcement. These 
problems range from HUD’s lack of commitment to fair housing to an un-
willingness to leverage its funding over states and localities to incentivize 
compliance. She discusses the double- edged sword of local control over fair 
housing in the AFFH Rule—it allows for experimentation but may also be  
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a way to avoid accountability. Haberle points to the lack of prior perfor-
mance metrics as key to HUD’s previous inability to hold grant recipients 
accountable. She argues that participation in the AFFH process could spark 
a cooperative federalism, creating new coalitions and public understand-
ings. Haberle also notes that the AFFH’s focus on regional issues could be 
an innovative way to confront our fragmented metropolitan regions that 
reinforce segregation. Given federal efforts to undermine the AFFH Rule, 
she points to the possibility of overlaying the AFFH onto the housing choice 
voucher and low- income housing tax credit programs as a way to achieve 
many of the same goals.

Conclusion

The post- Obama attacks on civil rights protections have extended to a set of 
crucial policies created over the prior decade to begin to address powerful 
place- based inequalities in resources and access to opportunity. The AFFH 
Rule became a key target of these attacks. As discussed above, HUD in 2018 
initially suspended and then subsequently proposed revising the AFFH 
Rule.116 In 2019, HUD released its proposal for an alternative AFFH Rule.117 
The proposed rule eliminated any focus on disparities between protected 
classes in access to opportunities and made no mention of segregation. 

To say the least, this reorientation marked a dramatic pullback. The 2015 
rule had defined AFFH to mean addressing “significant disparities in hous-
ing needs and in access to opportunity, replacing segregated living patterns 
with truly integrated and balanced living patterns, transforming racially 
and ethnically concentrated areas of poverty into areas of opportunity, and 
fostering and maintaining compliance with civil rights and fair housing 
laws.”118 The 2019 proposed revisions, by contrast, redefined AFFH as “re-
ducing obstacles within the participant’s sphere of influence to providing 
fair housing choice.”119 It went on to define fair housing choice as merely 
ensuring that “within a HUD program participant’s sphere of influence, 
that individuals and families have the opportunity and options to live where 
they choose, within their means, without unlawful discrimination related 
to race, color, religion, sex, familial status, national origin, or disability.”120 

In short, the proposed revisions eliminated the effort to address centu-
ries of discrimination in housing policy on the basis of race, national origin, 
religion, sex, familial status, and disability that had been the core of the 2015 
rule and jettisoned the focus on disparities in access to place- based oppor-
tunities and their relationship to socioeconomic mobility. Instead, the 2019 
proposed revisions introduced narrow language focusing on eliminating 
intentional discrimination and presented an effort to facilitate the construc-
tion of market rate housing by eliminating state and local regulations. To 
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evaluate progress toward fair housing, the proposal suggested that HUD 
would use measures of housing costs, the availability of “complete plumb-
ing or kitchen facilities,” vacancy rates, and “rates of subpar Public Housing 
conditions” as well as measures of lead poisoning, disability access, and 
voucher use.121 Instead of looking holistically at the interaction between 
land use, housing policy, environmental quality, economic development, 
educational access, transportation, and social mobility as the 2015 rule had 
done, the 2019 proposal returned to a siloed focus on housing alone and to 
rudimentary measures of housing quality that would be easy for jurisdic-
tions to meet (for example, more than 99 percent of occupied housing units 
in 2017 had complete plumbing and kitchen facilities).

This proposed evisceration of the 2015 AFFH Rule is part of a broad as-
sault on civil rights protections in housing. For instance, HUD in 2019 also 
issued a proposed rule revising the 2013 rule implementing the Fair Hous-
ing Act’s disparate impact standard. In Texas Department of Housing and 
Community Affairs v. The Inclusive Communities Project (2015), the Supreme 
Court confirmed that claims of discrimination under the Fair Housing Act 
could be brought on the basis of a policy’s disparate impact, without direct 
evidence of an intent to discriminate. Yet under the Trump administration, 
HUD sought to undermine the essential ability to look at not just the intent 
of policies but also their effects.

In 2020, HUD abruptly issued a new final rule that repealed the AFFH 
Rule altogether. The 2020 rule essentially rewrote two crucial terms. First, 
it redefined “fair housing” to mean “housing that, among other attributes, 
is affordable, safe, decent, free of unlawful discrimination, and accessible as 
required under civil rights laws.” Second, it redefined “affirmatively further” 
to mean “to take any action rationally related to promoting any attribute 
or attributes of fair housing.” With these new definitions in place, the 2020 
rule required HUD grantees to certify only that they had taken “any” ac-
tion linked to fair housing. The earlier revisions proposed in 2019 gutted the 
2015 effort to address place- based disparities associated with race, disability, 
family status, or other protected characteristics in access to resources. The 
2020 final rule went even further by completely eliminating any affirmative 
responsibility to advance fair housing, allowing whatever step a locality pro-
posed related to “affordable,” “safe,” or “decent” housing to suffice. 

To Trump and his supporters, the problem with the 2019 proposed 
changes was that “the HUD approach did not go far enough.” What they 
wanted, though, was not further enforcement of fair housing but, instead, 
a rule that would enable HUD to “do more . . . to empower local communi-
ties and to reduce the regulatory burden of providing unnecessary data to 
HUD.” In his tweets accompanying the repeal, Secretary Ben Carson de-
scribed the AFFH Rule as a “ruse for social engineering under the guise of 
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desegregation” that essentially turned HUD “into a national zoning board.” 
The repeal followed Trump’s claims via Twitter and virtual town halls that 
the AFFH Rule was “not fair to homeowners” and that it would be “bringing 
who knows who into your suburbs, so your communities will be unsafe and 
your housing values will go down.” Evoking racialized claims of neighbor-
hood decline and white grievance, Trump further tweeted that “people have 
worked all their lives to get into a community, and now they’re going to 
watch it go to hell. Not going to happen, not while I’m here.” Trump tweeted 
after the repeal, “I am happy to inform all the people living their Suburban 
Lifestyle Dream that you will no longer be bothered or financially hurt by 
having low income housing built in your neighborhood. . . . Your housing 
prices will go up based on the market, and crime will go down. I have re-
scinded the Obama- Biden AFFH Rule. Enjoy!”

Fair housing advocates have already had substantial victories in their 
efforts to protect important civil rights regulations, however. In 2017, 
HUD tried to undermine the Small Area Fair Market Rents Final Rule— 
something that the agency had finalized just one year earlier. The Small 
Area Fair Market Rents Rule provides that instead of determining hous-
ing choice voucher payment standards by using a metropolitan areawide 
fair market rent estimate, PHAs can use fair market rents calculated for 
each zip code within the metropolitan area, thus enabling housing choice 
voucher tenants to access areas with lower poverty rates and with greater 
resources by deploying a housing subsidy adequate to cover higher rents 
in those areas. After HUD sought to withdraw the Small Area Fair Mar-
ket Rents Rule in 2017, fair housing advocates successfully sued under the 
Administrative Procedures Act to reinstate it, enabling the Small Area Fair 
Market Rents Rule’s implementation in a growing number of metropolitan 
areas across the country.

The 2020 repeal of the AFFH Rule, along with the proposed revisions to 
the disparate effects rule, represents another cycle of retreat from the prom-
ises of fair housing, just like the ones that had occurred in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. In the run- up to the 2020 presidential election, 
as the struggle for suburban voters intensified and the Black Lives Matter 
movement directed attention to racial inequality, the AFFH Rule suddenly 
emerged into the limelight: Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden 
expressed his intention to reinstate it, while Trump highlighted his repeal. 
As the conclusion to this book affirms, our intention here is to find ways to 
regain momentum in the simultaneous fight for fair and affordable housing. 
Many of the chapters that follow draw insights from the process through 
which the AFFH Rule was passed to help identify how a future policy can 
be made. Other chapters illuminate what the AFFH Rule accomplished dur-
ing the brief time when it was actually in effect. Collectively, critically, and 
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constructively, we have tried to evaluate the 2015 AFFH Rule. Ultimately, 
having identified several of its strengths and weaknesses, we envision some 
ways in which fair housing policies can be revised, improved, and given 
new life.
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NOTE REGARDING CAPITALIZATION:
Throughout this volume, we have capitalized “Black” but not “white.” As a social 

construction, race is also a construction of language. Some style guides recommend writ-
ing “white” and “black” in all lowercase letters. Lori L. Tharps has made a case for why 
she “refuse[s] to remain in the lower case” and have her “culture . . . reduced to a color.” 
As Tharps and others have highlighted, Du Bois fought to have the “n” in Negro capital-
ized nearly a century ago, and when the New York Times ultimately agreed, in 1930, the 
editorial board wrote, “In our ‘style book’ ‘Negro’ is now added to the list of words to be 
capitalized. It is not merely a typographical change; it is an act of recognition of racial self- 
respect for those who have been for generations in ‘the lower case.’” If “Black” is capital-
ized, should “white” then also be capitalized? Some style guides accept the capitalization 
of both for consistency. Touré explains that he chooses to capitalize “Black” and write 
“white” in lowercase because he believes that “‘Black’ constitutes a group, an ethnicity 
equivalent to African- American, Negro, or, in terms of a sense of ethnic cohesion, Irish, 
Polish, or Chinese” but that whiteness does not merit the same treatment. Touré notes 
that “most American whites think of themselves as Italian- American or Jewish or oth-
erwise relating to other past connections that Blacks cannot make because of the famil-
ial and national disruptions of slavery.” Because “Black speaks to an unknown familial/ 
national past it deserves capitalization,” but white does not. We agree. 
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The Origins of the Fair  
Housing Act of 1968

Alexander von Hoffman

With the passage of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, better 
known as the Fair Housing Act, a decades- long struggle to end 
racial injustice in American housing came to a triumphant climax. 

In the first part of the twentieth century, civil rights activists successfully 
fought to ban racial zoning and eliminate racially restrictive covenants. Ad-
vocates for fair housing then took on the federal government’s policies that 
fostered racial segregation, especially those of the Federal Housing Admin-
istration (FHA). They built a movement, starting in New York City, with the 
five- year long campaign to desegregate Stuyvesant Town, a large publicly 
subsidized privately developed urban redevelopment project. Out of that 
effort came the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing 
(NCDH), which in turn encouraged fair housing campaigns and legislation 
in dozens of states and towns across the country.

In the 1960s, fair housing advocates set their sights on a national prohi-
bition on discrimination in all housing, public and private, on the basis of 
race, creed, or national origin. They successfully pressured President John 
Kennedy to issue an executive order to that end in late 1962, but it was far 
more limited than they had hoped. Then, in the midst of civil rights ferment 
and urban uprisings of the late 1960s, many reformers began to see pre-
dominantly African American urban neighborhoods as pathological places 
that fostered poverty and violence. In arguing for the passage of the Fair 
Housing Act, liberals in Congress explained that the law was necessary to 
rescue African Americans from such “racial ghettos.”
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Activists expanded their goals from simply banning discriminatory 
practices to breaking up these “racial ghettos” and integrating neighbor-
hoods throughout metropolitan areas. Although its proponents insisted 
that the Fair Housing Act was necessary to eliminate the ghetto, the ma-
jority of its provisions targeted discrimination in real estate transactions. 
The complex factors, from exclusionary zoning to socioeconomic inequality 
to household preferences for particular neighborhood characteristics, that 
shape settlement patterns and that reproduce racial segregation make the 
prospects for widely integrated neighborhoods unclear, even with the newer 
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule. Although the intro-
duction to this volume has already noted some of the key historical themes 
and precedents, some additional aspects of this history are worth recount-
ing to explain the struggle and potential of the quest to further fair housing.

Public and Private Segregation and Its Early Opponents

During the early decades of the twentieth century, more than a million Af-
rican Americans moved from the rural South to America’s urban centers in 
what has come to be known as “the Great Migration.” In the great cities of the 
nation, many of the new arrivals clustered in central locations, helping create 
neighborhoods with high concentrations of Black residents—greater than the 
proportion of foreign- born groups in their respective immigrant quarters, 
and longer lasting. The most important cause of highly concentrated Black 
settlement patterns was white people’s hostility to their presence. Whites’ an-
tagonism toward Blacks was frequently organized and at times violent. Doz-
ens of African Americans died at the hands of whites in ugly mob actions, the 
most notorious of which occurred in Chicago and East St. Louis in 1919 and 
Detroit in 1925 but which persisted into the mid- twentieth century.1

Whites took many other measures short of violence to prevent African 
Americans from living among them. White real estate brokers and lenders 
frequently would not serve Black customers, property managers of white- 
occupied apartment buildings refused to rent to Blacks, homebuilders rarely 
built houses for African Americans, and white homeowners often would 
not sell their homes to African Americans. Several city governments passed 
racial zoning ordinances. After the Supreme Court ruled racial zoning un-
constitutional in 1917, white real estate developers and homeowners who 
wanted to prevent African Americans from moving to their neighborhoods 
shifted strategies. They drew up private agreements requiring that all neigh-
borhood residents would not sell or rent their property to Negroes. These 
racially restrictive covenants, which were also used against Jews and other 
unwanted population groups, took the form of either attachments to prop-
erty deeds or agreements between fellow property owners.2
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Formed in 1909 to end racial discrimination in America, the National As-
sociation for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) first campaigned 
against racial zoning and then during the 1940s spearheaded the fight against 
racial covenants. Under its founder Thurgood Marshall, the NAACP Legal 
Defense and Educational Fund pursued two basic lines of legal attack. First, 
its attorneys recognized the validity of racial covenants as voluntary private 
agreements but opposed their enforcement by the courts as unconstitution-
ally discriminatory “state action” similar to racial zoning laws.3 Second, they 
argued that the covenants were inimical to a sound public policy by present-
ing sociological evidence that covenants forced African Americans to live in 
substandard racial ghettos—a term that several authors used to evoke the 
Jewish ghettos in Europe organized and enforced by the Nazis.4

In May 1948, the Supreme Court heard two racial covenant cases 
grouped together, McGhee v. Sipes and Shelley v. Kraemer, and ruled against 
enforcement of racially restrictive covenants. The court affirmed the state 
action theory that the NAACP had argued and held that the state courts’ 
upholding of these restrictive covenants deprived the Black plaintiffs of 
their property rights in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment’s prohibi-
tion against a state’s denying any person within its territory equal protec-
tion under the laws.5

At the same time as opponents of housing discrimination challenged 
court enforcement of private restrictive covenants, they also knew that 
government housing agencies were themselves directly engaged in forms of 
discriminatory state action. The nation’s public housing program, created in 
the 1930s, blatantly enforced segregation of the races in the great majority of 
public housing projects. The United States Housing Authority (USHA) had 
established a Racial Relations Service, but despite being staffed by such inte-
grationists as Frank S. Horne, it had done little to integrate public housing.6

Several factors inhibited officials from integrating government- 
sponsored public housing projects. In the segregated South, public housing 
was politically popular, but to local officials, integration of housing projects 
was unthinkable.7 In the North, the situation was not much better. In Chi-
cago, Elizabeth Wood, the liberal executive secretary of the Chicago Hous-
ing Authority, tried to place small numbers of Blacks in new, predominantly 
white public housing in the central city and on the city’s outskirts, but even 
this limited policy provoked massive white violence in 1946 and 1947. Wood 
then lost a struggle with the city council over the location of a host of new 
public housing projects, after which Blacks were largely constrained to pub-
lic housing projects in Black neighborhoods.8

The public housing movement bequeathed several leaders to the effort 
to prohibit housing discrimination, the most prominent of whom were Rob-
ert C. Weaver and Charles Abrams. As a member of the “Black Cabinet” 
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in Franklin D. Roosevelt’s administration, Weaver had held several federal 
government positions, including special assistant in the public housing divi-
sion of the Works Progress Administration (WPA). In 1948, he published 
The Negro Ghetto, a seminal work on the problem of discrimination, and 
in 1965, President Lyndon Johnson appointed him to be the first secretary 
of the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). A lawyer 
by profession, Abrams in 1933 helped draft legislation to establish the New 
York City Housing Authority and then served as that public housing body’s 
counsel. In the 1950s, he became the first chairman of the New York State 
Commission against Discrimination. During his long career, Abrams not 
only applied his legal expertise to solving housing and civil rights issues but 
also wrote prolifically to sway public opinion on these matters.9

As veterans of the public housing movement, such opponents of hous-
ing discrimination usually did not dwell on the sins of the public housing 
program, which was a key component of liberals’ postwar policy agenda. 
Instead, they saved their wrath for the FHA, the federal government agency 
established in 1935 to insure mortgage loans and promote single- family 
homeownership. Supporters of public housing reviled the FHA as a rival to 
their own program and a tool of the private housing industry, which they 
blamed for creating the nation’s slums and then doing nothing to provide 
homes to low- income people.10

For their part, civil rights advocates denounced the FHA for aggres-
sively pursuing a policy of containment of African Americans in the ghetto. 
For years, FHA regulators encouraged the use of racially restrictive cov-
enants. Even after the Supreme Court’s decision, agency officials believed 
that Shelley did not prevent them from honoring mortgages on covenanted 
properties. Moreover, the FHA’s underwriting manual specifically warned 
against insuring loans to Blacks or to owners in racially mixed neighbor-
hoods. In the view of Abrams, the FHA’s “racial policy . . . could well have 
been culled from the [Nazi] Nuremburg laws.”11

After the Shelley decision, the NAACP applied intensive pressure on the 
FHA to modify its policies. Walter White, the chief executive of the NAACP, 
protested personally to President Harry Truman. Marshall met repeatedly 
with the solicitor general to submit drafts of revised FHA regulations and 
sternly lectured FHA officials against following local segregation customs. 
In 1947, the agency finally agreed to delete offending references to race in its 
underwriting manual, but not until late 1949 did it agree to deny insurance 
to mortgages with racial covenants. Even so, the FHA continued to encour-
age development of suburbs, such as Westlake in Daly City, California, and 
Levittown, Pennsylvania, that were closed to African Americans. Under 
presidents Kennedy and Johnson, the FHA gradually improved, but in the 
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late 1960s, the agency was still approving segregated developments and 
working with developers and owners who discriminated against Blacks.12

The Legacy of Stuyvesant Town

In New York City, a long campaign to desegregate the pioneer urban rede-
velopment project Stuyvesant Town led to the founding of the first orga-
nizations dedicated specifically to eliminating discrimination in housing. 
With support from Robert Moses, New York’s controversial urban- planning 
power broker, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company initiated the 
Stuyvesant Town project in 1943. The project enraged liberal public hous-
ing supporters because it forcibly removed low- income families without 
rehousing them and used public money (in the form of tax exemptions) to 
support a private real- estate venture. Worst of all, the rental policy for the 
new project blatantly banned minorities.13 Outraged civil rights and pub-
lic housing advocates enlisted many liberal organizations, including the 
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the NAACP, and the American 
Jewish Congress, to fight to integrate Stuyvesant Town. Eventually, in Janu-
ary 1952, Metropolitan Life succumbed to the pressure and adopted a non-
discriminatory rental policy.14

Although the anti- discrimination forces had won a great moral victory, 
the new rental policy had little effect. Relatively few African Americans 
moved to Stuyvesant Town, mainly because few applied for admittance: 
low incomes and long waiting lists for apartments deterred many, and a 
reluctance to endure expected white hostility no doubt kept others away. 
However, the battle to integrate Stuyvesant Town had profound effects be-
yond the boundaries of the housing project. In 1948, the representatives 
of sixteen groups involved in the campaign organized the New York State 
Committee on Discrimination in Housing to agitate for fair housing. The 
new organization sponsored path- breaking legislation in the city and the 
state that made it illegal to discriminate in publicly aided and private hous-
ing developments.15

After the passage of the Housing Act of 1949, the members of the New 
York State Committee on Discrimination in Housing saw the potential for 
action on a national scale and, in 1950, founded a new organization, the 
National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing (NCDH) to co-
ordinate activities in the cause of what was originally called “democratic 
housing” but soon became known as either open or fair housing. Until its 
demise in 1987, the NCDH was the only national organization dedicated 
to wiping out racial discrimination in the housing field. Fittingly enough, 
Weaver and Abrams, two old friends and leaders in the struggles against 
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restrictive covenants and Stuyvesant Town, served as the first president and 
vice president of the NCDH.16

First Steps toward Fair Housing

The NCDH focused on fighting discrimination rather than the patterns of 
racial change in neighborhoods, a far more complex phenomenon. As the 
author of a 1960 report funded by the Ford Foundation explained, eliminat-
ing discriminatory conduct would be easier and more effective than trying to 
change prejudiced attitudes, and changing laws was the most effective way to 
change conduct and the factors that encouraged prejudiced attitudes. Hence, 
the NCDH drafted model anti- discrimination laws for cities and states and 
lobbied the federal Housing and Home Finance Agency (HHFA) to encour-
age open or nondiscriminatory occupancy policies in new FHA- supported 
private housing and all public housing. In the private sphere, it worked with 
local interracial housing committees in Norfolk and Minneapolis and cam-
paigned to get developers to sell homes to African Americans. After a decade 
of work, advocates of “open housing,” a term that evoked unrestricted real 
estate markets, could point to thirty- two cities and ten states that had pro-
hibited discrimination in government- supported developments.17

By 1960, the anti- housing discrimination advocates had begun to make 
headway in reforming private real- estate activity. The growing civil rights 
movement raised the consciousness of many white Americans and spurred 
ordinary citizens to form fair housing committees in hundreds of com-
munities across the United States. Some committees encouraged local gov-
ernments to bar discrimination and invited African Americans to move 
to their communities, although as a practical matter in affluent suburbs, 
such as Boston’s Natick and Wellesley, Blacks were unlikely to come in 
significant numbers. An increasing number of states and cities passed anti- 
discrimination laws. In one of those states, New Jersey, representatives of 
local organizations formed a New Jersey Committee against Discrimination 
and, with the aid and advice of the NCDH, mounted a publicity and legal 
campaign against developer William Levitt, who notoriously had refused to 
sell to Blacks, that forced him to reverse policy and sell to non- whites. Such 
decentralized local efforts multiplied during the civil rights era, so that on 
the eve of the passage of the Fair Housing Act of 1968, the NCDH counted 
twenty- one states, the District of Columbia, five counties, and seventy- five 
cities and villages that had enacted open housing statutes.18

Beyond its encouragement of local endeavors, the NCDH relentlessly 
pursued federal policies that would end discrimination. During the 1960 
U.S. presidential campaign, the NCDH persuaded both parties to adopt 
open housing planks. Candidate Kennedy raised the hopes of public housing 
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and civil rights advocates when he promised that if elected, he would outlaw 
housing discrimination by federal agencies with a “stroke of a pen.” After 
the election, however, frustration set in when it became clear that the new 
president was in no hurry to issue an executive order. Abrams, recently 
installed as the president of the NCDH, helpfully sent Kennedy a sweeping 
draft order that would have banned discrimination in all forms of federally 
assisted housing and all federally regulated and assisted lending institu-
tions, but to no avail.

The hopes of the advocates were raised again when, at year’s end, Ken-
nedy nominated Weaver, the NCDH’s former president, to head the federal 
HHFA. Yet the president, wary of political repercussions, refused to act on 
the executive order to prohibit housing discrimination by federal agencies. 
Abrams initiated a national lobbying effort to force the president’s hand. 
Finally, in the fall of 1962, Kennedy issued a limited order that directed all 
federal departments, but particularly the HHFA, “to take all action neces-
sary and appropriate to prevent discrimination because of race, color, creed, 
or national origin” in any housing the government owned, financed, or sup-
ported through loan insurance, in the future. Needless to say, open housing 
advocates were highly disappointed.19

Changing Perceptions of the Ghetto

By the mid- 1960s, the social and political context of the movement to end 
housing discrimination had begun to change. The northern and urban mi-
grations of African Americans had slowed to a virtual halt. Large numbers 
of whites continued to move from city neighborhoods into the suburbs, 
opening large new territories in which Black people could settle.

The transition process, however, created dual real estate markets in 
which demand for homes in old neighborhoods was low among whites and 
high among African Americans. Unscrupulous real estate agents and in-
vestors, known as “blockbusters,” exploited this situation by scaring whites 
into selling homes at discount prices in “changing neighborhoods” and then 
charging high prices to Blacks to purchase such houses, a practice sometimes 
made worse by requiring the onerous contract method of sale. Although 
widely condemned for causing wholesale racial change, blockbusters were a 
symptom, not a cause, of the discriminatory real estate market. Hence, the 
NCDH’s leaders believed that such exploitation constituted not civil rights 
violations but fraud and worried that trying to suppress it might prevent 
Blacks from purchasing homes in previously white neighborhoods.20

As African Americans spread across the cities and into the inner sub-
urbs, their accommodations improved. Density levels and the number of 
substandard dwellings dropped; gone were the desperately tight housing 
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market, overcrowding, and kitchenette apartments of the early postwar 
years. In many cities, the degree of urban segregation actually declined.21

As middle- class African Americans departed for middle- class districts, 
the proportion of low- income, unemployed, and single- parent households 
living in predominantly African American central- city areas increased. 
Crime rates, which rose throughout the country during the 1960s, esca-
lated dramatically in the core areas of large cities. Just as the southern civil 
rights movement triumphed with the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, violent disorders broke out in the Hough neighborhood of Cleveland 
and New York City’s Harlem, followed by four years of similar upheavals in 
African American neighborhoods throughout the nation. The urban unrest, 
poverty, and rising crime rates convinced many observers that the nation’s 
cities were in crisis. In response, scholars, civil rights advocates, and jour-
nalists launched a harsh attack on what they called “the racial ghetto” and 
redefined the goals of the fair housing movement. Since the 1940s, urban 
sociologists and civil rights activists had invoked the term “ghetto” to em-
phasize the injustice of housing discrimination, noting the correlation of 
overcrowded slums with social problems.22

Now, influenced by theories of a self- perpetuating “culture of poverty,” 
scholars and reformers conceived of the ghetto as an oppressive place that 
inflicted poverty, dangerous housing, inferior schools, chiseling storekeep-
ers, and brutal police upon its inhabitants. People who lived in such neigh-
borhoods, according to studies of urban social pathology, faced almost 
insurmountable barriers to finding jobs or experiencing stable social lives. 
To such observers, the color gap in wealth seemed to be widening instead of 
narrowing as America’s inner cities dissolved into a tangle of poverty, drugs, 
violence, and defeatism.23

In 1965, Kenneth Clark published Dark Ghetto: Dilemmas of Social 
Power, perhaps the most eloquent and influential expression of this con-
cept of the ghetto as a source of social ills. Based on his experience with 
the government- funded Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited program, 
Dark Ghetto was not so much a report as an “anguished cry.”24 In it, Clark 
spells out the social problems he saw facing African Americans: “low aspira-
tion, poor education, family instability, illegitimacy, unemployment, crime, 
drug addiction and alcoholism, frequent illness and early death.” An inter-
nalized sense of inferior racial status with its attendant despair and hatred, 
he adds, aggravated the problems of urban poverty.25

A primary source of these social problems, Clark strongly believes, was 
the physical environment that hemmed in its inhabitants behind an “invis-
ible wall.” “The pathologies of the ghetto community,” he writes, “perpetu-
ate themselves through cumulative ugliness, deterioration, and isolation.” 
Echoing anti- slum reformers of the early twentieth century, Clark charges 
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that unsafe, deteriorating, and overcrowded housing was killing off the resi-
dents of Harlem.26 During the mid- 1960s, many politically liberal Ameri-
cans, including the president of the United States, adopted the view that the 
isolation of the ghetto interlocked with past injustice and present prejudice 
to harm African Americans in complex and profound ways. As Congress 
debated the Voting Rights Act of 1965, President Johnson echoed Clark in 
a speech at Howard University in which he described African Americans 
as “a separated people” in “a world of decay ringed by an invisible wall.”27

To Break Up the Racial Ghetto

In the ferment over civil rights and the inner city, the open housing re-
formers widened the scope of their agenda beyond simply ending discrimi-
natory practices; they wished to eliminate that invisible wall altogether. In 
1965, the NCDH launched a nationwide campaign for open occupancy that 
deliberately moved “beyond the issue of discrimination per se to those broad 
social, economic, and political factors which support and extend the ghetto 
walls.” That October, the NCDH organized a national conference, attended 
by participants from 132 cities and 32 states, on the theme of “How to Break 
Up the Racial Ghetto.”28 The following year, the NCDH participated in the 
White House Conference on Civil Rights and helped draft and then pro-
moted housing goals, such as building low- cost housing in suburbs and 
developing racially inclusive new towns, that went further than merely re-
moving barriers to free selection of housing.29

Yet for all their dislike of the ghetto, open housing leaders overestimated 
the value that many African American residents of inner- city neighbor-
hoods placed on racial integration. The NCDH’s own newsletter in 1963 
summarized a Philadelphia study that found that when choosing a home, 
most African Americans unsurprisingly looked first for good- quality hous-
ing and neighborhood amenities. “Integration as such,” the study concluded, 
“was a secondary consideration.”30 In 1964, a study of middle- class Black 
families dislocated by urban renewal projects in Boston found that almost 
all had moved to other predominantly Black neighborhoods, most often 
because they liked the inexpensive housing there and wanted to be near 
friends and relatives. “Negroes do not move [out of Black neighborhoods],” 
one African American woman displaced by urban renewal explained, “be-
cause they feel more comfortable with other Negroes.” Whether this senti-
ment was widespread or not, it indicated that some Blacks did not consider 
living in integrated neighborhoods to be their highest priority.31

In New York City, where almost all homes were covered by extensive fair 
housing laws, open housing advocates ran a massive educational program 
from 1964 to 1965 to “convince Negroes that good housing is also integrated 
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housing.” After fifteen months of trying to help minority households obtain 
housing in predominantly white neighborhoods, however, “Operation Open 
City” could only point to eighty families who had found “mainstream” 
homes. African Americans were reluctant to move to predominantly white 
neighborhoods for many reasons—including costs of housing, desire to be 
near family and friends, and/or the expectation of white hostility—which 
complicated the task of integrating urban neighborhoods beyond what re-
formers usually thought was necessary.32

Chicago 1966

The Chicago Freedom Movement, a coalition led by Dr. Martin Luther 
King, also discovered the difficulties of trying to transform urban dwelling 
patterns. In 1966, as the sense of “urban crisis” deepened, King and other 
leaders of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) came to 
Chicago to begin the northern drive of the civil rights movement and chose 
to make housing their central issue. The Chicago Freedom Movement ab-
sorbed the anti- ghetto principles of the open housing movement. “To wipe 
out slums, ghettos, and racism,” the leaders declared, “we must create an 
open city with equal opportunities and equal results.”33

Following the precepts of open housing advocates, the Chicago Freedom 
Movement’s leaders declared that particular agents—slumlords, real estate 
brokers, savings and loan associations, the Chicago Housing Authority—
were orchestrating the city’s segregated residential patterns. By staging 
anti- discrimination demonstrations, the leaders hoped to pressure Chica-
go’s mayor, Richard J. Daley, and the city’s other powerbrokers to order the 
agents of segregation to cease and desist.34

The housing campaign, however, did not turn out as planned. The Chi-
cago Freedom Movement held prayer vigils and marches in the city’s all- 
white communities. In working- class white neighborhoods, such as Gage 
Park, they were confronted not by real estate agents and lenders but by 
mobs of stone- throwing whites whose hostility surpassed anything that 
the veterans of the civil rights movement had ever encountered in response 
to their demonstrations. The marches generated little support. The city’s 
newspapers, which had originally greeted King warmly, soured on the cam-
paign, and few residents of Chicago’s Black neighborhoods responded. That 
August, at a summit meeting with the mayor, city officials, and real estate 
executives, the civil rights leaders won only token concessions to their de-
mands for open housing.35

One of the agreements the Chicago Freedom Movement’s leaders ob-
tained was the establishment of an open housing service, which would 
aim to place a thousand racial minority families in white communities 
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throughout the Chicago area. As with New York’s “Open City” campaign, 
however, the program did not reach its ambitious goals. The service encoun-
tered many obstacles, including not only the difficulty of finding white land-
lords willing to rent or sell to Blacks but also low levels of interest among 
Chicago’s  African Americans in moving to white neighborhoods. The hous-
ing service’s African American staff members encountered resistance from 
Black Chicagoans to the idea of moving out of their neighborhoods, includ-
ing residents who believed that the program was a scheme to dilute Blacks’ 
political strength. Moreover, a majority of the applicants to the housing 
service, according to social scientist Brian J. L. Berry, were more interested 
in finding decent housing than in moving to integrated neighborhoods—
and more than a third of them were content to live in predominantly Black 
neighborhoods. After a year of operation in a city with three hundred thou-
sand Black households, the service had placed only 46 of 537 applicants, 
and of these only about 15 had moved to all- white communities. In the end, 
embattled working- class communities, such as Gage Park and Cicero—not 
to mention wealthy North Shore suburbs, such as Winnetka—remained lily 
white.36 Although the Chicago campaign had more lasting success on the 
legal front with the Gautreaux cases filed in 1966, it would take thirty years 
of struggle to carry out these court orders. Meanwhile, Chicago remained 
one of the nation’s most highly segregated cities.37

The Black Power Challenge to Housing Integration

In the late 1960s, the open housing movement began to face a formidable 
challenge from an array of civil rights leaders, policy makers, and intellectu-
als who disavowed the anti- ghetto policies of the open housing crusade and 
expressed instead a strong sense of racial solidarity among African Ameri-
cans and an emphasis on empowering predominantly Black neighborhoods. 
Within the civil rights movement, the rising popularity of the idea of Black 
Power challenged the fundamentally integrationist principles of open hous-
ing. Inspired in part by Malcolm X and frustrated by the failure of Demo-
cratic Party to seat the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party at the 1964 
National Convention, Stokely Carmichael, a freedom rider and leader of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), began to rally sup-
port for a Black Power philosophy that helped precipitate a split between the 
increasingly militant and Black nationalist groups, such as SNCC and the 
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), and the more moderate and integra-
tionist organizations, such as SCLC and the NAACP.

Black Power advocates rejected the notion that Blacks had to live in white 
neighborhoods to improve their lives. As Carmichael said, “We were never 
fighting for the right to integrate, we were fighting against white supremacy.” 
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In Chicago, supporters of Black Power opposed King’s leadership of the Chi-
cago Freedom Movement and the goal of an open city by appealing to the 
reluctance of Blacks to move to white neighborhoods. “Is token integration 
the solution to our problem?” SNCC leaders asked the city’s Black residents. 
“Would you move your family into Gage Park? Who is kidding who?”38

At the same time, the idea of curing poverty and hopelessness from 
within afflicted communities presented another alternative to the goal of 
open housing. The grassroots community organizing projects of Saul Alin-
sky’s Industrial Areas Foundation in such cities as Chicago and Rochester, 
New York, and the programs of Black Panther Party chapters in Oakland 
and San Francisco, California, and other cities popularized the empowering 
of inner- city residents where they lived. Influenced by the push for commu-
nity organization and Black empowerment, federal government programs 
began to reflect the goal of strengthening rather than abandoning troubled 
neighborhoods. The Community Action Program, a part of Johnson’s War 
on Poverty legislation, called for the “maximum feasible participation” of 
the residents of areas receiving federal funds to shape federal programs to 
remedy their social problems. The Model Cities program, another John-
son initiative passed in 1966, aimed at producing a coordinated attack by 
government and nonprofit agencies at the local level on housing, employ-
ment, and other social problems within the slums and blighted areas of 
particular communities.39

In 1966, Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, activists and schol-
ars of these community action programs, articulated their own case against 
integrationist urban policies. In a direct slap at the open housing move-
ment, they pointed out that the multitude of legal reforms and education 
campaigns had failed to alter patterns of residential segregation. Citing the 
historical precedents for ethnic self- help efforts, Piven and Cloward em-
braced the concept of racial separatism and urged reformers to abandon 
the goal of desegregation because it was delaying urgently needed improve-
ments in the inner city.40

The challenges posed by rival policies, however, only stiffened the re-
solve of the integrationist leaders of the open housing movement. Horne, 
the chair of the NCDH executive committee, blasted critics of open hous-
ing for wishing to “polish up” the ghetto, which he had learned long ago 
that “traditional racist- oriented forces” had created. The ghetto must be 
destroyed, Horne declared, because it “is the bar sinister; it is the Pan dora’s 
box out of which fly segregated schools, segregated lives and violence in 
the streets.” Federal slum rehabilitation and Model Cities programs, he 
charged, compromised with an evil akin to “Attila or Hitler or Beelzebub.”41

In 1967, the NCDH took aim at the community- based Model Cities pro-
gram in a widely publicized broadside titled How the Federal Government 
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Builds Ghettos. The NCDH manifesto recited the history of discriminatory 
policies of the FHA and the federal public housing administration and the 
current government practices that upheld segregated living patterns. Al-
though the authors called for withholding all federal funding that benefited 
all- white communities, their chief goal was to persuade the federal govern-
ment to force the FHA to implement aggressive anti- discriminatory measures 
and compel local governments to adopt affirmative open housing policies in 
Model Cities, urban renewal, public housing, and federal programs.42

Ironically, Weaver, now secretary of HUD, was forced to respond to 
charges similar to those he himself had made. In response to the NCDH 
manifesto, he issued a memo that ordered HUD undersecretaries to meet 
nondiscrimination requirements or answer to him. Then, in an effort to 
satisfy both sides in the ghetto debate, Weaver announced that HUD was 
pursuing policies to break down segregation and to build up the inner city, 
foreshadowing the “balanced approach” that the fair housing rule would 
take four decades later.43

A First Try for a National Fair Housing Law

In the midst of the debates about Black Power and the explosions of violence 
that marked the urban crisis era, advocates for fair housing pressed the 
federal government to expand Kennedy’s limited executive order against 
housing discrimination. They sought an executive order, rather than a new 
law, for the practical reason that issuing an executive order would avoid 
a risky battle over what the liberal lobbying organization Americans for 
Democratic Action termed “a sensitive political issue.” The Johnson admin-
istration rejected that approach because of concerns about its constitution-
ality and instead in April 1966 included the fair housing measure as part 
of its proposed civil rights legislation. Title IV of the proposed Civil Rights 
Act of 1966 contained much of the language, some of it verbatim, that would 
be enacted two years later as the Fair Housing Act. The bill banned any re-
fusal to sell or rent a home, offer real estate services, make a housing loan, 
or show a dwelling available for sale or rent because of race, color, religion, 
and national origin.44

Unlike the later Fair Housing Act, the 1966 Civil Rights Act gave HUD 
a subsidiary role: it placed primary responsibility for enforcement of its fair 
housing provisions with the attorney general and relegated the secretary 
of HUD to investigating and referring complaints of housing discrimina-
tion. Under a section titled “Assistance by the Secretary of Housing and 
Urban Development,” the act also ordered HUD to study and issue reports 
on housing discrimination. The last provision of this section reiterated and 
strengthened the gist of Kennedy’s 1962 executive order by instructing 
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HUD to administer its programs “in a manner affirmatively to further the 
policies of this title.” The language of the provision, including the word “af-
firmatively,” echoes a bill of particulars that the NCDH submitted to the 
White House in April 1966 while the legislation was being drafted. Casti-
gating HUD officials at all levels who refused to follow nondiscriminatory 
practices, the NCDH cataloged numerous HUD subagencies and programs 
that tolerated or actively discriminated against African Americans.45

The long history of efforts by the NCDH and civil rights groups to re-
form government practices, internal HUD documents, and the language of 
the provision itself indicate that the authors of the legislation inserted the 
“affirmatively further” phrase to galvanize department officials to imple-
ment federal programs—especially the FHA, public housing, and Model 
Cities—in ways that neither discriminated against Blacks nor encouraged 
racial segregation.46

But the time was not yet ripe for a federal open housing law. In Chicago, 
working- class whites revolted against the Democrats for allowing the fair 
housing marches and voted to defeat the liberal Illinois senator, Paul Doug-
las. In California, a two- year battle over fair housing legislation resulted in 
voters passing a constitutional amendment that protected property owners’ 
rights and throwing out the liberal governor Pat Brown in favor of Ronald 
Reagan. In Washington, the Civil Rights Act of 1966 passed in the House but 
failed in the Senate. The Senate minority leader, Illinois Republican Everett 
Dirksen, blamed the bill’s open housing provisions, which he had adamantly 
opposed.47

President Johnson and the liberals in Congress nonetheless continued 
to press for legislation that would ban discrimination in housing. In August 
1967, Walter Mondale, the Democratic senator from Minnesota, introduced 
a fair housing bill that would empower HUD to prevent anyone from engag-
ing in racial discrimination with regard to housing transactions. Under this 
bill, HUD could investigate incidents of discrimination, initiate complaints, 
and, if negotiation failed, issue cease- and- desist orders. Nonetheless, the 
Fair Housing Act of 1967 seemed unlikely to pass. The House of Represen-
tatives Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs held hearings, but, 
believing that the time was not right, the members chose not to submit the 
bill to the House.

The Legislative Arguments for Fair Housing

Debates over the nature of the ghetto permeated the hearings on fair hous-
ing legislation, which took place in 1966 and 1967. Congressional represen-
tatives and committee hearing witnesses alike portrayed African Americans 
as helpless victims who were imprisoned in ghettos, exaggerating the plight 
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of Black city dwellers for dramatic effect. Supporting the 1966 bill, for ex-
ample, Republican representative Charles Mathias of Maryland asserted 
that fair housing would free African Americans from the “physical shackles 
of the ghetto.” HUD secretary Weaver declared that discrimination in hous-
ing “chain[ed] almost all nonwhites” to ghettos and a life of deprivation.48

The ghettos, the fair housing proponents explained, took a heavy toll on 
their inhabitants. In his testimony to the House Subcommittee on Hous-
ing and Urban Affairs, NCDH cofounder Algernon Black, speaking for 
the ACLU, echoed Clark’s Dark Ghetto when he explained that the cost of 
the forced existence in the racial ghetto could be measured “in the health, the 
life expectancy, juvenile delinquency, mental illness, family disorganization, 
a tremendous cost in suffering, in waste of talent, in destruction of motiva-
tion to learn and work, in the victims who live in the ghetto.” Making a legal 
argument to the subcommittee, Attorney General Ramsey Clark argued that 
discrimination in housing deprived Blacks of the “equal protection” guaran-
teed by the Fourteenth Amendment by forcing them to live in underserved 
and inadequate ghetto living environments.49

The fair housing law, Senator Mondale repeatedly argued, was necessary 
to eliminate America’s racial ghettos. Without it, he asserted, “black racists” 
who advocated for separatism could demonstrate that white Americans were 
forcing African Americans to live in rotting ghettos. The matter was urgent, 
Mondale and several witnesses argued, because the ghetto was a primary 
cause of the violence rocking American cities. Putting an exclamation point 
on this argument, the authors of the highly influential Kerner Commission 
report, which was published in March while the bill was under consider-
ation, presented the ghettos as a prima facie example of an unequal racially 
divided society and pinned much of the blame for urban riots on them.50

Mondale, however, often explained that the fair housing law would not 
by itself eliminate the ghettos. He and other witnesses, including adminis-
tration officials, insisted that fair housing was essential but acknowledged 
that other efforts—new housing outside the ghettos as well as education, 
jobs, health care, recreation, and social services—would also be necessary 
to help the low- income residents of America’s inner- city neighborhoods.

In fact, Mondale and some witnesses argued that under the act’s pro-
hibition of housing discrimination, only middle- class Blacks would escape 
impoverished central- city neighborhoods. The law would put the American 
Dream within reach of respectable hard- working citizens, such as Navy of-
ficer Carlos Campbell and college professor Gerard Ferere, who both testi-
fied at the hearings that their attempts to find homes had been repeatedly 
rejected because of their race.

Some of the law’s supporters even reassured fearful whites that low- 
income African Americans could not afford to buy houses in the suburbs. 
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Fair housing, Senator Edward Brooke of Massachusetts explained, “will 
scarcely lead to a mass dispersal of the ghetto population to the suburbs; but 
it will make it possible for those who have the resources to escape.” Ironi-
cally, some fair housing supporters seemed willing to consign the poor to 
the dreadful ghettos they described to allay the fears of white suburbanites 
and their representatives of an invasion by low- income city dwellers.51

Other supporters of the Fair Housing Act agreed that eliminating dis-
crimination in housing transactions would not be sufficient and pushed for 
a broader attack on the problem of the ghetto. Senator William Proxmire, 
a Democrat from Wisconsin, accused suburban governments of excluding 
members of racial minorities and poor people through zoning ordinances, 
building codes, and other forms of seemingly neutral land- use restrictions. 
Real estate professionals in favor of fair housing heartily agreed, testifying 
that large- lot zoning, community facility requirements, and local opposi-
tion to density of land use made it next to impossible to develop row houses 
or garden apartments, let alone multifamily buildings. NCDH executive 
director Edward Rutledge concurred, noting that suburban officials con-
cerned about the cost of providing public services used a range of such legal 
and administrative devices to keep out low-  and moderate- income families 
with children.52

To broaden the scope of the fair housing legislation, Proxmire sug-
gested adopting what he called carrot and stick provisions. He proposed 
withholding HUD funding from places that used regulatory devices that 
inhibited the development of housing for people of low and moderate in-
comes and rewarding those jurisdictions that had made a clear effort to 
provide such housing. Several witnesses agreed with Proxmire, but Con-
gress had little appetite for a sweeping approach that imposed penalties on 
communities.53

In January 1968, Johnson called on Congress to pass the Civil Rights Act, 
including the open housing provision. Soon thereafter, Mondale, working 
with liberal allies in the Senate, managed to attach his bill to legislation for 
protecting civil rights workers. Having held hearings and debated the bill 
extensively in previous sessions, Congress now chiefly struggled over proce-
dural issues. In February and March, the Democratic leadership maneuvered 
to obtain additional votes to cut off a filibuster by Southern conservatives. 
The cloture effort gained almost enough votes when Senate minority leader 
Dirksen threw his support in return for weakening the bill’s enforcement 
provision and reducing its coverage. In March, the release of the dramatic 
Kerner Commission report shook loose the remaining needed votes.54

After passing the Senate, the bill went to the House, where it appeared 
it might expire in the Rules Committee. But the assassination of King on 
April 4, and the ensuing violence in the streets of Washington, galvanized 
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the House, which passed the Senate’s version of the bill by a wide margin. 
On April 11, Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act of 1968 into law, including 
Title VIII.

The Provision That Inspired the Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing Rule

Consistent with its history, the Fair Housing Act aimed to stop discrimina-
tion, first in the selling and renting of residences and second in the corollary 
activities of real estate brokering and lending. It covered anyone involved in 
private housing transactions, with the exceptions of owner- occupants who 
owned buildings with four or fewer dwellings or who sold their single- family 
houses without professional help. As in earlier proposed legislation, the Fair 
Housing Act prohibited discrimination in any form of real estate financ-
ing. Beside prohibiting real estate steering and redlining by lenders, the law 
included a new provision to ban the practice of blockbusting. The 1968 law 
placed HUD in charge of enforcement, but the agency could only act in re-
sponse to individuals’ complaints and use persuasion to change discrimina-
tory behaviors or, as a last resort, refer the cases to the Justice Department.

Section 808 of the Fair Housing Act, which detailed its administra-
tion, twice replicated this phrase from the proposed 1966 legislation: “in 
a manner affirmatively to further the policies of this title.” The first use 
of the phrase broadened the scope of responsibility to require all federal 
agencies to take action to prevent discrimination in any housing and urban 
development programs they carried out and cooperate with HUD in their 
efforts. The law’s second invocation of the phrase, somewhat redundantly, 
ordered HUD also to administer its programs in accord with the Fair 
Housing Act. In both cases, as in the 1966 legislation, this language, as 
Mara Sidney points out, aimed at ensuring that federal officials incorpo-
rated fair housing principles into the FHA, public housing, urban renewal, 
and Model Cities.55

The directive to HUD, however, did not indicate what manner the agency 
should employ to affirmatively further the principles of fair housing. Perhaps 
the authors used vague language because they wished to avoid political con-
troversy or to accommodate future circumstances. In any case, it was not 
until twenty years after the passage of the law that the federal government 
first began to codify methods for implementing fair housing policies.56

Another part of the same section set a precedent for the data sharing 
of the 2015 AFFH Rule. The Kennedy executive order created the Presi-
dent’s Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing to confer with and 
encourage government agencies and fair housing citizen groups to eliminate 
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discrimination in government- assisted housing and facilities. The fair hous-
ing bills of the late 1960s shifted the authority for similar activities to the 
newly created HUD. The provision that became Section 808 of the Fair 
Housing Act specified ways that HUD, through its secretary, must assist 
the anti- discrimination cause: through studying and reporting housing dis-
crimination practices and giving technical assistance to public or private 
agencies and institutions “which are formulating or carrying on programs 
to prevent or eliminate discriminatory housing practices.” Then, as now, it 
made sense for HUD to coordinate with and support the fair housing efforts 
of state and municipal governments and local citizen organizations.57

The Conundrum of Housing Discrimination 
and Racial Segregation

In the first part of the twentieth century, pervasive racist attitudes among 
white Americans underpinned a wide range of individual and institutional 
conduct, laws, and policies intended to oppress African Americans. To begin 
to overthrow this system of racial bias, civil rights activists and reformers 
in the housing field chose to challenge the government’s role in upholding 
racial inequity. The initial approach of the fair housing movement, thus, was 
to fight to end discriminatory policies, such as racial zoning, enforcement of 
racial covenants, and government- supported discrimination in real estate 
lending, brokering, and urban redevelopment projects, such as Stuyvesant 
Town. Ultimately, civil rights advocates strove to achieve fair housing legisla-
tion that would outlaw private acts of discrimination in housing transactions.

In their battles for equity in housing, fair housing advocates deployed 
the idea of the racial ghetto to symbolize the unjust consequences of racial 
prejudice in the housing sector. In the 1940s, advocates insisted that racial 
covenants and clauses in the FHA’s underwriting manual helped segregate 
Blacks into compulsory ghettos, emphasizing the injustice of confining Af-
rican Americans to certain places. Twenty years after the covenants had 
been banned and the FHA’s manual had been revised, the supporters of a 
fair housing law governing private transactions asserted the evils of these 
racial ghettos, depicting them as miserable places of entrenched poverty 
that caused a wide range of social ills. Fair housing advocates accordingly 
stressed not only the need for anti- discrimination provisions but also the 
importance of breaking up the ghettos and integrating neighborhoods 
throughout metropolitan areas.

The authors of the Fair Housing Act, however, wrote a law aimed at pre-
venting acts of discrimination by those involved in real estate transactions 
and the government agencies that supported them. Amendments passed 
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in 1988 strengthened the law significantly, giving HUD the power to initi-
ate complaints, issue subpoenas, and, if needed, order the Justice Depart-
ment to commence litigation. In the following years, enforcement of the Fair 
Housing Act has waxed and waned from one presidential administration to 
another, but through complaints, field tests, and lawsuits, the law has helped 
curtail many instances of discrimination. In the 1990s, HUD attempted to 
encourage local officials to identify and counteract the practices that pre-
vented members of racial minority groups and other protected classes from 
residing in their own jurisdictions. Applying the fair housing review criteria 
to all its programs in 1995, HUD required recipients of community plan-
ning and development funds to provide fair housing plans, called Analyses 
of Impediments (AIs), but problems with HUD’s implementation led the 
agency in 2015 to propose the AFFH Rule.58

Meanwhile, advocates have supplemented the Fair Housing Act by fil-
ing lawsuits, many of them successful, against public housing authorities, 
suburban towns, developers, and landlords for racially discriminatory 
practices. They have also implemented programs to give low- income and 
minority families the option to move out of inner- city neighborhoods into 
affluent suburban communities. Like the programs initiated by fair housing 
advocates in the 1960s, these mobility programs have been painfully slow 
and moved relatively small numbers of people, but in many instances, they 
have benefited their participants.59

Although levels of Black- white segregation have declined somewhat na-
tionally since the passage of the Fair Housing Act, they remain high. One 
important reason, as several scholars have pointed out, is the discrepancy 
between the goals of eliminating discrimination in housing and fostering 
integrated neighborhoods. “Housing discrimination and racial segrega-
tion,” historian Wendell Pritchett writes, “are intimately related . . . [but] 
not the result of the same set of factors.” Vigorous enforcement of anti- 
discrimination measures, then, will reduce injustice but not necessarily in-
tegrate neighborhoods.60

Residential patterns of population groups at any given time are the 
product of numerous factors. Racial discrimination in all its ugly forms 
continues to be an important factor. Racial disparities in wealth combined 
with the availability and cost of homes are also factors. As such, the web of 
land- use regulations—zoning, environmental protection of land, and re-
strictions on multifamily and other relatively dense residential structures—
continues to inhibit the construction of multifamily and low- cost dwellings 
in high- income communities, limiting the availability of housing in those 
locations largely to the affluent.

Racial attitudes also influence the characteristics of neighborhoods, in 
particular the different perceptions of many whites and Blacks as to what 
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proportion of the other’s race constitutes a comfortably integrated neigh-
borhood.61 In addition, household incomes, the price of housing, and the 
personal priorities of individuals and households shape myriad decisions 
of where to live.

Indeed, fifty years after the passage of the Fair Housing Act, research-
ers seeking to explain the persistence of residential racial segregation have 
come to similar conclusions as those of researchers in the 1960s: when 
choosing a home, people rely on personal relationships for information, de-
sire proximity to family members and friends, and look for familiar types 
of neighborhoods. Ironically, perhaps, increasing numbers of communities 
have become integrated in just this way, as racial tolerance has spread and 
the number of places with amenities attractive to members of multiple races 
and ethnicities has grown.62

Although designed primarily to root out acts of explicit housing dis-
crimination in the sale or rental of properties, the Fair Housing Act included 
a provision to ensure that the federal government would affirmatively fur-
ther fair housing in its own programs. The AFFH Rule of 2015 clarified 
that this provision also required the active cooperation of local officials in 
removing discriminatory obstacles and encouraging racial minorities and 
other protected groups to live in their towns.

As such, the rule echoes the ideas expressed in the midst of the debate 
about the original fair housing legislation by anti- discrimination activists 
and Senator Proxmire, who called in vain for a broad effort that included 
local governments receiving federal housing and community development 
funding. Proxmire and others realized that many factors influence the ra-
cial composition of communities. The complexity of causation in the past 
limited the effectiveness of anti- discrimination programs in reducing 
residential segregation. The question remains, then, whether the AFFH 
Rule, if properly implemented, could alter enough of the factors that shape 
America’s racial settlement patterns to bring about a thorough integration 
of America’s metropolitan areas.
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After nearly fifty years of federal inaction to meaningfully implement 
the “affirmatively furthering” fair housing mandate of the Fair Hous-
ing Act, how did the Department of Housing and Urban Development 

(HUD) and the Barack Obama administration successfully promulgate the 
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule? As former leaders in 
HUD’s Office of Policy Development and Research and the Office of the 
Secretary, we were part of the HUD- wide AFFH rule- making team that 
included dedicated, hard- working career staff who helped shepherd the rule 
from its internal HUD beginnings in 2009 through its final 2015 publication 
and implementation in 2016. This chapter describes our three perspectives 
regarding working at HUD, with Nicholas Kelly’s help to bring our thoughts 
together. It provides an inside view of how the most significant federal effort 
in a half century to address segregation through the Fair Housing Act came 
to be. We hope that this story illustrates some of the struggles that persist in 
defining and implementing the Fair Housing Act’s affirmatively furthering 
obligation as well as how we might overcome them by not permitting the 
dismantling of the AFFH Rule.

In this chapter, we describe how reforming the previous process landed 
on HUD’s regulatory agenda and then delve into the long journey of con-
sensus building within HUD, looking at the key phases of rule making and 
the mechanisms we used to succeed in promulgating a highly contentious 
regulation in a very challenging environment. We then provide an over-
view of several key policy innovations that came out of that process and are 
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critical components of the final AFFH Rule. We demonstrate the value of 
an approach to affirmatively furthering fair housing that centers more on 
using the AFFH process as a practical planning tool rather than one that 
relies solely on legal enforcement.

After decades of insufficient progress in the capacity to affirmatively de-
liver fair housing at the national level, HUD was able to develop a framework 
that has great potential. Although the Donald Trump administration effec-
tively suspended implementation of the final AFFH Rule, we hope that this 
chapter—and book—will help a future administration and the public better 
understand why this rule is important for our nation. In spite of its suspension 
and subsequent rescisssion, many communities around the country contin-
ued to use some of or all the pieces of the rule in their HUD planning. We see 
great potential to learn from those efforts so that it will be easier to pick up the 
ball in the future and continue to learn about, refine, and make improvements 
to the AFFH framework—all so that we can actually fulfill the goals set out in 
the Fair Housing Act more than fifty years ago.

A Brief Overview of Why the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development Decided to Undertake 
the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule

Four key factors led Secretary Shaun Donovan and the HUD team to put the 
AFFH Rule on the policy agenda: the general understanding from fair hous-
ing advocates and community development practitioners of the inadequacies 
of the existing Analysis of Impediments (AI) process; an internal review by 
HUD corroborating these presumed deficiencies; most crucially, a report from 
the Government Accountability Office (GAO) that reiterated these points; and 
the damaging role of racial segregation and concentrated poverty given a new 
urgency by the foreclosure crisis and the differential impacts of hurricanes.

Prior to the AFFH Rule, a regulatory requirement and process were in 
place for communities receiving HUD formula grants (such as the Com-
munity Development Block Grant [CDBG]) as part of meeting their obliga-
tion to affirmatively further fair housing.1 This process relied on a relatively 
broad, loosely defined AI (this regulatory requirement was part of the broader 
AFFH requirement listed in the Consolidated Plan regulations at 24 CFR Part 
91), which all jurisdictions were required to complete as part of their HUD 
planning process. An AI was supposed to lay out all the impediments to fair 
housing choice in that particular locality so that the locality could undertake 
appropriate action to overcome the effects of those impediments.

Unfortunately, the AI process appeared to have many flaws in practice. 
First, many communities hired consultants to create the AIs rather than 
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conduct the analyses themselves, and it was suspected that some local of-
ficials may not have even read them. If true, it is hard to see how an AI could 
then inform any strategies to address the impediments. Second, HUD did 
not generally review AIs, so little was known about their quality or whether 
municipalities were conducting them regularly. Finally, there was no ex-
plicit connection between any impediments identified in the AI and strate-
gies to address them via a community’s consolidated plan, which lays out 
the community’s investment priorities for its major HUD funding stream. 
At base, the AI lacked any formal way to couple planning to meaningful 
action.

Aware of the suspected deficiencies in the AI process, Secretary Dono-
van tasked HUD with conducting an internal review of some set of the AIs 
in 2009. Importantly, the GAO decided to conduct a similar assessment as 
well.2 Both studies provided remarkably strong critiques of the AI process, 
finding it highly flawed and ineffective. The GAO report detailed a lack of 
clarity for the grantees and revealed that HUD had employed inconsistent 
compliance requirements over the last couple of decades.3 Only 40 percent 
of jurisdictions could produce current AIs, and many of them were quite 
out of date. The GAO report called for Secretary Donovan to address the 
highly flawed AI process.

The failures of the AI process and HUD’s limited AFFH efforts were 
made more salient by the ongoing foreclosure crisis and how it was par-
ticularly debilitating in urban communities of color. Advancing fair hous-
ing entered the Obama administration agenda in large part because of the 
continued realization that racial segregation and areas of concentrated dis-
advantage had become the source for so much other damage and that our 
country had not done enough to address these issues. Sometimes things 
happen in waves. The 1968 Fair Housing Act was passed fewer than two 
months after release of the Kerner Commission’s report, which attributed 
the spate of urban riots to racial segregation and the disparities in opportu-
nity this creates.4 Forty years later, President Obama and Secretary Dono-
van were looking at segregated urban communities and feared that those 
same characteristics were continuing to drive persistent disadvantage and 
laying the groundwork for another round of negative impacts. We finally 
had a leadership environment that wanted to get it done.

Political scientists have theorized about what conditions are necessary 
for major policy changes like the AFFH Rule. John Kingdon’s policy streams 
approach argues that policy windows like the one that opened during the 
AFFH process occur when (1) policy issues come to be seen as a problem, 
(2) political conditions change to enable the consideration of new policy 
ideas, and (3) policy communities have developed solutions to address the 
problem at hand. At least the first two streams were present in 2009: while 
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advocates had known about the deficiency of the AI process for many years, 
the GAO report served as a “focusing event” that provided the extra ini-
tiative for change, and the election of President Obama and correspond-
ing changes in staff at HUD were essential for putting the possibility of an 
AFFH process on the agenda.5 But as the next section illustrates, there was 
far from a consensus on the appropriate policy solution.

The Long Process to Promulgate a Final 
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule

So, how did the AFFH Rule become a reality? The story we tell here is one 
of consensus building of the highest order. A number of debates within the 
fair housing community as well as between fair housing and community 
development advocates made the process much more difficult. Indeed, our 
nickname for the AFFH process within HUD was “the Civil War Project” 
because even within the agency, this issue brought out that kind of passion 
and opposition. At times, these were angry meetings. It is worth emphasiz-
ing that this level of conflict was occurring fully within HUD, well before 
the initiative became public and we encountered some external opposition.

One source of that conflict was limited resources. We live in an environ-
ment and a society where resources are scarce and where federal agencies—
especially HUD—do not have enough money to do all the things they might 
want to do. This situation fosters a zero- sum view, wherein every dollar 
spent in one area is simply seen as a dollar not spent in another. Staff from 
different program offices within HUD, and advocates for those programs 
outside HUD, often opposed any increased programmatic effort not in their 
own areas, even when they did not oppose the effort itself.

That was the backdrop for this entire discussion. In broad strokes, we 
aspired to have a collectively owned and meaningful AFFH process for all 
involved, one that would be useful for the grantees on the ground and in 
the actual community, not just useful for HUD. We wanted this process to 
be easy to understand—easy enough for one’s parents to understand why 
AFFH matters; easy enough for regular people to be able to use public- 
facing data and tools to comprehend the current state of affairs in their 
community; and easy enough to create eureka moments of awareness, such 
as why are all of our communities of poor Black residents here and why 
are all the high- performing schools there? This process would give com-
munities an avenue to discuss the complex issues of segregation and access 
to opportunity, which in turn would help citizens better understand their 
communities and what perpetuates disparities and make it easier to figure 
out what might be done to improve the situation.
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A major challenge, though, was that we knew that the problems we were 
trying to address went back generations and that the amount of money we 
controlled in this process was small and dwindling. But we (and many oth-
ers) believed that reforming the process for AFFH and making the assess-
ment and planning tools actually useful and doable was important, and so 
we had high hopes, tempered with cautious optimism.

Phase 1—False Starts: Initial Failed Attempts 
(Late 2009 through End of 2010)

Despite many good intentions, the new AFFH rule- making process began 
in late 2009 with a series of failures. The first effort was launched in the Of-
fice of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO)—the office with the 
primary responsibility of managing AFFH and the AI process—but it was 
unable to gain support from other parts of HUD. Consequently, Secretary 
Donovan moved the rule- making process to the General Counsel’s office. 
Staffers tried there but, again, failed.

After these initial two failures, Secretary Donovan was frustrated. He 
brought senior leadership together in the fall of 2010 to announce a “fair 
housing retreat” to force everyone to talk about what a new AFFH Rule could 
look like. At the meeting, he asked for the creation of a mission statement.

In trying to draft a mission statement, senior leadership faced a critical 
existential question about what AFFH means—is it a compliance or a plan-
ning process? Seen most broadly, HUD already had a substantial infrastruc-
ture established to eliminate discrimination, largely through enforcement 
by the FHEO office. That office funds nonprofits and legal aid organizations 
and offers technical assistance to tenants as well. Those programs focus pri-
marily on enforcement and compliance.

Enforcement and compliance are vital, but a new AFFH Rule promised 
to be something different. The history of discrimination and segregation 
in this country has had lasting impacts that needed to be addressed proac-
tively. The rationale behind the rule was that if we were going to move for-
ward, we needed to do so affirmatively, with proactive purpose. We needed 
to actively use resources to try to redress those disparities and dismantle 
them. And so, in addition to stopping discrimination and its effects, the 
Fair Housing Act called on HUD to encourage communities to affirmatively 
create policies and use resources to make a difference.

HUD has an established infrastructure to support enforcement and 
compliance, but on the “affirmative” side, such infrastructure is far less 
robust. At the most basic level, HUD has a carrot and a stick. The enforce-
ment and compliance are the stick; the AFFH Rule is the carrot. HUD has 
devoted substantial resources to the stick side, so communities have been 
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largely reluctant to engage in these conversations. From their experience, 
when they have this conversation, they get pushback. Ultimately, we decided 
it was important to lift up the carrot to convey the agency’s recognition 
that positive things could happen if we pursued strategies to advance fair 
housing and to signal that HUD wanted to help communities do that. So, 
that was the goal. The HUD leadership needed to carry out a process of rule 
setting that would garner this broader buy- in and get people to see AFFH 
as a planning tool—the first step in a longer series of events culminating in 
investments and actions.

For the AFFH process to be meaningful, we argued that it would have 
to have some teeth and that HUD would also have to have some “skin in the 
game” as a partner working with the grantees. This accountability had two 
important parts. The first was committing HUD to providing a clear, base- 
level set of data with a standard framework for analysis (what became the 
Assessment of Fair Housing [AFH] tool) and requiring grantees to submit 
their completed AFHs to HUD for review. The second was connecting this 
analysis to existing planning requirements for funding recipients—the Con-
solidated Plan for jurisdictions and the Public Housing Authority (PHA) 
plans required of PHAs. Rather than a jurisdiction’s assessment potentially 
just sitting on a shelf, HUD would actually verify whether a grantee was 
then making investment decisions in its Consolidated Plan and PHA plan 
that related to issues raised in the AFH. This approach was how we thought 
we could best effect change.

It was hoped that the AFFH Rule and the AFH tool at the core of the 
rule would start a conversation within municipalities about addressing 
long- standing fair housing issues. We expected that this process would be 
incremental, a first step in a much longer game. Most grantees have three-  to 
five- year planning cycles, and we were not going to address deeply rooted, 
systemic problems in five or even ten years. But the fact that communities 
would actually have to have this conversation was one of the most important 
pieces—it is one thing to know that fair housing barriers and disparities exist, 
but actually sitting down in a room with people in the community and facing 
them—you can’t brush it off or laugh it off. The AFFH process was meant to 
force the conversation and also equip the public to discuss those issues.

The ideal outcome would be for communities to have a first conversa-
tion, use the AFH tool to complete and submit a first AFH with their goals, 
connect these goals to actions in their Consolidated and PHA Plans, and 
then repeat the process in five years. Then this process would become an 
incremental layer, an opportunity to discuss what was and wasn’t work-
ing; this knowledge could then be used to modify their goals and strate-
gies. It might not be until the third or fourth planning cycle—perhaps as 
far as twenty years down the road—when some communities would start 
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seeing the needle really move. Ideally, a series of interrelated players would 
be working together. Then, through this process, communities would gain 
a very clear, transparent entry into what had been a hidden process bogged 
down by the baffling language of consultants during the AI era.

Resolving that the rule was meant to be a planning tool with some teeth 
for enforcement helped us land on a mission statement that we could use to 
start anew and kick off the second phase of the rule- making process.

Phase 2—Pivot to Success: Launch of the Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing Council and Development of 
a Proposed Rule (January 2011 through July 2012)

We started the new process in February 2011 by launching a departmen-
tal AFFH Council with representation from all the core offices (e.g., Fair 
Housing and Equal Opportunity [FHEO], Community Planning and De-
velopment [CPD], Public and Indian Housing [PIH], Office of the General 
Counsel [OGC], Policy Development and Research [PD&R], and so forth) 
that would be integral to the process. In recognition of the inherent tensions 
between the offices charged with administering AFFH (FHEO and, to some 
degree, the OGC) and those that worked directly with the grantees that 
were subject to the AFFH obligation (CPD and PIH primarily), Secretary 
Donovan made PD&R the neutral lead convener for the rule- making group. 
We also began an external listening tour with a variety of urban and rural 
jurisdictions and PHAs from coast to coast to get initial thoughts on the AI 
process and what might improve it.

We set an ambitious timeline to have the draft rule ready by the summer 
of 2011, but in doing so, we were extremely naïve. Efforts had failed for two 
years previously, and dealing with race, integration, and other complex is-
sues requires making major, complex policy decisions. It took much longer 
than expected. We met twice a week with the full rule- making council, 
where we would tee up and strive to resolve significant policy decisions: 
How should we define a racially concentrated area of poverty? What op-
portunity measures should we use (if we used them at all)? What kinds of 
maps should we provide?

Members of the council had widely different opinions, and the tension 
between planning and enforcement resurfaced. Many wanted to focus on 
making the AFFH Rule’s language and implementation tools practical. But 
others argued that the AFH tool must pass a legal threshold of sufficiency 
to be useful for enforcement. When working on some element of the as-
sessment tool or a key definition, we tried to make it practical (e.g., “If I 
worked for a city, I could do this, and if I’m a layperson in the community, 
I’ll understand what we’re trying to do.”). But this kind of thinking quickly 
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got very specific in terms of requirements for communities, and a strong 
faction insisted that this level of practical analysis was not sufficient, given 
the Fair Housing Act. This tension between planning practicality and le-
gally sufficient compliance proved to be incredibly challenging despite the 
core foundation established by the secretary: that this process would be first 
and foremost for planning.

The whole process of getting all the different program offices within 
HUD on board took a full year- and- a- half. One group wrote draft language 
for a particular section of the rule, for example, while another wrote lan-
guage for another section. When we could not resolve disagreements, we 
would take them to the secretary for resolution. Then we would go back to 
working. It was basically slowly moving the ball down the field. We were 
trying to be as transparent as possible across offices. Since everybody in the 
department owned a piece of it, this process could not be done behind the 
scenes. It was a game changer for the way HUD hoped (and hopes) to oper-
ate, but it made the process a lot longer.

Rather than just “write it up and publish it,” we undertook an arduous, 
iterative process with key staff involved from each office as well as senior 
leadership. We constantly reiterated the importance of this rule’s being de-
partmental, something that everyone owns. Eventually, we reached agree-
ment on the elements that we thought communities needed to analyze and 
had the proposed AFFH Rule and a starting outline for the AFH tool ready 
by mid- 2012. Reaching this milestone included an extensive back- and- forth 
review process with the White House’s Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) and its Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs.

Phase 3—Unexpected Turbulence: Political 
Uncertainty and Delayed Publication of the 
Proposed Rule (July 2012 through July 19, 2013)

With our approval from OMB and positive meetings with the White House, 
we planned to publish the proposed AFFH Rule in the Federal Register and 
have President Obama announce it in a speech at the National Urban League 
Conference in New Orleans on July 25, 2012. But we quickly learned that 
major policies, such as AFFH, are not only extremely complex to develop 
inside one federal agency; they are also just as hard to roll out given the 
especially difficult and unpredictable politics that come with a presidential 
election year. Due to an unfortunate and completely unforeseen event not 
at all related to HUD and AFFH, the release of the proposed rule was de-
layed. We hoped this delay would be temporary, but this initial hiccup and 
the uncertainty of the upcoming election soon affected not only the AFFH 
Rule but all major regulations in the queue across the federal government. 
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Secretary Donovan tried valiantly to regain the “green light” for publication 
without the formal announcement by the president, but the entire regula-
tory engine had shut down by late August. We immediately went into a 
Plan B contingency mode, adapting much of the proposed rule as new guid-
ance for the existing AI regulatory requirement should the administration 
change following the election. Fortunately, we did not need the contingency, 
but we naïvely thought we could pick up where we had left off and publish 
the new rule soon after the election.

The election delay necessitated a tremendous amount of work just to get 
back to where we had been in July. We ended up having to completely rebrief 
key offices in the White House and at OMB, which took up the entire first 
half of 2013. On July 19, 2013, we finally published the proposed AFFH Rule 
in the Federal Register after a very long journey, but this announcement was 
just the beginning of an even larger amount of work to come. We had basi-
cally lost an entire year.

Phase 4—The Final Push: Publishing and 
Implementing the Final AFFH Rule and 
AFH Tool (January 2014 through 2016)

Every proposed rule in the Federal Register goes through an extensive 
period of public review and comment. When the comment period on the 
proposed rule closed in late 2013, HUD had received well over one thou-
sand comments to address in its final rule making. The long years of pro-
posed rule making had exhausted almost all involved, but everyone knew 
that we had to dive back in and get this done. To set ourselves up for suc-
cess, incorporate lessons learned from the proposed rule making, and adapt 
to leadership and personnel changes, we invested a significant amount of 
time in the winter of 2014 in establishing working norms and operating 
protocols. The primary neutral stewardship role had moved from PD&R 
to the Office of the Secretary, run by a senior adviser to the secretary. This 
person met with each key office career staff member to solicit feedback and 
then convened all the assistant secretaries and deputy secretaries to codify 
a full set of guidelines, expectations, and resource allocations for final rule 
making, something we had not had in place for the proposed rule making. 
These norms and protocols became the gold standard that everyone could 
use to anchor our shared ownership and accountability while trying to 
maintain civility during complex policy making. Although we had worked 
through many critical issues in proposed rule making, we had also punted 
many concerns, and many public comments homed in on critical issues 
that we still needed to resolve.
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With a firm commitment for regular involvement from the secretary 
and the deputy secretary to each assistant secretary, a dedicated full- time 
career staff member from each core office, and the aforementioned set of 
norms and protocols in place, we officially launched final rule making in 
February 2014. This endeavor focused on two primary components: (1) ad-
dressing the thousand- plus comments and drafting the final rule’s language; 
and (2) finalizing the first draft of the AFH tool, including the data, which 
would need to go through its own period of public review and comment.

We were working fervently to develop two sets of complex, interdepen-
dent language for the rule and the AFH tool. Most critically, we had to move 
these two pieces together at an urgent “lock- step” pace, as we knew that 
even if we published a final rule, we could not implement it without a fully 
vetted and approved AFH tool since that was how the public and our grant-
ees would actually fulfill the AFFH obligation. And the clock was ticking 
to 2016, uncertainty around another major election, and whether the next 
administration would carry forward the AFFH torch. Additionally, HUD 
underwent a leadership change with the transition from Secretary Shaun 
Donovan to Secretary Julián Castro in the summer of 2014. Folks worked 
hard to get the incoming secretary up to speed and fully invested, as there 
was no guarantee he would have the same commitment to AFFH as his 
predecessor. Fortunately, Secretary Castro dove in and fully committed to 
releasing the new AFFH Rule.

The departmental HUD team worked around the clock in two overlap-
ping work groups on the rule and the AFH tool. The process of reaching 
consensus on the AFH tool was incredibly difficult, because it often involved 
relitigating policy issues ostensibly agreed upon months earlier during the 
proposed rule making. Compromises on vague language resurfaced once we 
needed to get specific and concrete, issues reopened that some believed had 
already been resolved, and the turnover in players at senior appointee levels 
did not help. But we persevered due to the hard work and determination of 
everyone involved, especially the dedicated career staff from each office.

On September 26, 2014, HUD published a proposed AFH tool, which 
went through significant public review and comment and then further revi-
sion by HUD staff for most of 2015. Simultaneously, the same core group 
of HUD staff worked diligently on the final rule. After a very long journey, 
HUD published the final AFFH Rule in the Federal Register on July 16, 2015. 
But the fun did not end for the AFFH team: we continued to refine the AFH 
tool and published a final version for larger CDBG grantees on December 
31, 2015, which would allow implementation to begin in earnest in 2016.

After some brief pauses to celebrate these major milestones, the team 
dove back in to work on developing AFH tools for PHAs and states as well 
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as on drafting further guidance for grantees and planning for implementa-
tion and the first round of AFH submissions. 2016 was a sprint! By the end 
of the Obama administration, HUD had a final AFFH Rule and AFH tool 
for larger CDBG grantees in place, a first round of grantees who had worked 
on and submitted their AFHs in late 2016, and in- progress drafts of AFH 
tools for PHAs and states.

Phase 5—Stalled Out: Affirmatively Furthering 
Fair Housing in the Trump Administration 
(January 2017 through the Present)

The transition to a new administration in January 2017 proved challeng-
ing, and as of this writing, in early 2020, the future of AFFH is very uncer-
tain. HUD published the AFH tool for states on March 11, 2016, but never 
finalized it. HUD then published the AFH tool for PHAs on January 13, 
2017, under the condition that it would not get implemented until HUD 
issued guidance and data. Then, in 2018, HUD Secretary Ben Carson and 
the new HUD political leadership essentially halted the implementation 
of AFFH by suspending the tool that the rule requires grantees to use to 
complete their AFHs. The administration also announced that it would be 
undertaking a rule- making process to modify the AFH tool and the rule 
itself. Many of the key career staff involved throughout AFFH rule mak-
ing and implementation became discouraged, and some left the agency 
altogether. Still, there was reason for some hope. The AFFH Rule and the 
AFH tool was released to the public, and a whole first round of grantees 
(many highlighted in this book; see Chapters 3 and 8) submitted com-
pleted AFHs by using the new rule and tool. They have overwhelmingly 
supported the new process and found it useful. As part of meeting their 
general AFFH obligations, some jurisdictions are conducting analyses and 
using a process that essentially mimics the rule. In January 2020, HUD 
issued a proposed rule, discussed in the Introduction and the Conclusion 
to this volume, that if finalized would reverse the core innovations of the 
2015 AFFH Rule.

While the 2015 AFFH process is far from perfect, it is a big step in the 
right direction of affirmatively furthering fair housing. We hope that future 
administrations will pick it back up so our nation can actually equip com-
munities with the tools and a framework to address barriers to fair housing 
and make investments to mitigate the effects of segregation. The suspension 
of the AFH tool was a serious setback, followed by HUD’s rescission of the 
rule altogether. In reflecting on the development of the rule, we attempt to 
situate our deliberations at HUD within broader theories about how policy 
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making operates. Finally, we end on an optimistic note by highlighting the 
major policy and practical innovations that we think stand out in the AFFH 
Rule—components that any future administration should build on in its 
efforts toward AFFH.

Theories of the Policy Process and 
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 

We noted at the beginning of this overview that Kingdon’s policy streams 
approach partly helped explain the creation of the AFFH Rule: first, with 
significant changes in the politics stream with the election of President 
Obama, and, second, with a series of reports on the inadequacy of the AI 
process that helped bring attention to the need for policy change. But as our 
discussion of the internal negotiations at HUD has demonstrated, there was 
far less of a consensus on the policy solution itself. 

We believe that several other theories of the policy process align with 
our experience of the internal process at HUD that led to the specific AFFH 
Rule. The resistance of various departments within HUD to the AFFH pro-
cess, because of a perceived diversion of resources from their own depart-
ments, aligns well with a theory of institutional rational choice, with its 
emphasis on individuals acting out of their own self- interest; this theory 
seems to partly explain our difficulty in achieving consensus.6 Indeed, the 
failures experienced in Phase 1 demonstrated the deeply held beliefs repre-
sented in the agency’s different factions. To that end, the idea of an advo-
cacy coalition framework (ACF), with its emphasis on competing groups 
vying with one another to achieve their policy ends, better captures the 
fiercely competitive nature of the process.7 The launch of the AFFH Council 
in Phase 2 created a cross- HUD process and infrastructure for surfacing 
those conflicts regularly, as part of a slow process of finding compromise. 
Indeed, consistent with this perspective, the balanced approach ultimately 
endorsed in the AFFH process represented an example of compromise—not 
of core beliefs among these advocacy coalitions but of a policy learning 
around “secondary” aspects of the belief system of the groups involved. The 
ACF approach predicts that such policy- oriented learning is a slow process 
that requires years to develop—consistent with the glacial process of getting 
AFFH approved within HUD.8 This framework seems to better explain our 
experience with the AFFH process than one focused on punctuated equilib-
rium, with long periods of stability followed by short periods of significant 
change.9 Although the AFFH process represented a significant change, it 
was a drawn- out progression that mostly involved internal debate within 
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the agency rather than a rapid transformation. Furthermore, as Chapter 3 
discusses in its interviews with government officials, the AFFH Rule repre-
sented a more significant policy change than that predicted by incremental 
approaches to institutional change.10

Key Innovations of the Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing Rule

Out of the arduous rule- making process emerged what we believe to be an 
innovative planning tool for local communities to address segregation and 
increase access to opportunity. Four key innovations lie at the heart of the 
rule’s potential. First is its power as a planning tool, which begins with the 
provision of a standardized assessment mechanism that is then linked to 
grantees’ investment plans. Second, for the first time, the rule defines the 
goal of AFFH and makes clear that access to opportunities that come with 
housing is at its core. The assessment tool adds concreteness to the con-
cept of access to opportunity through its opportunity indices and analysis 
of racially and ethnically concentrated areas of poverty. Third, while the 
rule codifies the overall AFFH goal, it does not dictate local strategies; im-
portantly, it explicitly embraces a both/and approach to the perennial ten-
sion between mobility and place- based strategies. And fourth, it embraces 
a more transparent and inclusive process by requiring robust community 
engagement as well as public provision of data with a standardized assess-
ment framework.

Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing as a 
Meaningful Planning Tool for Future Action

Most broadly, AFFH’s approach to fair housing ties the process to bolder 
challenges through planning rather than solely through enforcement. HUD 
designed the AFFH Rule this way because of our theory of how communi-
ties would learn and respond—they would first use the AFH tool to identify 
fair housing barriers and develop an AFH with goals, incorporate concrete 
strategies in their subsequent HUD plans to address the goals set in the AFH, 
assess their progress in future AFHs, and then start the cycle all over again.

To better enable communities to learn during their assessment pro-
cesses, HUD developed a standardized AFH tool, which essentially walked 
grantees through a set of analyses meant to support the jurisdiction’s deci-
sion making about which goals to prioritize and which strategies to adopt 
to accomplish those goals. The AFH tool was meant to clarify what such an 
assessment should entail and address many of the concerns raised in the 
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GAO report and elsewhere, including specifying concrete goals that can be 
measured, along with timelines.

Critical to the AFFH process overall, the AFHs had to be submitted to 
HUD and then be referenced in subsequent plans submitted (the Consoli-
dated Plan for jurisdictions and the PHA Plan for PHAs). This requirement 
created a direct link from the AFH analysis and proposed strategies to ac-
tion—actual programmatic and investment decisions of participants. While 
the submission of both plans to HUD provided checks on this process, the 
expectation was that communities going through this process would genu-
inely learn during their assessments and that those lessons would shape 
their HUD plans and their actions.

The learning was meant to continue in each cycle. AFHs were required 
in advance of every major planning cycle (generally three to five years 
apart), and each AFH started by assessing progress on the goals and strate-
gies from the prior assessment. Some strategies may not have been adopted 
or may not have had the intended effects, so those revelations would be part 
of the public process of again assessing how the community was faring as 
well as surfacing new issues and ideas.

Broadening the Analytical Focus: Access to Opportunity 
and Areas of Racially or Ethnically Concentrated Poverty 

A number of novel elements of the AFH tool are particularly worth empha-
sizing for how they embodied HUD’s commitment to making the AFFH 
Rule work as a planning tool for local communities. One of the most impor-
tant was the explicit focus on access to opportunities that come with hous-
ing. Doing so harkened back to the original context of the Fair Housing Act, 
since its adoption was driven by the extreme disparities in opportunities 
that existed at the time. As noted, the Kerner Commission report connected 
many of those disparities to residential segregation and disparities in places. 
More recent research by Raj Chetty and his coauthors has confirmed that 
being raised in racially concentrated areas of poverty alters the life trajec-
tory of residents, even today.11

Calling that out and focusing on the spatial aspect of opportunity were 
quite important to the rule. Physical separation within our society is inte-
grally linked to inequality within our society; making progress on lessening 
inequality requires addressing this separation and the associated disparities 
in places.

The rule establishes the importance of opportunity in its clarification 
of the meaning of the AFFH mandate, which requires that jurisdictions 
take meaningful actions to “overcome patterns of segregation and foster 
inclusive communities free from barriers that restrict access to opportunity 
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based on protected characteristics” [emphasis added].12 The rule opera-
tionalizes “opportunity” within the AFH tool in two main ways. First, ju-
risdictions must assess disparities in a variety of opportunities typically 
accessed through neighborhoods, such as the quality of schools, access to 
public transit, and access to jobs. Second, jurisdictions are required to focus 
particular attention on areas of racially or ethnically concentrated poverty  
(R/ECAPs), areas of concentrated disadvantage that have historically pro-
vided the least access to opportunities.

While the link to opportunity and use of R/ECAPs became core to the 
rule, many fair housing staff and stakeholders were initially uncomfortable 
with this way of thinking about fair housing issues. The traditional fair 
housing stance does not incorporate a lens of concentrated poverty or op-
portunity. The AFH tool, however, directed communities to not only assess 
patterns of segregation but also attend to how those patterns might connect 
to disparities in neighborhood- based opportunities; the consideration of  
R/ECAPs required communities to consider where segregation may be hav-
ing some of its most profoundly negative effects. This recasting highlights 
the emphasis of the AFFH Rule as a planning tool, used for prioritizing 
programmatic and investment efforts rather than solely for enforcing fair 
housing guidelines. It also provides the potential for the planning process 
to focus on nonhousing (and non- HUD) resources as part of a long- term 
strategy to improve spatial disparities across neighborhoods.

Locally Determined Priorities, Inclusive of 
Place- Based Reinvestment and Mobility

While the federal regulation sets the high- level goal of addressing residen-
tial segregation and disparities in opportunity, it does not prescribe any 
specific set of local strategies for achieving that goal. Communities are ex-
pected to have a data- informed and inclusive conversation and decide upon 
the right approach, given the local context. But we—HUD—were going to 
help them do it with the various components of the rule, including the AFH 
tool and the provision of data and technical assistance. This stance of HUD 
as a guiding partner is itself an innovation of the rule.

Nowhere was the tension between potential strategies more contentious 
than between place- based and mobility approaches (an issue discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 5). There is a lot of passion on both sides. Both 
groups point to the evidence showing the multiple negative consequences of 
living in segregated neighborhoods and areas of concentrated poverty. Ad-
vocates of mobility strategies say, “Let’s get people out of those places with 
concentrated poverty.” Their focus is on supporting households moving to 
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areas that might provide better opportunities, particularly for economic 
advancement and for children. Advocates of redevelopment counter by ask-
ing, “Why should there be any places on the map characterized by such 
disadvantage? Why should we place the burden of moving—and all the dis-
ruption and isolation it can cause—on those who have been burdened most 
already?” The focus for this group is on investing in the neighborhoods to 
encourage economic mobility for their current residents.

What we tried to do through the regulation was to remain neutral in 
the mobility versus place- based debate, although this decision was hard- 
fought. The passions and tensions in the advocacy communities existed 
just as strongly among the HUD staff. It took a long time for everyone to 
get on board with a balanced approach that embraced place- based and 
mobility tactics. This balanced approach marked a sea change in the fight 
between people in the fair housing and community development camps. 
This multipronged approach said to HUD grant recipients that they should 
consider both approaches—addressing segregation by expanding access 
to areas of high opportunity and investing in neighborhoods to improve 
them as areas of opportunity for current residents. Jurisdictions need to 
enable mobility and decrease segregation, while also improving neighbor-
hoods. They need to address nonhousing aspects of the neighborhoods 
that come with housing. That is one of the most critical things about this 
rule and makes it very different from what communities had been doing 
when they did their AIs.

We also hoped the AFFH Rule and AFH tool would produce some truly 
innovative strategies. When a community decided it wanted to adopt a 
strategy, such as increasing housing mobility, it was not obvious how ex-
actly they would do it. Currently, there is not enough evidence to provide a 
menu of strategies that we know work in a given context. Although HUD 
provides some ideas based on the evidence of certain pilots, this rule is part 
of an important larger opportunity to tap into the creativity of hundreds 
or even thousands of communities across the country that are willing and 
able to try new things. We hoped communities would build on their local 
knowledge to find practical solutions that worked for their areas.

Empowering Inclusive Local Dialogue and 
Planning: Data and Community Engagement

The theory of how the AFFH process could truly move the needle on an 
issue as intractable as segregation rests on the apparatus the rule provides 
for a truly inclusive dialogue and process, in which data play a role in level-
ing the playing field.
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At local community levels, all too often some people come with a lot 
more information than others, creating not only an uneven starting place 
for dialogue but also uneven power. Those with information can talk over 
others, particularly those groups whom they do not want to be part of the 
conversation. Because the data provided in the AFH tool were available to 
all, everyone was meant to have the chance to be fully informed and fully 
prepared to have a conversation. The common access to data should mean 
that when the public shows up and someone says something that is not 
right, individuals in the public who had access to the data could act as a cor-
recting force by noting the disconnect. This kind of pause to correct things 
that are wrong does not happen nearly often enough in communities when 
plans or important investment decisions get made.

While nearly all the data provided in the AFH tool were already public, 
translating the data into readable maps and tables requires a level of sophis-
tication and resources that many institutions, organizations—and certainly 
families—do not have. The AFH tool was meant to change that by creating 
an easy- to- use mapping system that conveyed the data in an easily digestible 
way for housing policy experts and novices alike.

Whether the form and ease are exactly correct is still an open question, 
but the logic is quite similar to that behind the Home Mortgage Disclosure 
Act (HMDA), the banking regulation that requires banks to provide pub-
licly available information on every mortgage application they get and what 
happened to that application. Prior to the late 1970s, banks did not provide 
such data; hence there were no data to refute the claim by banks that they 
treated all individuals in the same manner. But the availability of HMDA 
data triggered a different conversation, in great part due to the use of those 
data by the advocacy community. The AFH tool armed advocates in the 
same way, enabling them to construct stories that were impossible to ignore 
and refute.

To enable the data to have this effect, the AFFH Rule requires a robust 
engagement process to ensure broad community participation, particularly 
from groups typically absent from local decision making. As part of the 
new process, jurisdictions must document their engagement strategies, post 
their draft AFHs publicly, and collect and respond to all public comments 
on the drafts in the AFHs they submit to HUD. This process includes ex-
plaining the rationale for not addressing specific comments in the content 
of the AFHs, much as federal agencies must address public comments in the 
rule- making process.

Robust, inclusive community engagement may be one of the most dif-
ficult components of the AFFH Rule to achieve, and several of the initial 
earliest AFH submissions to HUD in late 2016 may have fallen short. But 
evidence suggests that AFH submissions received before the suspension of 
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the tool documented considerably more robust public engagement than did 
the AIs previously submitted by those jurisdictions.13

Final Thoughts

No new approach is flawless, and AFFH is no exception. HUD expected 
that the rule and its assessment tools would evolve as they were used, incor-
porating lessons on what was most and least useful. Indeed, the AFH tools 
themselves are subject to public comment and potential revisions every 
three years as part of the requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act. 
But as HUD considers what revisions it may make to the Rule and tools, and 
as communities and future administrations think about building from the 
framework created, we continue to believe that the 2015 version of the rule 
has “good bones.” It is a platform to build on, one that includes true innova-
tions for creating a process that may be the start of really implementing the 
AFFH mandate of the Fair Housing Act, albeit fifty years late.
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The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) created 
the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule to undo gen-
erations of policies that have left America’s cities deeply segregated 

and unequal. But as demonstrated by a half century of halting fair housing 
progress and lack of enforcement of the Fair Housing Act’s provision man-
dating that HUD and its grantees affirmatively further fair housing, the 
prospects for real change even after the AFFH’s Rule passage were unclear. 
After years of effort at crafting the rule, its passage raised several pressing 
questions. To what extent would municipalities resist efforts to reduce seg-
regation and to increase access to place- based opportunities, or take mean-
ingful steps to advance fair housing? Would HUD staff essentially ignore 
these fair housing plans, as they had previous ones for decades, or would 
they thoroughly review and provide municipalities with meaningful feed-
back? Would the new rule, so delayed, debated, and finally, as the previous 
chapter demonstrated, pushed through with bureaucratic jiu- jitsu, live up 
to its promise?

In this chapter, we examine the effectiveness of the AFFH Rule in help-
ing jurisdictions craft policies that provide more equal access to place- based 
resources and access to housing in areas rich with opportunities. With 
limited private remedies to advance the AFFH provision in the courts, the 
success of the rule before its suspension depended in large part on the en-
forcement system that HUD implemented. From October 2016 through 
January 2018 (when HUD suspended the rule), 49 sets of HUD grantees, 
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representing 103 municipalities and public housing agencies from across 
the country, submitted plans to affirmatively further fair housing, called 
Assessments of Fair Housing (AFHs). In previous research, we have demon-
strated that these plans represented a vast improvement on the Analyses of 
Impediments (AIs) previously required by HUD.1 The AFFH Rule provided 
municipalities with relevant, locally tailored data; required municipalities 
to analyze and reflect upon those data; and asked municipalities to propose 
clear, realizable goals in response. This specificity stood in stark contrast to 
previous vague guidance on submitting AIs—plans that HUD rarely ever 
read and that did not require municipalities to demonstrate progress toward 
fair housing objectives. In the AFH process, HUD and other partners of-
fered training to municipalities on how to successfully complete their fair 
housing plans under the new rule; reviewed every AFH to ensure that it 
fulfilled the standards required by the regulation; and refused to accept 
some substandard AFHs until municipalities made revisions.2

We collected all forty- nine AFHs that were reviewed by HUD before 
the Donald Trump administration suspended the AFFH Rule in January 
2018—including the thirty- two that HUD accepted and the seventeen that 
HUD rejected. We then coded and analyzed these plans to identify the 
types of goals that the municipalities proposed. To examine the robustness 
of the plans, we determined whether the goals included (a) an objective 
supported by numerical metrics or milestones that would allow quantifiable 
evaluation of progress or (b) a new policy or program to accomplish that 
objective. Finally, we analyzed those data to understand which jurisdictions 
were more likely to submit fair housing plans with quantifiable objectives 
and to propose new policies to realize those objectives. We also sought to 
understand how they implemented the rule’s “balanced approach” to hous-
ing mobility and place- based investments. Case studies of fair housing plans 
in Seattle, Washington; Temecula, California; Hidalgo County, Texas; and 
the Kansas City Metropolitan Area—including interviews with lead authors 
of all four of those plans—highlight the nuances of the AFFH Rule and the 
complexities that municipalities face when creating their fair housing plans.

Who Participated in the Assessment 
of Fair Housing Process? 

The forty- nine municipalities that submitted AFHs varied along a number 
of metrics relevant to their responsibility to affirmatively furthering fair 
housing. HUD scheduled the due date for AFH submissions based on the 
due date for a municipality’s Consolidated Plan. As a result, the municipali-
ties that submitted AFHs were, if not quite randomly selected, then at least 
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arbitrarily designated to submit their proposals before the rule’s suspension. 
As Table 3.1 shows, these municipalities represented a broad swath of coun-
ties, cities, and towns from across the United States, from large counties 
(Los Angeles County) and big cities (Philadelphia) to small cities (Ithaca, 
New York) and small counties (Manatee County, Florida); from regional 
submissions (Kansas City) to smaller cities operating within a large frag-
mented metropolitan region (Somerville, Massachusetts). Table 3.1 also 
shows the range of levels of segregation within these communities, as mea-
sured by the Black- white dissimilarity and Latinx- white dissimilarity index, 
which indicates the proportion of a group that would need to move to create 
a uniform distribution. For this group of municipalities, the median Black- 
white dissimilarity index is 38, while the median Latinx- white dissimilarity 
index is 34. These medians among the AFH submitters can be compared to 
the national median Black- white dissimilarity score of 53 and the median 
Latinx- white dissimilarity score of 41.3

As discussed in the Introduction, Chapter 2, and Chapter 8 of this vol-
ume, the AFFH Rule relies on collaboration between the federal govern-
ment and state and local governments. HUD’s rule and the Assessment 

TABLE 3.1. DISSIMILARITY INDICES OF MUNICIPALITIES THAT 
SUBMITTED ASSESSMENTS OF FAIR HOUSING ACCEPTED OR REJECTED BY 
THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

State City
Black- White 
Dissimilarity Index 

Latinx- White 
Dissimilarity Index

AK Anchorage 34 25

AL Mobile 53 31

AR Jonesboro 33 28

AR Springdale 24 31

AR Rogers 17 34

CA Los Angeles County 60 64

CA Long Beach 57 59

CA San Mateo County 55 51

CA Cathedral City 29 43

CA Paramount 26 21

CA Pomona 25 41

CA Moreno Valley 23 25

CA Temecula 20 16

CA Victorville/Apple Valley 16 12

(continued)



TABLE 3.1. (Continued)

State City
Black- White 
Dissimilarity Index 

Latinx- White 
Dissimilarity Index

CO El Paso County 39 29

FL Manatee County 46 42

GA Savannah 44 30

GA Sandy Springs 42 41

GA Clayton County 29 34

IN Hammond 36 22

KS Lawrence 19 15

LA New Orleans 68 41

LA Jefferson Parish 56 33

MA Somerville 30 39

MI Washtenaw County 51 24

MO Kansas City 62 47

NC Wilmington 56 31

NC Winston- Salem 51 48

NC Greenville 36 25

NM Santa Fe 21 37

NM Rio Rancho 14 10

NY New Rochelle 41 48

NY Ithaca 25 18

OH Hamilton 54 46

OH Lake County 50 55

OR Clackamas County 27 27

PA Philadelphia 73 62

PA Delaware County 64 26

PA Dauphin County 47 35

PA Chester County 46 49

SC Horry County 38 32

SC Richland County 38 34

TN Nashville–Davidson County 50 49

TX Hidalgo County 43 39

TX Lewisville 22 35

VA Harrisonburg 24 35

VT Burlington 27 11

WA Seattle 52 30

WA Bellingham 16 23
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Tool provide data, set out a broad framework for analysis, and ask locali-
ties to craft locally tailored goals based on that analysis. Planning schol-
ars conducting research in other contexts have found that characteristics 
associated with successful future implementation include the factual basis 
of the plan, the presence of goals based on measurable objectives, and the 
specification of policies designed to achieve those goals.4 To be effective, 
plan goals must be specific enough to be able to be tied to concrete actions, 
supported by a written commitment to carry out those actions, and include 
provisions for measuring progress. These include indicators of advance-
ment, timelines for completing the required actions, and identification of 
the parties responsible for implementation.5 Through the Assessment Tool, 
HUD provides municipalities with data as a starting point, requires them 
to analyze those data, and asks them to answer specific questions that HUD 
poses in the AFH Tool. The factual basis of the plans, therefore, has at least 
a shared baseline. There is significant variation, however, in the goals that 
municipalities put forth in their AFHs, the metrics they present to evaluate 
progress, and the new policies, if any, they plan to create to realize the goals. 
Accordingly, imperfect but consistently measurable proxies for plan quality 
or robustness among AFHs are commitments to measurable objectives or to 
the creation of new policies to implement goal objectives.

The presence of measurable objectives gives local residents and fair 
housing advocates clear benchmarks by which to hold local governments 
accountable for their progress on fair housing. A lack of measurable objec-
tives, on the other hand, may indicate a conscious or unconscious effort to 
avoid accountability to either HUD or the public. Similarly, a new planned 
policy or program reflects an assessment of the obstacles to fair housing and 
an analysis of a specific, novel path to overcome that obstacle. Creating a 
new policy or program can involve the expenditure of political or financial 
capital by local government officials to secure its approval and allocate staff 
to execute it; officials are unlikely to provide those resources if they see it 
as a waste and unlikely to deliver results.6 These two measures—whether a 
particular goal has a measurable objective and whether it represents a new 
policy—are the criteria by which we evaluate goals in the AFHs we analyze 
in this chapter.

The AFFH Rule is a form of meta- regulation that requires municipali-
ties to develop a locally-tailored plan. As such, it allows municipalities sig-
nificant leeway in shaping their plans.7 Research on meta- regulation finds 
these types of regulations tend to be particularly successful when they have 
commitment from local stakeholders. We measure local commitment—
which we expect to be associated with robust AFHs—first through local 
political ideology, which runs on a scale of –1 for most liberal and 1 for most 
conservative. Given the partisan divide on the AFFH Rule, we expect more 
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liberal municipalities to express a greater commitment to it.8 We also mea-
sure commitment through the strength of local nonprofit fair housing orga-
nizations funded by HUD’s Fair Housing Initiatives Program (FHIP), given 
that fair housing is a low- salience issue and historically driven in part by 
these groups. Additionally, we examine the number of complaints alleging 

TABLE 3.2. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ON MUNICIPAL CHARACTERISTICS

  Min. Median Max.

Population 30,720 193,637 10,105,722

Capacity

Community Development Block Grant 
(CDBG) funding 421,205 1,627,663 38,807,208

CDBG timeliness 0 1.31 1.64

Political context

Conservatism –0.87 –0.12 0.52

Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity 
cases per million 63.57 339.34 1269.33

Average Fair Housing Initiatives Program 
organizations by state 0 3.33 16.67

Socioeconomic context

Unemployment rate 0.03 0.067 0.13

Median household income 31,967 52,082 105,667

College graduates (%) 0.1 0.32 0.64

Heterogeneity and segregation

Non- white–white dissimilarity 10 35 65

Black- white dissimilarity 14 38 73

Latinx- white dissimilarity 10 34 64

Asian- white dissimilarity 10 28 55

White non- Hispanic (%) 0.05 0.54 0.89

Black non- Hispanic (%) 0 0.09 0.68

Hispanic (%) 0.03 0.13 0.92

Asian non- Hispanic (%) 0.01 0.04 0.29

High- cost

Median home value 82,400 197,200 917,700

Median gross rent 699 1004 1973

Vacancy rate 0.03 0.08 0.37

Share renters 0.22 0.44 0.74
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housing discrimination filed with HUD’s Office of Fair Housing and Equal 
Opportunity (FHEO), given the importance in the past of these suits to 
force municipalities to act to address fair housing issues.9 We also measure 
commitment by examining local socioeconomic conditions, which may 
shape fair housing efforts, as well as measures of heterogeneity and segre-
gation that can influence the political context for creating policies to reduce 
racial disparities and demographic conditions.10 Existing research has also 
found that greater capacity is associated with more rigorous compliance 
with meta- regulation.11 As a result, we operationalize capacity by calculat-
ing the overall amount and efficient use of Community Development Block 
Grant (CDBG) funding as measured through HUD’s “timeliness” measure 
in 2015 or 2016. We gather these data from the 2013–2017 5- Year American 
Community Survey, American Ideology project, and HUD.12 We present 
summary statistics on these variables in Table 3.2.

Grantees vary widely across these measures of socioeconomic status, 
demographic composition, likely commitment, and estimated capacity. 
From large CDBG- funded cities (such as Philadelphia, with a CDBG allo-
cation of more than $38 million) to smaller towns (such as Rogers, Arkan-
sas, with a CDBG allocation of less than $500,000); from very conservative 
areas (such as Springdale, Arkansas, with a conservatism score of .42) to 
very liberal ones (such as New Rochelle, New York, with a score of –.53); 
from regions with low unemployment (such as Lewisville, Texas, at 4.2 per-
cent) to small cities with high unemployment (such as Greenville, North 
Carolina, at 10.2 percent)—not only do these jurisdictions vary greatly 
in their level of segregation; they also range significantly in their demo-
graphic composition, from 89 percent white in Lake County, Ohio, to 4 
percent white in Paramount, California.

What Did the Resulting Assessments 
of Fair Housing Look Like?

To evaluate the the AFHs, we build on the literature on plan quality by as-
sessing fair housing goals in the AFHs in two ways. First, we code each goal 
in every assessment of fair housing in the forty- nine plans discussed here 
to evaluate whether the goal has a measurable objective, with a numerical 
metric or milestone presented to allow quantifiable evaluation of progress. 
Second, we examine whether the goal results in a new policy to achieve that 
objective. We also focus on a number of other substantive measures of the 
goals put forth in the fair housing plans—in particular, whether the goals 
advance place- based investments to reinvest in low- income communities or 
support promoting mobility for protected classes to access areas of greater 



TABLE 3.3. CODING CATEGORIES

Categories Coding Description

Metrics

Measurable objective Has a quantifiable metric.

New policy Includes a specific new policy or program.

Place and Mobility

Place- based Involves investment in high- poverty neighborhoods or aban-
doned properties.

Mobility Involves mobility strategies or targets high- opportunity 
neighborhoods.

Other Characteristics

Affordable housing Encourages the creation of affordable housing.

Public housing References public housing residents or units. 

Voucher References housing voucher holders.

Zoning References zoning or proposes zoning changes. 

Displacement References displacement or gentrification.

Regional Calls for regional cooperation, coordination, or distribution.

Transportation References improving public transportation or transit- 
oriented development. 

Education References improving schools or school performance.

Economic development References workforce training, small business assistance, or 
job creation. 

Environmental quality References improvements to air and water quality, parks.

Disability References access improvements, or discrimination or dis-
parities based on disability.

Race or national origin References discrimination or disparities based on race, eth-
nicity, or national origin. 

Low- income Targets or references the needs of low- income households.

Family status References discrimination or disparities based on family 
status. 

Age Targets or references the elderly.

Fair housing education Proposes fair housing education, outreach, or enforcement.

Homeownership Seeks to increase homeownership or create income- restricted 
affordable homes.
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opportunity. We also examine whether each goal falls into a variety of other 
categories, as illustrated in Table 3.3. Each goal can fall into multiple sub-
stantive categories and have quantifiable metrics or be considered a new 
policy. For example, the goal in Chester County, Pennsylvania, to encourage 
mobility among low- income residents living in areas of poverty by decreas-
ing the number of voucher holders living in a high- poverty area from 43.9 
percent to 39 percent would be coded as having a measurable objective con-
cerning mobility and voucher holders.

In Table 3.4, we present the types of goals present in each plan and 
the number and share of those types of goals that contain a measurable 

TABLE 3.4. SHARE OF ASSESSMENT OF FAIR HOUSING GOALS CONTAINING 
MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES OR NEW POLICIES

Goal Characteristic Total goals

Goals with a 
measurable 
objective

Goals with a 
new policy

Goals with a 
measurable 
objective or 
new policy 
or both

% Goals 
with a 
measurable 
objective or 
new policy 
or both 

Affordable housing 255 94 22 109 43%

Fair housing 
 education 148 33  7  39 26%

Disability 123 49  9  54 44%

Place- based  87 36 10  41 47%

Low-income  84 29  5  33 39%

Mobility  83 26 13  34 41%

Homeownership  81 43  6  46 57%

Voucher  76 23  5  25 33%

Economic 
 development  73 23  4  27 37%

Transportation  61  7  5  10 16%

Race or national 
origin  54 17  7  20 37%

Public housing  54 14  2  15 28%

Zoning  50  9 14  21 42%

Regional  41  4  7  11 27%

Displacement  39 10  0  10 26%

Education  34  9  3  11 32%

Environmental 
quality  29  9  3  12 41%

Age  18 12  1  12 67%

Family status   6  2  0   2 33%
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objective or include a new policy. Of the 857 goals in 49 AFHs in our 
sample, 255 of them address affordable housing, by far the most dominant 
focus area. Fair housing education and disability access are the next most 
common goals. On the other hand, homeownership and place- based goals 
are the most likely goal types to have measurable objectives. Zoning and 
mobility goals are the most likely to be accompanied by new policy efforts.

We next compare those municipalities that put forward goals with a 
large number of measurable objectives or new policies as compared to those 
that did not. Table 3.5 presents those municipalities that score in the bottom 
tercile according to these measures, with two or fewer goals meeting these 
criteria, compared to those in the top tercile, with six or more goals meeting 
these criteria. The only statistically significant difference between the two 
groups is the measure of Black- white dissimilarity, in which municipali-
ties with more measurable objectives or new policies have higher levels of 
Black- white segregation than those municipalities with fewer measurable 
objectives or new policies.

To further test this relationship between municipal characteristics and 
goal characteristics, we estimate the relationship between the number of 
goals with a measurable objective or a new policy and measures of local con-
text and capacity. In Table 3.6, we run four models to test the association 
of various municipal characteristics on a municipality’s overall number of 
goals with a quantifiable metric or a new policy. In Model 1, we start with 
the one municipal characteristic that is significantly different in Table 3.5 
and confirm that more segregated areas—those municipalities with larger 
Black- white dissimilarity indexes—have more measurable objectives and 
new policies in their AFHs. This association holds consistently across Model 
2, where we control for municipal population. This model also reveals a sta-
tistically significant positive association between more populous municipali-
ties and a larger number of quantifiable metrics and new policy goals. Model 
3 adds measures of capacity, none of which show statistically significant re-
lationships with measurable objectives or new policies. Model 4 adds other 
socioeconomic variables and finds a positive relationship between median 
household income and the continued significance of Black- white segregation 
with the number of measurable objectives or new policies in the fair housing 
assessments. The fact that this positive correlation between more segregated 
municipalities and more quantifiable goals and new policies persists after 
controlling for other relevant characteristics suggests that, according to at 
least one metric, the AFFH Rule was working as intended. Grantees with 
higher levels of segregation propose more concrete steps to reduce segrega-
tion and make access to place- based resources more equitable in their com-
munities compared to those grantees with lower levels of segregation.



TABLE 3.5. T- TESTS TOP AND BOTTOM TERCILE FOR MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES OR NEW POLICIES

  Bottom tercile  
(n = 18)

Top tercile  
(n = 17)

Population 251,033 940,004

Capacity

Community Development Block Grant 
(CDBG) funding 3,472,345 4,387,210

CDBG timeliness 1.11 1.35

Political context 

Conservatism – 0.15 –0.24

Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity cases 
per million 322.27 388.38

Average Fair Housing Initiatives Program 
organizations by state 7.15 4.9

Socioeconomic context

Unemployment rate 0.071 0.072

Median household income 50,374 57,435

College graduates (%) 0.32 0.357

Heterogeneity and segregation

Non- white–white dissimilarity 32 39

Black- white dissimilarity 35* 46*

Latinx- white dissimilarity 34 35

Asian- white dissimilarity 27 31

White non- Hispanic (%) 0.49 0.51

Black non- Hispanic (%) 0.13 0.23

Hispanic (%) 0.3 0.16

Asian non- Hispanic (%) 0.05 0.07

High- cost

Median home value 202,966 279,476

Median gross rent 1,001 1,083

Vacancy rate 0.1 0.11

Share renters 0.47 0.44
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Note: CDBG timeliness figures are available only for n = 16 of the bottom tercile and n = 14 of the top tercile.
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In Table 3.7, we compare plans that have the most goals focused on place- 
based investments and support for mobility—what many HUD program 
participants believed were the core issues of the AFFH Rule—with plans 
that have the fewest such goals. Municipalities that submitted plans with 
more of these goals tend to have more CDBG funding (a function, in part, 
of their being large cities with comparatively high numbers of residents in 
poverty); be more ideologically liberal; and have a greater number of cases 
filed by HUD’s FHEO office alleging discrimination in violation of the Fair 

TABLE 3.6. QUANTIFIABLE METRICS AND NEW POLICIES REGRESSED ON 
CITY CHARACTERISTICS 

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) Regression Results

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Black- White Dissimilarity Index 19.99** 15.73* 18.65* 18.02*

(5.929) (6.033) (7.091) (6.821)

Population (in millions) 1.418* 1.949* 1.883*

(0.652) (0.765) (0.74)

Community Development Block 
Grant Funding (in millions) –0.296 –0.276

(0.198) (0.202)

Conservatism –3.286 –6.321
(3.128) (4.703)

Fair Housing and Equal 
Opportunity Cases (per million) 0.00328 0.00232

(0.0047) (0.0047)

Average Fair Housing Initiatives 
Program organizations by state –0.0337 –0.291

(0.166) (0.199)

Percent unemployed 0.823
(60.96)

Median Household Income 
(in thousands) 0.200**

(0.0674)

Percent with College Degree –14.23
(12.92)

Percent White –0.536
(5.416)

Constant –1.942 –0.981 –2.897 –7.438
(2.485) (2.433) (2.985) (8.551)

Observations 49 49 49 49

R2 0.195 0.27 0.333 0.467
Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001



TABLE 3.7. T- TESTS TOP AND BOTTOM TERCILE FOR MOBILITY AND  
PLACE- BASED INVESTMENTS

  Bottom tercile  
(n = 17)

Top tercile  
(n = 19)

Population 212,169 953,208

Capacity

Community Development Block Grant 
(CDBG) funding

1,436,945* 6,386,835*

CDBG timeliness 1.25 1.21

Political context

Conservatism –0.05* –0.30*

Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity 
cases per million

249** 444**

Average Fair Housing Initiatives 
Program organizations by state

4.98 6.16

Socioeconomic context

Unemployment rate 0.06 0.07

Median household income 58,187 59,759

College graduates (%) 0.34 0.37

Heterogeneity and segregation

Non- white–white dissimilarity 28** 41**

Black- white dissimilarity 31** 48**

Latinx- white dissimilarity 33 40

Asian- white dissimilarity 24* 33*

White non- Hispanic (%) 0.54 0.51

Black non- Hispanic (%) 0.11 0.18

Hispanic (%) 0.25 0.21

Asian non- Hispanic (%) 0.05 0.07

High- cost 

Median home value 251,771 305,873

Median gross rent 1,065 1,104

Vacancy rate 0.09 0.1

Share renters 0.47 0.44
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Note: CDBG timeliness figures are available only for n = 16 of the bottom tercile and n = 15 of the top tercile.
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Housing Act. As above, more segregated municipalities—as measured by 
not only Black- white dissimilarity but also non- white–white dissimilarity 
and Asian- white dissimilarity—have more goals focused on placed- based 
investments and on mobility than other municipalities.

We test this relationship more rigorously by estimating the relationship 
between the number of goals focused on mobility and on place- based in-
vestments and municipal characteristics, as seen in Table 3.8. The results in 
Models 1 through 4 indicate that a higher Black- white dissimilarity score is 

TABLE 3.8. PLACE AND MOBILITY GOALS REGRESSED ON CITY 
CHARACTERISTICS

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) Regression Results

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Black- White Dissimilarity Index 15.50*** 14.47*** 6.741 6.41
(3.412) (3.616) (3.465) (3.699)

Population (in millions) 0.343 0.00646 0.053
(0.391) (0.374) (0.401)

Community Development Block 
Grant Funding (in millions) 0.245* 0.234*

(0.097) (0.11)

Conservatism –1.46 –1.072
(1.528) (2.551)

Fair Housing and Equal 
Opportunity Cases (per million) 0.00863*** 0.00911***

(0.0023) (0.00255)

Average Fair Housing Initiatives 
Program organizations by state –0.0504 –0.0727

(0.0812) (0.108)

Percent unemployed 25.41
(33.06)

Median Household Income (in 
thousands) 0.0163

(0.0365)

Percent with College Degree 1.327
(7.004)

Percent White 0.486
(2.937)

Constant –2.639 –2.407 –3.019* –6.247
(1.43) (1.458) (1.458) (4.638)

Observations 49 49 49 49

R2 0.305 0.316 0.585 0.592
Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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initially associated with more goals focused on mobility and place- based in-
vestments, but this relationship disappears once we control for the capacity of 
a municipality, measured by the value of local CDBG funding. The amount of 
CDBG funding—even when controlling for population—is positively associ-
ated with more goals focused on mobility and place- based investments. This 
connection suggests that the larger federal community development invest-
ment—allocated according to measures of population, share of population in 
poverty, and either share of overcrowded housing units or share of housing 
units built before 1940—is associated with more fair housing goals focused on 
increasing access to opportunity either through place- based investments or 
through support for mobility programs, when compared to those with lower 
levels of CDBG investment. In addition, the number of cases filed by HUD’s 
FHEO office (at the county level, per million residents) is also a significant 
predictor of these place- based and mobility goals.

Case Studies

The forty- nine municipalities that submitted AFHs to HUD took varied ap-
proaches. Some, such as Hidalgo County, Texas, and Kansas City, Missouri, 
submitted regional plans to address fair housing, combining the work of sev-
eral municipalities and housing authorities. Others, such as Temecula, Cali-
fornia, focused on a narrow set of policy solutions and submitted an AFH 
with only four highly prescriptive goals. In this section, we examine four fair 
housing plans that vary along a number of relevant dimensions, but especially 
the capacity of the submitting grantees, in order to examine their varying 
approaches. We also conduct interviews with key staff working on those fair 
housing plans to understand the benefits and challenges they encountered 
with implementation. First, we examine Seattle, Washington, a city with sub-
stantial resources, that submitted a bold and creative initial assessment of 
fair housing. We then examine Temecula, California, a smaller city with less 
capacity that submitted a plan that was initially rejected and subsequently re-
vised and accepted. We then examine two regional AFHs: one plan conducted 
by Kansas City, including five communities in total; and one by Hidalgo 
County, Texas, including eighteen housing authorities and municipalities. By 
examining variation within fair housing plans and by municipality type, we 
illuminate the diversity of municipal responses to the AFFH Rule.

Seattle: Building on a History of Racial Equity Work 
and Pursuing Fair Housing in a High- Cost City

Before embarking on the AFH process, Seattle was already engaged in ex-
tensive multi- agency collaborative work focused on racial equity and on 
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affordable and fair housing. The AFH process provided an opportunity to 
reflect further on this existing work, to clarify how existing projects re-
lated to each other and to fair housing, and to cement many of these com-
mitments in a single plan with goals and metrics. Seattle’s extensive AFH 
also provides an illustration of how complex fair housing can be in high- 
cost cities where displacement is at the forefront of the minds of many 
working- class households, especially households of color, not segregation 
or integration. As  Seattle’s AFH emphasizes, in these high- cost contexts, 
anti- displacement work is a central strategy to advance integration, and the 
common conflations of mobility with integration and place- based invest-
ments with continuing segregation do not hold up.

Seattle’s AFH stands as a robust encapsulation of the city’s multipronged 
efforts to increase racial equity and includes important critiques of the fed-
eral AFFH Rule with suggestions for improvement to more effectively secure 
fair housing for future generations. The project represents a collaboration 
between more than a dozen departments, including the Seattle Housing 
Authority. While a regional collaboration with Seattle’s frequent partner 
King County and its housing authority was considered, given the level of 
coordination already involved within the city, the city decided not to pursue 
a regional collaboration.13

In 2009, Seattle set out a series of public commitments through the cre-
ation of its Race and Social Justice Initiative. Out of this effort came several re-
ports and smaller initiatives, including the Seattle 2035 Growth Management 
Plan, Seattle 2035 Growth & Equity: Analyzing Impacts on Displacement & 
Opportunity Related to Seattle’s Growth Strategy, and the Mayor’s Resolution 
31577 committing to racial and social equity.14 Seattle expands upon these 
plans in its AFH, using momentum gained over the previous years of work to 
tackle such issues as education, employment, and economic development. In 
addition to putting forward a strategy that reaches across multiple city agen-
cies, the plan also effectively builds upon preexisting efforts to advance racial 
equity to highlight place- based policies as a powerful mechanism to combat 
inequity in the city. Staff in Seattle thus note that the AFH plays a useful role 
in helping bring together initiatives already underway: 

It gave yet another way to weave together many, many efforts from 
many departments and agencies that otherwise would be hard to 
find in one place, so that is one way in which I think it was a great 
tool. The report was able to show the many arenas in which fair 
housing issues have an impact. . . . We always looked at the Assess-
ment of Fair Housing as an ongoing work plan. . . . [I]t was a way to 
get all those activities organized under one umbrella, and now it’s a 
clearer check list for us.15
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In contrast to some of the other forty- nine municipalities focusing more 
intently on mobility- based strategies, Seattle struggled with the tension be-
tween place- based investments in existing low- income neighborhoods and 
the implicit consequence of mobility- based strategies in contributing to 
ongoing neighborhood change. This tension reflects Seattle’s approach to 
the AFH as just one aspect of a complex web of overlapping policies and 
legislative attempts to mitigate the history of white supremacy in the city. 
Seattle’s staff critique the AFFH Rule, as follows:

Members of Seattle’s Race and Social Justice Equity Change Teams 
challenged HUD’s prioritizing of integrated neighborhoods in 
high opportunity white communities as potentially biased toward  
the dominant culture in and of itself. Many communities strug-
gling with the Assessment of Fair Housing will have to deal with 
a lack of consensus regarding placing high value on integrated 
communities while respecting individual choice to reside in com-
munities of affinity whether by race, religion, immigrant status, or 
community history.16 

Given this position, Seattle’s AFH takes care to focus on a broad conver-
sation about equity. The City of Seattle and the Seattle Housing Authority 
view the effort as a wide- reaching endeavor, writing that “it was difficult to 
ensure that the AFH was not limited only to impacts on vulnerable popula-
tions. It was necessary to remind agencies, stakeholders, and participants 
that the AFH is about inequity and potential discrimination regardless of 
income on a broader scope and scale than in prior planning.”17 

In Seattle, a high- cost city where gentrification and displacement are 
primary concerns, the struggle to balance place- based and mobility- based 
initiatives was particularly evident. As Seattle staff note:

We want people to have a reasonable set of mobility options, but bal-
anced with spending money in areas that aren’t the poorest communi-
ties, or the communities that were racially and ethnically concentrated 
areas of poverty. Housing development work has traditionally been 
tied to trying to restore, reshape, rehab, and create homeownership 
opportunities in areas that are predominantly low and moderate in-
come communities and therefore have higher percentages of people of 
color, people who are seniors, [and] people who have disabilities. . . . 
[W]e don’t want to further segregate the city, but neither are we going 
to walk away from the very real, very serious issues of gentrification 
that are putting this enormous risk of displacement on certain neigh-
borhoods of the city. . . . We are experiencing what San Francisco and 
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other major West Coast cities are experiencing. No one with average 
or lower incomes can afford to live here, and that is putting enormous 
pressure on the rental population.

The example of Seattle’s AFH illustrates how in high- cost cities, anti- 
displacement efforts and affordable housing preservation investments are a 
crucial integration strategy. These place- based investments are increasingly 
essential to ensuring that residents of color, people who are disabled, and 
others have the opportunity to live in neighborhoods rich with public ame-
nities and economic opportunities. These place- based investments in Seattle 
have the potential over the long term to be more effective at achieving the 
central goals of mobility strategies for access to opportunity than a mobil-
ity strategy could be, as central- city housing costs continue to rise. Seattle’s 
plan also includes goals related to housing mobility, although without clear 
measurable objectives. For example, an explicit goal of Seattle’s AFH focuses 
on providing more housing choices for families, for which the policy pre-
scriptions range from funding larger units to offering financial assistance 
to families looking to live in higher- opportunity areas. These strategies are 
part of a greater effort to mitigate the dearth of properties available to larger 
households in Seattle’s existing housing stock but are less structured than in 
some other jurisdictions’ AFHs.

These mobility- related goals are part of a careful balance in Seattle’s 
AFH between place- based and mobility goals. On the whole, Seattle makes 
a case for mobility to high- opportunity neighborhoods as a potential al-
ternative to gentrification- induced displacement to high- poverty neigh-
borhoods, a source of much community disruption in Seattle. Notably, the 
Seattle Housing Authority is also participating in the national “Creating 
Moves to Opportunity” project, an evaluation of its mobility interventions, 
with the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab.18 These concurrent projects 
allow the city to fully absorb its work on Creating Moves to Opportunity 
into an effort that focuses on mobility as a tool for fair housing. Seattle also 
creates a number of goals focusing on place- based investments, particularly 
those that can improve housing quality and prevent displacement caused by 
gentrification. Seattle highlights a number of ways it is working to mitigate 
displacement by building medium- term affordability into the portfolios of 
high- displacement neighborhoods and by supporting low- income and mar-
ginalized individuals at risk of displacement. The place- based goals address 
a number of different areas of focus, including equitable access to schools, 
environmental justice, and affordable housing.

Seattle also uses its AFH to highlight some of the limitations of the 
process, in scope and in execution. Seattle’s AFH challenges HUD on sev-
eral of its metrics, including the widely used dissimilarity index, generally 
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implemented to measure segregation but limited to measuring the geo-
graphic dispersion of only two groups at a time. In its AFH, Seattle notes 
that the metric’s comparison of communities of color to white communities 
limits the city’s ability to truly assess the diversity of its neighborhoods. As 
an example, its 2017 assessment cites a number of neighborhoods in which 
a diverse group of people of color are the majority (South Park, High Point, 
Rainier Valley, Pioneer Square, the International District, First Hill, and 
the Central Area), noting that just using a white–non- white dissimilarity 
measure does not reflect the diversity of many of the city’s neighborhoods.19

Seattle pushes HUD to consider new measures in other parts of its AFH, 
including measuring Racially and Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty 
(R/ECAPs). In particular, staff note that “changes in R/ECAP status can 
happen solely as an artifact of the large margins of error inherent in the 
American Community Survey (ACS) estimates used to test for R/ECAP 
status. This suggests a need to consider neighborhood demographic and 
socioeconomic conditions in a more holistic way that goes beyond ACS es-
timates.”20 In addition, given Seattle’s articulation of a long- term strategy 
advancing racial equity, the city already has detailed knowledge of the data 
representing its communities. As described in its AFH, Seattle’s engagement 
strategy was held up for four months due to an inconsistent inclusion of data 
“from the 1990, 2000, and 2010 Census regarding multi- racial individuals. 
This population represents approximately 5 percent of Seattle’s total popula-
tion. The lack of this data could potentially skew results for concentrations 
by race and ethnicity.”21 Seattle notes a number of other limitations to the 
AFH process. Given that Seattle is one of the first municipalities to submit 
an AFH, staff note that they did not receive the assessment of fair housing 
mapping and database tool until four months into the process.22

Despite these drawbacks, Seattle staff note that many parts of the AFH 
are immensely beneficial—namely, the value of the data and maps provided 
by HUD, which staff use in community meetings to create a “much richer 
dialogue” than would exist otherwise. The maps are particularly beneficial 
to the community process: 

To be completely cliché, a picture says a thousand words. . . . [W]e 
had two or three of the most key maps, mostly based on the racial 
and ethnic segregation and integration by neighborhood, made up 
into handouts and big billboards . . . and held these ice cream so-
cials. And that was one of the most satisfying community engage-
ment initiatives I’ve participated in in 35 years of being a public 
servant, because it was with people, the kids are sitting there making 
a mess on the end of the table, and having a great time, and their 
parents were relaxed. . . . We didn’t ask them specific questions, we 
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just asked, “Can you take a look at this map and then give us your 
reaction?” And that led to some fairly extraordinary conversations, 
many of which are highlighted in the community engagement sec-
tion of our plan. But if we hadn’t had that tool, to some extent in a 
forced way, specifically looking at the effect of public and private 
actions on the demographics of our city, geographically displayed, 
there’s no way . . . we could have gotten down to the level of informa-
tion that we did, in a glance at a map. It took all this statistical stuff, 
and made it very plain English, and very direct.23

Seattle’s staff note that by freezing the rule, HUD is preventing the city 
from tracking trends over time. This issue is particularly important because, 
as a result of the AFHs being submitted before HUD’s suspension of the rule, 
Seattle is actually required to integrate its AFH goals into its Consolidated 
Plan and report on progress toward those goals. But without the updated 
data, Seattle’s task becomes much more difficult. Staff in Seattle also note 
that HUD’s freezing of the rule is creating a large amount of uncertainty 
about future work on the AFH Rule in terms of losing momentum around 
these issues and figuring out next steps. Also, in terms of implementation, 
Seattle notes that the AFH adds particular value around disability issues. As 
a result of the process, the rule gives departments the ability to raise those 
issues with more urgency.24

Overall, Seattle’s AFH has a clear focus on racial equity and sets out mean-
ingful goals to advance fair housing. The Seattle strategy addresses a balance 
between the place- based strategies that support vulnerable communities and 
the option to move to high- opportunity neighborhoods that individuals who 
experience poverty may also choose. The AFH illustrates how this balance 
is complicated in a high- cost city, where the significant need for place- based 
anti- displacement work could also be considered a strategy to promote inte-
gration and preserve neighborhood diversity. The fact that a high- capacity 
city such as Seattle finds HUD’s data so useful—and argues for the need to 
bring the datasets back to allow for continued implementation of the AFFH 
Rule—speaks to the power of data and mapping in the AFH process to help 
governments have more impact within their communities. 

Temecula: A Relationship with 
HUD Breeds Better Results

Temecula, California, was one of seventeen municipalities to receive a let-
ter of “non- acceptance” from HUD. HUD’s review of the AFH found that 
Temecula’s initial submission in October 2015 had vague metrics that were 
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occasionally beyond the jurisdiction’s purview, prompting HUD to ask for 
a revision that Temecula submitted in January 2017.

Temecula’s initial AFH features nine goals that are not clearly tied to 
the required analysis of the HUD- provided data. Goals in the AFH should 
be tied to contributing factors that affect the current state of fair housing in 
the jurisdiction authoring the plan—such issues as lending discrimination, 
land- use and zoning laws, or lack of regional cooperation. In the original 
AFH, some goals have contributing factors that are not supported by the 
analysis the city has conducted in the AFH, and the goals are framed in 
terms of regional programs that are not within Temecula’s power to control. 
Temecula staff note that part of the reason for those vague goals is a lack of 
clarity about exactly what municipalities should include as part of their fair 
housing goals. As one staff member notes: 

We understood the necessity for the metrics, but what we had trou-
ble communicating to them . . . was what is in our control, and what 
is out of our control. . . . [W]hat would happen to us if we didn’t meet 
these metrics? We also didn’t want to be overly optimistic, and then 
what if the market crashed again? And we had very little control 
over any of these things. They also could not tell us what would hap-
pen if we didn’t meet these metrics.25

This question points toward a difficulty that a number of municipalities 
encounter in balancing the need for measurable, meaningful goals with ac-
tions that they can realistically achieve. Temecula staff also note that since 
HUD itself was also figuring out how to implement the AFH Rule during 
the process, writing the AFH led to an increased burden on staff time.26

HUD proposed a range of changes to Temecula’s AFH after the initial 
submission, adding new and relevant contributing factors and focusing on 
goals and policies that were actually within the power of the Temecula City 
Council or city agencies to achieve. For example, Temecula’s second draft re-
moves goals addressing access and usage of the regional public transportation 
network. These revisions are not a statement about these goals’ importance 
to fair housing but allow Temecula to focus on those aspects of the AFH that 
the municipality has the jurisdiction and resources to change. In an interview, 
Temecula staff note that they included that original goal because they thought 
the maps showed that transportation issues were an obstacle to achieving fair 
housing—but once HUD clarified the importance of focusing on actions 
within the city’s control, they simply removed it.27 This back and forth indi-
cates that in some cases, municipalities trying in good faith to comply with 
the regulations had difficulty interpreting HUD’s mandate. 
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HUD also urged Temecula to revise some original goals for more clarity, 
including such vague pronouncements as “Increase the affordable housing 
stock in the City.”28 In its revised goal, Temecula provides much more speci-
ficity, proposing instead an Affordable Housing Overlay “accommodating 
2,007 affordable units for lower income households.”29 This careful look at 
the goals of the AFH led to a more robust and actionable set of aims in Tem-
ecula’s revision, grounded in data, metrics, and realistic hopes of achieve-
ment. Each goal in Temecula’s new AFH is followed by a detailed discussion, 
demonstrating the research behind the goal and the precedents that make 
pursuing this goal possible. In contrast to some other AFHs with a large 
number of goals, Temecula’s final version has only four, which could make 
the plan more comprehensible to a broad audience and therefore more man-
ageable to implement. Although they are targeted in their focus, Temecula 
staff put forth a number of measurable actions under those four categories.

Beyond the improvements to the AFH, HUD’s technical assistance 
seemed to foster a positive relationship between HUD and Temecula.30 City 
officials made great use of the technical assistance available to them through 
HUD, ultimately completing three rounds of revisions. Temecula staff in-
dicate that the short time frame between revisions and an initial lack of 
mutual understanding about the requirements of the process led to some 
strain, but that overall they perceived the AFFH process as positive. 

Temecula staff describe a few ways that this process facilitates future 
implementation. The AFH caused them to examine issues they would not 
have considered previously, including the strengths and weaknesses of their 
housing programs. Specifically, as with Seattle, their fair housing analysis 
revealed issues related to access for people with disabilities. They identified a 
need for more affordable housing for their special- needs residents. Similarly, 
the process pushed Temecula to complete an Americans with Disabilities 
Act transition plan.31

Hidalgo: A Wide Lens, a Less Effective Focus?

One innovation of the AFH process is to encourage regional collaborations 
between local jurisdictions. In the next two case studies, we examine two 
regional submissions. First, we examine Hidalgo County, Texas, a county 
on the U.S.- Mexico border with a median household income of $37,000 (one 
of the lowest among initial AFH submissions). As with Temecula, HUD 
initially rejected Hidalgo’s submission. However, unlike Temecula, Hidalgo 
was still in the process of submitting a revision when HUD suspended the 
AFFH Rule. The first submission completed in October 2017 includes coor-
dination between nineteen program participants, including fourteen hous-
ing authorities operating within the county. The community engagement 
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efforts are robust, including about three hundred local stakeholders and 
organizations throughout the region, in addition to a survey of nearly six 
hundred community members representing all zip codes in Hidalgo County 
and several in- person community meetings. However, this incredibly wide 
net may have also contributed to the lack of specificity in Hidalgo’s AFH 
that spurred the eventual request from HUD to submit a revised draft.

Although the AFH was submitted using Hidalgo County as the geo-
graphic boundary, the submission includes the efforts of the five entitlement 
communities in the McAllen- Edinburg- Mission Metropolitan Statistical 
Area (a geography defined by the Census as containing a significant popu-
lation as well as adjacent communities connected to that population hub), 
including the Hidalgo County Urban County Program, and Cities of Ed-
inburg, McAllen, Mission, and Pharr. Each of the five entities entered into 
a Collaborative Interlocal Agreement with the fourteen public housing au-
thorities active within each of their jurisdictions. This regional partnership 
is not new to Hidalgo County; these particular entitlement communities 
have collaborated several times for other federal initiatives, including three 
previous Consolidated Plans. However, this particular effort is the first to 
include the Public Housing Authorities (PHAs), expanding their capacity to 
speak to issues of fair housing. Staff in the Hidalgo County Urban County 
Program explain that the housing authorities signed onto the proposal be-
cause of this history of regional collaboration and because it would reduce 
the regulatory burden, especially for small housing authorities with little 
staff support.32

Because the number of participants is so large—by far the largest par-
ticipant cohort in any of the forty- nine submissions—a governing structure 
was created to coordinate efforts. Hidalgo County Urban County Program 
led the effort, with the cities of Edinburg, McAllen, Mission, and Pharr as 
well as the Housing Authorities of the County of Hidalgo, Edinburg, McAl-
len, Mission, and Pharr rounding out the executive committee. Each of the 
remaining nine housing authorities composed a “General Committee.” To 
complete the work, Hidalgo County initiated a structure intended to meet 
the needs of each area of the AFH. Each committee member served on a 
number of subject- matter subcommittees, including education, transporta-
tion, poverty, disability and access, and others.

Hidalgo County’s goals include affordable housing, infrastructure 
improvements, social services, economic development, and public facili-
ties. However, the county fails to fully explain what interventions the col-
laboration aims to implement and how. For example, Goal #6 reads “To 
expand economic opportunities in Hidalgo County,” yet the metrics and 
milestones remain vague, noting that participants would “support goals 
and projects identified within provider’s long- term strategy,” among other 
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interventions.33 Ultimately, Hidalgo County’s AFH reflects competing inter-
ests: each of its nineteen parties has a particular commitment to the issues 
affecting that specific jurisdiction, leading to a lack of clarity about overall 
goals for the entire county.

An interview with staff reveals further reasons for vague metrics, which 
speak again to the conflicting incentives that municipalities face when de-
veloping fair housing goals, especially in a regional context. Staff note: 

Over the course of a year and a half of this project . . . there [were] 
19 players involved, but three to four organizations were . . . almost 
nonexistent. And when [we were] drawing up our goals . . . we were 
very leery of putting those organizations on record, not knowing 
whether or not they’re going to do their part. And if they didn’t do 
their part, we felt, because this was a whole new document, we didn’t 
know what the repercussions were, that if we had some participants 
not doing their part, how would that affect us, those that are doing 
their part. And that was unknown, and because that was unknown, 
we left it. We knew that there was going to be some clarification that 
was going to be required of us, and maybe we could work that out, 
but it didn’t, and it got denied. . . . [T]hat’s the backstory as to why 
our document didn’t get approved.34 

Within two months of their initial October 2017 submission, the Hi-
dalgo County Collaborating Program Participants received a letter from 
HUD requesting specific revisions of the AFH “to meet the requirements 
under the AFFH rule.” Although they were one of several to receive this no-
tice to resubmit, they were one of only a small group of jurisdictions asked 
to submit a revision in late 2017. This initial letter was sent on December 
12, 2017, but by January 5, 2018, it proved a moot point once HUD moved 
to suspend the AFFH Rule. As a result, the Hidalgo team never had the op-
portunity to work with HUD, as Temecula did, to improve its AFH.

Although Hidalgo County’s revised AFH was stymied by federal policy 
changes, the letter still serves as an illustrative window into the aims of 
the program, particularly for those jurisdictions with such wide- ranging 
regional aspirations. In Hidalgo County’s case, much of HUD’s feedback fo-
cused on issues related to goal setting. Because the range of participants was 
so broad, they proposed goals that lacked specific and quantifiable metrics 
and milestones or responsible parties, thus making the goals much more 
difficult to enforce. HUD’s revision letter to Hidalgo County recommends 
that the collaborative revise each goal to make it easier to evaluate and to 
ensure that the participants would actually reinforce fair housing through-
out their individual geographies and the entire jurisdiction overall. Hidalgo 
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County’s staff note that, had they been able to proceed with the AFH, they 
would have required those actors who had been absent from the process to 
actually implement the goals in their revised fair housing plan.35

Despite the arrested development of Hidalgo County’s plan due to 
HUD’s freezing of the AFFH Rule, staff there say the process was a vast 
improvement over the previous AI requirements. They note that they were 
able to learn a lot about their community through the local data they were 
required to collect as part of the process and through their community out-
reach. The rule freeze was therefore disappointing.36

Kansas City: An Ambitious Regional Plan

Like Hidalgo, Kansas City, Missouri, submitted a regional assessment. This 
regional collaboration included the five cities in the metropolitan area: 
Kansas City, Missouri; Kansas City, Kansas; Independence, Missouri; Blue 
Springs, Missouri; and Leavenworth, Kansas. This coalition built upon past 
engagement with the Mid- America Regional Council (MARC), the area’s 
regional planning organization; the Regional Equity Network; and others. 
Notably, creating this plan entailed coordination across state lines. Yet de-
spite such complex challenges of coordination, the partners were able to 
concentrate their efforts during the summer of 2016 and produce an ambi-
tious and rigorous AFH, as measured by the number of goals with a quan-
tifiable metric or new policy. 

Kansas City’s plan builds on a more established and robust regional 
planning body—MARC—than existed in Hidalgo County; indeed, MARC 
is the principal author of the plan. MARC staff explain that because of 
Kansas City’s past regional collaboration, HUD urged it to again collabo-
rate regionally in the AFH process.37 Kansas City’s regional focus enables 
the area to take a broad look at patterns of concentrated poverty and seg-
regation. With this broad lens, it finds variation in patterns across areas of 
concentrated poverty in different parts of the region, noting that patterns 
of high concentrations of poverty are particularly severe in Kansas City, 
Missouri, and in Kansas City, Kansas. The other four cities within the re-
gional AFH lack the same levels of segregation—a finding that could only 
have been recognized with a regional lens. Suburban areas in the region 
have the jobs and educational opportunities these cities lack—but without 
the public transit and affordable housing necessary to connect people to 
those opportunities. The fractured nature of school districts in the region 
and school residency requirements further reinforce racial disparities in 
opportunity.

Much as in Seattle, staff at MARC take issue with the definitions of  
R/ECAPs. In this case, staff find that many areas that fall slightly below 
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the thresholds are, in fact, quite disadvantaged.38 However, the staff believe 
that the AFH process was a vast improvement over the previous AI regime:

The AI was very focused on looking at intentional acts of discrimi-
nation, and how to address those, where the AFH was really about 
institutional and historic racism, and the resulting consequences 
of those policies and actions, and what could communities do to 
help people get connected to economic and other opportunities. So, 
it was a much broader view of the problems that people in urban 
places face—well, and even suburban places—and how to help, what 
policies communities could take . . . to address them.39 

Even more than its regional analysis, Kansas City’s fair housing goals 
are particularly noteworthy for their clarity. First, Kansas City divides its 
goals into multiple sections that emphasize the importance of fair housing 
work at the local and regional levels. In its “local goals” section, each of the 
five participating cities focuses on specific AFFH measures unique to the 
locality. Then, in the “regional goals” section, the collaborative puts for-
ward specific measures that apply across all the program participants and 
that try to forge greater regional equity, such as working with local housing 
authorities to explore a regional approach to using vouchers, including a 
regional housing locator service; creating model zoning codes that all the 
smaller city participants could implement to increase their housing stock; 
developing incentive policies to create more affordable housing in higher- 
opportunity areas; and better connecting transit with affordable housing 
and employment centers.

For example, the first regional goal in Kansas City’s plan is to “expand 
the use of Community Development Financial Institutions and New Mar-
ket Tax Credits in neighborhoods with concentrations of persons in pro-
tected classes and low income residents.” This strategy involves convening 
the Local Initiatives Support Corporation, AltCap, other sources of capital, 
MARC, and the participating localities to develop a plan of action. This 
type of convening across municipalities and sectors is a powerful example 
of how municipalities can use the AFH as a convening tool to start collabo-
rations. By specifying the jurisdiction responsible for each goal, Kansas 
City’s AFH makes tracking progress and ensuring accountability much 
more likely. 

Overall, Kansas City has twenty- three goals with quantifiable metrics or 
new policies—an indication of a potentially rigorous fair housing plan. Even 
so, staff note that a number of the communities outside Kansas City have 
very modest goals, even those related to initiatives they are already under-
taking. Staff note this circumstance occurs because they were advised not to 
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include goals that they could not begin to implement within five years. This 
highlights again the conflicting incentives facing municipalities in setting 
up goals, especially in a regional context. Kansas City, like Hidalgo County, 
has a regional plan for which some lower- capacity, less- motivated munici-
palities contributed less- ambitious goals. Unlike Hidalgo County, Kansas 
City’s carefully designed AFH, with separate regional and local goals, yields 
ambitious, quantifiable regional objectives even as it exposes some variation 
in the robustness of local goals.

Kansas City’s goals tend to be placed- based but also include mobility 
efforts, attempts to create mixed- income communities, goals to combat 
displacement, and zoning changes. Staff note that the push for place- based 
initiatives came from the community engagement process: 

It struck me as naive on HUD’s part, that suggesting that people 
who lived in disadvantaged areas, that if we could figure out how 
to move them to areas of opportunity, they would do better. Their 
children would do better, they would have better access to jobs, and 
other crime- free neighborhoods. So, all of that seems like it might 
make sense, but we did 25 public meetings, and in many of them 
people said, “We don’t want to move. We like our neighborhood; we 
just wish it were better. We wish it were safer, we wish our housing 
stock was better. We wish there were better community services, 
but we don’t necessarily want to move.” I remember one meeting 
in particular. You probably noticed, but we have an East- West di-
viding line along the street called Troost, which was historically, 
Blacks lived to the East, and whites to the West. There were folks 
who would say, “Well, I would move West of Troost, but I would 
not move across the state line, which is only about two miles away, 
to Johnson County, Kansas, where the opportunities might be even 
better.” So, they wanted to stay near their community. Somehow, we 
need all communities to be healthy, and that means lifting up the 
disadvantaged communities to the standard of the opportunity.40

In the long run, MARC staff view the AFFH as the first step in a long- 
term process to educate the public and shift the opinions of wealthy house-
holds around fair housing issues—to demonstrate “that affordable housing 
doesn’t lead to a disaster in your community if you accept low- income 
people.” They also note that, separate from the AFH process, a movement 
around affordable housing and access to opportunity has been growing in 
Kansas City that could support further implementation in the future. 

In terms of ways to improve the AFFH process, Kanas City staff cite 
funding to go along with the AFFH mandate as a key improvement that 
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could be made. Funding would have been preferable to technical assistance, 
in their view. They also recommend allowing communities to use their own 
data instead of HUD’s where they are more helpful. This perspective varies 
from that of other municipalities discussed in this chapter, which welcomed 
HUD’s data even as they supplemented them with local data. Regarding 
implementation, MARC also pointed toward the importance of how the 
AFH is incorporated into the Consolidated Plan process. MARC staff note 
that they are tracking progress on regional goals but not on the local goals of 
each community.41 However, staff note that the localities are keeping track 
of local implementation because the AFFH Rule requires reporting to HUD 
in their Consolidated Plans.42

Kansas City’s AFH shows that it is possible to develop an ambitious 
regional fair housing plan. It also reveals how high- capacity cities may in-
terpret the AFH document differently but still develop equally thoughtful 
assessments of fair housing. Seattle’s document, as noted above, spends far 
more time than Kansas City’s discussing fair housing in the context of its 
broader racial equity work. The Kansas City regional AFH has less discus-
sion of racial equity and social inclusion than Seattle’s but is more focused 
on specific measurable objectives in its fair housing goals. Both plans are 
carefully thought out and include ambitious, measurable objectives related 
to furthering fair housing, and both were accepted by HUD. The very dif-
ferent approaches in these AFHs exemplify the latitude that the AFFH Rule 
gives grantees to shape fair housing plans according to their own local 
needs. These and the rest of the AFHs suggest that one of the main reasons 
that the Trump administration cited for rolling back the AFFH Rule—that 
it limits local flexibility—is not accurate. On the contrary, we observe mu-
nicipalities setting out goals to fulfill the AFFH Rule in ways that suit their 
particular municipal needs.

Looking Forward

Overall, we find that the municipalities put forward a range of creative goals 
to affirmatively further fair housing, including measurable objectives and 
innovative new policies intended to make access to place- based resources, 
such as high- performing schools or access to jobs, more equitable. For 
many municipalities, the AFFH process began by engaging in a lengthy 
series of community engagements that helped produce these original fair 
housing goals. Some municipalities initially failed to meet the AFFH Rule’s 
standards but then worked with HUD to improve their plans. Although 
this process was not perfect in all cases, overall, the municipalities’ staff 
members we spoke with reported positive experiences with the rule and 
disappointment in HUD’s action to freeze it. The oversight from HUD and 
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the technical assistance that this agency and other nonprofit organizations 
provided speak to the importance of these continuing oversight and techni-
cal assistance roles. Certainly, there is room for improvement in the AFFH 
Rule, as likely would be the case with any new major federal requirement. 
Our conversations with municipalities’ staff members engaged in the AFH 
process speak to ways in which the rule could be improved in the future, 
were it to be reinstated, as do subsequent chapters in this book. Contrary to 
HUD’s justifications for suspending it, overall, the AFFH Rule in the first 
forty- nine submissions appears to be an important starting point for creat-
ing meaningful action plans that focus on positive, measurable results. Fu-
ture research is needed to determine how effective these plans are at guiding 
municipalities to implement these policy changes. 

Indeed, despite federal retrenchment, many municipalities have been 
proceeding voluntarily with their own AFHs. From New York City to Dallas 
to Denver to Boston, cities are continuing to fulfill the promise of the AFFH 
Rule. Future research could focus on how cities are responding to this regu-
latory uncertainty and the variations we see in these self- driven AFH pro-
cesses. It also raises questions for academics and practitioners about how best 
to support these efforts and encourage more municipalities to participate.

Our research has made us hopeful for the future of efforts to affirma-
tively further fair housing. After a half century of virtual inaction at the 
local level to combat entrenched patterns of segregation and racial inequal-
ity, many of the municipalities we studied are making concerted efforts to 
take steps toward real change for their residents. We find that many mu-
nicipalities have risen to the occasion to produce innovative goals to in-
crease access to opportunity in their communities. We hope this chapter 
provides an evidence base for policy makers in the future looking to revive 
the 2015 AFFH Rule or perhaps adopt some form of the AFH in their own 
communities.
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Protests





It is not difficult to understand the motivations of the federal Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule. Notwithstanding two generations 
of anti- discrimination “fair housing” policy enforcement, the minority 

poor in the United States continue to be disproportionately concentrated, 
residentially, in disadvantaged neighborhoods. This circumstance, in turn, 
can influence adult access to employment and, perhaps more significantly, 
limit access of disadvantaged children to the higher- performing schools 
found in more affluent communities.1 The AFFH Rule itself emphasizes the 
latter point, stating as a normative goal that “no child’s ZIP code should 
determine her opportunity to achieve.” What distinguishes the AFFH 
Rule from historic fair housing strategies or anti- discrimination efforts 
is its obligatory nature for communities that accept Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development (HUD) funding. As HUD puts it, “The final 
rule helps to facilitate communities relying on local knowledge and local 
decision- making to determine best strategies for meeting their fair housing 
obligations at the local level—including making place- based investments to 
revitalize distressed areas, or expanding access to quality affordable hous-
ing throughout a community” [emphasis added].2

Using the leverage of federal funding to support the construction of af-
fordable housing (meaning subsidized, whether directly or indirectly) in 
relatively high- income communities and to use such housing to deconcen-
trate poverty is strong medicine, to be sure. A new generation of social sci-
ence research, however, suggests that such an approach holds the promise of 
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successfully addressing social problems—including, for instance, race- linked 
housing patterns and minority access to good public schools—that have long 
seemed intractable. As HUD has stated, in reference to covered jurisdictions: 

The approach provided by this rule is intended to make program 
participants better able to evaluate their present environment to as-
sess fair housing issues such as segregation, conditions that restrict 
fair housing choice, and disparities in access to housing and oppor-
tunity, identify the factors that primarily contribute to the creation 
or perpetuation of fair housing issues, and establish fair housing 
priorities and goals.3

This chapter acknowledges and reviews recent research that provides 
support for an AFFH approach before going on to express skepticism about 
it. My skepticism disputes neither the findings nor (in any major way) the 
methodology of the relevant research. Rather, I question the practicality of 
bringing AFFH policy to scale, in part because of the difficulty of tailoring 
policy such that those most likely to benefit are those targeted by the pro-
gram. I take the view that, notwithstanding its name, affirmatively further-
ing fair housing is less about “fair housing”—in terms of nondiscrimination, 
equal opportunity, and racial/ethnic integration—and more about a model 
to improve the life chances, and the prospect of upward mobility, for those 
who participate in the program; in other words, zip code should not define 
prospects. The arguments that follow express skepticism especially in this 
context. Specifically, I raise questions concerning the program’s implicit but, 
I argue, central assumptions: that little can be done to ameliorate conditions 
in disadvantaged zip codes and that “deconcentration” of their residents 
should be prescribed. The chapter puts such an approach in the context of 
past public policies that, I argue, have undermined the social and physical 
capital of lower- income neighborhoods, undermined minority asset build-
ing, and, in effect, resisted the idea, endorsed here, that poor neighborhoods 
can be good neighborhoods—conditioned, crucially, on the provision of 
public goods in the form of a full range of effective public services.

Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rationale 
and Related Evaluation Research

The research findings that have provided support for AFFH- type policy have 
not, to be sure, examined the effects of the AFFH Rule itself, the final ver-
sion of which was promulgated by HUD only in mid- 2015 and implemented 
only briefly before its suspension. Rather, they are based in studies of the 
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experimental HUD program Moving to Opportunity for Fair  Housing 
(MTO), which, between 1997 and 2005, offered randomly selected house-
holds in high- poverty public housing projects the opportunity to move to 
low- poverty neighborhoods through the use of housing vouchers that al-
lowed for rental of housing with private landlords, with rent capped at 30 
percent of household income. Research based on evaluation of the MTO 
program has taken a variety of forms over the past decade, and recent posi-
tive results have emerged only over time, after a first round of studies ob-
served only modestly positive effects, if any. Jeffrey Kling, Jeffrey Liebman, 
and Lawrence Katz found, for instance, in 2005, that “housing mobility by 
itself does not appear to be an effective anti- poverty strategy—at least over a 
five- year horizon. The MTO demonstration program was motivated by the-
ories and non- experimental empirical results suggesting that there would 
be large economic gains from moving to lower- poverty neighborhoods.” 
However, they “found no consistent evidence of treatment effects on adult 
earnings or welfare participation. Whether economic gains begin to appear 
in the longer run, particularly among MTO children, remains to be seen.”4

Other research has found that significant housing market distortions 
that disadvantage those not participating in the program cannot be ruled 
out. A 2015 study concludes that increases in the number of voucher holders 
may drive up rents such that they conform to the amount the voucher cov-
ers—to the potential detriment of lower- income, nonvoucher households.5

Skeptical accounts have, however, given way to new research that shows 
more positive results. Recent work by Raj Chetty, Nathaniel Hendren, and 
Lawrence Katz has led to significant enthusiasm for an MTO- style decon-
centration approach. Using a longitudinal analysis, they find that MTO 
offers important long- term promise. Specifically, they conclude that the 
children of MTO participant households earn significantly more as young 
adults than would otherwise have been expected. They write: 

Moving to a lower- poverty neighborhood significantly improves 
college attendance rates and earnings for children who were young 
(below age 13) when their families moved. These children also live 
in better neighborhoods themselves as adults and are less likely to 
become single parents. The treatment effects are substantial: chil-
dren whose families take up an experimental voucher to move to 
a lower- poverty area when they are less than 13 years old have an 
annual income that is $3,477 (31 percent) higher on average relative 
to a mean of $11,270 in the control group in their mid- twenties.6 

Another analysis that also draws on MTO may help explain such findings: 
“As households move from high- poverty to low- poverty tracts via the MTO 
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rent subsidy, their rent falls and their child value- add rises.” Consequently, 
“policy- makers can significantly affect child outcomes as long as housing 
vouchers directly target high- value- added neighborhoods.”7 Even voucher 
holders who were not part of the MTO experiment are said to be likely to 
choose neighborhoods with better schools when they have children reach-
ing school age.8 Morris Davis, Jesse Gregory, Daniel Hartley, and Kegon 
Tan go on to suggest that “large- scale adoption” of voucher- based programs 
could have such positive effects.9 The AFFH Rule would seem to be a first 
step in such a direction.

Methodological Reasons for Skepticism

Nonetheless, even if one accepts the findings of Chetty, Hendren, and Katz 
as persuasive about the potential value of poverty deconcentration on the 
MTO model, some skepticism is still in order. First, it is worth noting that 
in the MTO program, although public housing residents were randomly 
selected for the offer of housing vouchers that would allow them to move to 
higher- income neighborhoods, the moves were entirely voluntary. Thus, the 
assumption that these same households would not have thrived in public 
housing—or ultimately stayed—is open to question. In addition, on an im-
plementation level, serious questions exist about the practicality of a scaled-
 up AFFH- type program. Chetty, Hendren, and Katz note that 

the same moves [to higher- income neighborhoods] have, if any-
thing, negative long- term impacts on children who are more than 
13 years old when their families move, perhaps because of the dis-
ruption effects of moving to a very different environment. The gains 
from moving fall with the age when children move, consistent with 
recent evidence that the duration of exposure to a better environ-
ment during childhood is a key determinant of an individual’s long- 
term outcomes.10 

It is hard, however, to imagine a federal program for which eligibility, for 
instance, would be limited to narrow population bands (typically, aid pro-
grams are based on household income) or that requires quick and ongoing 
adaptation to market conditions (e.g., adjusting rents such that they do not 
distort the nonsubsidized market).

Practical Reasons for Concern

Further, it is important to keep in mind that, notwithstanding the relatively 
large magnitude of federal spending on housing choice vouchers (at $19 
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billion annually, its appropriation exceeds that of cash public assistance, for 
instance), it is not an entitlement program and thus does not serve all those 
households that would qualify simply on the basis of income. Robert Col-
linson, Ingrid Ellen, and Jens Ludwig11 estimate that of 19 million renters 
with incomes below 50 percent of area median, only 4.6 million receive any 
form of federal housing assistance, and 2.2 million of these receive housing 
vouchers. Thus, only one in four of those eligible currently receive housing 
assistance.12 Expansion to serve the universe of the income- eligible could 
thus require nearly $100 billion annually or more.13 One must conclude that 
scaling up the program to serve the universe of low- income households, 
as well as to make it possible for the recipients to be dispersed to higher- 
income neighborhoods, is extremely unlikely. Indeed, Congress has consis-
tently declined to support relatively small budget increases for the program, 
such as one proposed by the Barack Obama administration to increase the 
voucher budget to $21.2 billion.14

The Unwritten Rules of the Housing Market

Moreover, such extensive intervention in the lives of individual low- income 
households and in higher- income neighborhoods must work against power-
ful and perennial tides in the socioeconomic character of the housing mar-
ket. First, low- income households may not prefer to move to low- poverty 
areas, in which they would be atypical. As Ellen observes, “Social ties also 
likely play a role in potentially limiting the neighborhoods considered by 
voucher households. If people choose to locate near family and friends, and 
disadvantaged individuals tend to have disadvantaged social networks lo-
cated in higher- poverty neighborhoods, then this may restrict where voucher 
families look for housing.”15 Low- income households, in other words, may 
value other aspects of neighborhood life, such as proximity to religious insti-
tutions and family members, even more than school- system quality.

Further, large- scale dispersion of low- income households to higher- 
income neighborhoods must be considered in the context of historic 
residential housing patterns and choices, which are largely shaped by so-
cioeconomic status. This informal but powerful system has long been 
recognized by scholars. P. H. Rees observes that “socioeconomic status is a 
universal sorting principal in American cities.”16 Michael White notes, fur-
ther, that residence is related to a household’s sense of status: “Educational 
attainment and occupation are good overall indicators of a neighborhood’s 
status. The level of income, correlated with these two characteristics, is the 
most direct indicator of a household’s ability to ‘purchase’ status, or at least 
purchase a residence in what is regarded as a high status neighborhood.”17 
Put another way, one’s residence is not just a means to purchase a package 
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of publicly provided amenities; it is regarded as evidence of achievement 
and accomplishment. Indeed, community residents may well not regard the 
quality of life in their community as neither immutable nor inevitable nor 
as evidence of “privilege.”

Communities whose services are viewed by the AFFH Rule as appro-
priate to be shared may be viewed by residents as the result not simply of 
affluence but of ongoing community effort: school board oversight, parental 
involvement, code enforcement, policing. Communities, in the context of 
such local control, expect new entrants to share such values and to contrib-
ute to what may be voluntary efforts; capacity to afford to buy or rent in a 
community is seen as a marker of such capacity.

Although discrimination based on race and ethnicity arguably require 
efforts, such as the AFFH Rule, its effects can be overemphasized. As Anna 
Hardman and Yannis Ioannides write: 

For the vast majority of U.S. households, neighbors’ incomes and 
other characteristics are the market- driven outcome of individual 
choices. Households’ tastes for housing space, quality and access to 
jobs and amenities, together with their incomes and assets, define 
demand for housing types and locations. Prices set in the housing 
market determine what housing units and neighborhoods house-
holds can afford.18

Nor is it obvious that a public interest in more racially and ethnically 
diverse neighborhoods—what can be understood as an expanded version of 
fair housing, as judged by intracommunity racial and ethnic diversity—is 
best served by government- initiated interventions designed to achieve such 
an outcome. As Herbert Gans observes in his classic 1967 book about post-
war American suburbanization, The Levittowners, “Experience with resi-
dential integration in many communities, including Levittown, indicates 
that it can be achieved without problems when the two races are similar in 
similar socio- economic level and in the visible cultural aspects of class.”19 
Indeed, backlash toward AFFH- style interventions can transcend race, as 
in the case of Westchester County, New York, where an AFFH- style HUD 
initiative (sparked by a lawsuit) designed to encourage the construction of 
subsidized housing in affluent areas has stirred controversy. A self- identified 
African American resident of one higher- income community observed: “As 
an African- American who happily resides in one of the aforementioned 
towns targeted for this deplorable lower income housing, I am appalled at 
this decision to reward those individuals who . . . chose the easy way out 
instead of dedicating oneself to hard work. . . . My wife and I worked hard 
to be able to purchase a home and pay taxes in one of these towns, just like 
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everyone else who resides in them.”20 This is just one person’s comment, of 
course. However, I have encountered similar attitudes in conducting maga-
zine reportage in the south suburbs of Chicago, where voucher holders were 
relocating to middle- class African American neighborhoods and where 
local political leaders expressed reluctance to accept such households.21

Is Relocation Necessary? The Flaws 
of Environmental Determinism

It is crucial, however, not to focus narrowly on the implementation flaws of 
the AFFH Rule in considering how housing markets can best serve those 
of modest means. One must consider its crucial—and, in my view, faulty—
underlying assumption: that low- income neighborhoods cannot be “good 
neighborhoods” and that government- led intervention must seek, in effect, 
to rescue such households (especially because of the future prospects of 
their children) through relocation. Again, the AFFH Rule is less about non-
discrimination and more about improving the life chances of those poten-
tially relocated. The impracticality of such an effort at a grand scale begs the 
bigger question of how best to lay the groundwork for the largest numbers of 
lower- income households to enjoy a high quality of life and hope, plausibly, 
for a path of upward mobility for themselves and their children. In my view, 
this goal requires, as a practical matter, a commitment to providing the 
highest- possible- quality public goods for low- income neighborhoods—that 
is, the places where most poor households actually live. And it requires an 
appreciation of the flaws of a long history of choosing other approaches that 
have not turned out well.

Work such as Chetty, Hendren, and Katz’s compares the fates of mem-
bers of low- income households who move to more affluent communities 
with those who remain “behind,” if you will, in comparison communities—
such as public housing. It is important to appreciate the profound, and rel-
evant, irony of such a comparison. For although public housing projects 
would become associated with crime, disorder, and long- term poverty, that 
was hardly the goal or the vision of their original, idealistic proponents. 
For its Depression- era advocates, public housing was viewed in terms not 
dissimilar from those of current- day advocates of the AFFH Rule: a new, 
safe, sanitary, bright environment in which low- income children would 
thrive. Privately built low- income neighborhoods were branded as slums—
and were implicated in social ills. In regard to the original public housing 
authorizing legislation, John Bauman writes that “the Wagner- Steagall bill 
enunciated a national housing policy: to provide federal aid for the eradi-
cation of slums, and ‘for decent, safe and sanitary dwellings for families 
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of low- income . . . for the reduction of unemployment and the stimulation 
of business activity.’”22 Nor was the improvement conceived of as merely 
a physical upgrade. Alexander von Hoffman describes the view that one’s 
surroundings can shape and improve one’s character as “environmental de-
terminism,” a doctrine he sees as one with deep roots: 

A long tradition of environmental determinism inclined Ameri-
cans to see the nation’s slums and ghettos as a great source of the 
violence. Since the nineteenth century, the belief that one’s living 
environment can shape one’s character and behavior had motivated 
numerous reform efforts—for public schools, recreational areas, and 
especially housing. . . . From the idea that the ghetto environments 
were the source of many ills, it was but a small step to the solution 
of new and better homes for the lower classes.23

The response to this dream that failed has been to identify flaws that 
might be fixed, whether caused by high- rise design24 or due to a presumed 
lack of income mixture.25 Increasingly elaborate forms of financing and sub-
sidy, such as the low- income housing tax credit and inclusionary zoning, 
have sought to guarantee income- group mixture, on the assumption that 
such an environment will somehow help uplift those of lower incomes.

The AFFH Rule falls squarely in this long Progressive—and, I would 
argue, naïve—tradition. Although it is framed as a housing integration 
strategy, it is clearly designed—first and foremost—to improve the life 
chances of potential participants. Racial integration is a useful rationale that 
allows the program to avail itself of settled case law and federal regulatory 
authority. But language such as that which asserts that one’s zip code should 
not be one’s destiny clearly has in mind the goal of improving life chances, 
not seeking racial integration as an end in itself.

Its underlying assumptions, however, ignore the possibility that, with 
the right package of public goods, low- income neighborhoods with widely 
dispersed ownership and modest housing types can be good neighbor-
hoods—that is, springboards for upward mobility—as they surely have been 
in the past. In other words, a more fully realized community development 
strategy—to use HUD parlance—might be more effective and inspire less 
resistance. One cannot, of course, overlook the fact that municipal govern-
ments have, historically, failed to provide the sorts of public goods that make 
for healthy neighborhoods—and they should be pressured, not least by their 
own citizens, to do so. But ignored too is history that indicates that “slums” 
were unjustly maligned and can be seen as having offered a better chance 
for asset building and upward mobility than the generations of subsidized 
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housing that have been undertaken—best symbolized by the establishment, 
in 1965, of HUD, a new federal agency dedicated to this purpose.

The Overlooked History of Privately 
Provided Affordable Housing

For what might be called a counter- history of American slums, one can look 
to such investigations as Slums of the Cities, issued by the federal Commis-
sioner of Labor Statistics in 1892, and Immigrants in Cities, issued by the 
U.S. Immigration Commission in 1907. Notably, the 1894 report, in which 
canvassers assessed conditions, found that in poor neighborhoods in sixteen 
cities (including New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago), although individual 
baths and toilets were rare, “there was no greater sickness prevailing in the 
districts canvassed than in other parts of the cities involved, and while the 
most wretched conditions were found here and there, the small numbers of 
sick people discovered was a surprise to the canvassers.”26 (Notably, a key 
public good, widely supplied in this era, was the public bath.27) Surprising 
too is the finding that “the earnings of the occupants in the slum districts 
canvassed are quite up to the earnings of the people generally and at large.”28 
In other words, New York’s Tenement Museum’s latter- day characteriza-
tion of tenement housing as memorializing the “urban log cabin”—that is, 
a starting point for gradual improvement—is not misplaced.29

By the time of the 1907 Immigration Commission report, it was not 
clear that physical conditions in areas designated as slums were nearly as 
bad as the retrospective stereotype. The commission reported that 80 per-
cent of the homes studied were kept in either good or fair condition.30 To the 
extent that conditions were substandard, the commission pointed the finger 
less at private owners than at local government: “The neglected appearance 
of many of the streets is a result of indifference on the part of public authori-
ties.”31 Nor was housing beyond the means of low- income households—a 
common concern today. In 1909, another federal investigation, this one by 
the President’s Home Commission, found that the lowest- income house-
holds surveyed in the District of Columbia paid a reasonable percentage of 
their incomes for housing—indeed, far less than the 30 percent that would 
later be considered a gold standard: “The average family, with an income of 
$500 or less per annum, expended about $6 per month for rent, this item 
constituting about 21 percent of the total family income.”32

Significantly, low- income neighborhoods in the pre–public housing, 
pre- subsidy era were not, as legend would have it, dominated by a few 
powerful absentee landlords: “A very large proportion of families living in 
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houses owned by some member of the family are seen to have one, two, or 
three tenements to a house.”33 An analysis of the 1892 data indicates, for in-
stance, that in Chicago, of 1,439 residential structures in the area surveyed, 
397 were occupied by their owners. Just as important, however, is the fact 
that many of these were multifamily structures—including seventy- three 
two- family, sixty- eight three- family, and fifty- one four- family homes. As a 
result, of 3,484 renter (non- owner) households, 1,042, or 29.8 percent, lived 
in buildings in which resident- owners also lived.34 Many tenants were also 
themselves resident- landlords, since boarders were common.35 Moreover, it 
is quite possible that some resident- owners owned additional, nearby prop-
erty. This was a neighborhood, one can infer, in which owners would have 
been immediately accountable for the upkeep of the premises and in which 
tenants would feel a responsibility of good behavior, less they face evic-
tion. A social as well as an economic compact was in force. Owners held 
a valuable asset; tenants could see the example of owner- occupants and 
aspire to own a similar asset. Both economic and social capital was being 
accumulated in what outsiders viewed as slums. Such were the worlds that 
were blithely swept away by such housing reformers as Catherine Bauer, 
who cleared the way for public housing in which owners were replaced by 
a distant management and ownership was public. Worse, the failure of the 
reform model has led to the belief that “concentrated poverty,” by its na-
ture, makes for an undesirable neighborhood. The AFFH Rule is inspired 
directly by such a view.

Dispersed ownership of modest dwellings—including minority group 
member ownership—continued, in fact, until, in some cases, actual clear-
ance for public housing occurred. Consider, for instance, the St. Louis 
neighborhoods that were cleared to make way for the later- infamous Pruitt- 
Igoe public housing project, itself demolished only two decades after it was 
built. Federal census data from 1950, five years before the construction of 
the Pruitt portion of the project and six years before Igoe, are revealing. An 
examination of St. Louis Census tract 11- A, which was 98 percent Black, re-
veals that 21 percent of all housing units (828 of 3,696) were the property of 
“nonwhite owners.”36 In addition, the Census data show that, although there 
were just 721 single- family units, there were 828 owner- occupied units—
meaning that at least 107 owners could be found in two- family through five- 
family buildings. Thus, as in nineteenth- century Chicago, many tenants 
rented from on- site owners. The numbers were not dissimilar in Census 
tract 21- B, which was 96 percent Black. At least 23 percent of all dwelling 
units had an owner present, and almost all (460 of 480 owner- occupants) 
were Black. The numbers for both neighborhoods are below the citywide 
average—34 percent owner- occupants and 41 percent of structures with an 
owner present—but not dramatically so. Notably, in the case of tract 11- A, 
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the percentage of owner- occupants (21 percent) exceeds that of an adjacent, 
predominantly white neighborhood (18 percent). One finds, further, that 
rents in tract 11- A ($27.71 per month) were lower than the citywide median 
($28.55) and lower than in one adjoining, predominantly white neighbor-
hood ($33). Rents were lower than the citywide median in tract 21- B as well 
($21.85 per month), although higher than in a nearby white neighborhood 
($17.53). What were residents getting for their money, though? In 1950, 28 
percent of all dwelling units across St. Louis had either “no private bath” or 
were deemed “dilapidated.” In 11- A, that figure was 30 percent. It was much 
higher in 21- B (56 percent), which was closer to that in an adjoining, over-
whelmingly white neighborhood (44 percent). Poor sides of town existed in 
the St. Louis of 1950, in other words, that were white and Black.

One could argue that such numbers demonstrated the need for racially 
integrated public housing on a large, Pruitt- Igoe–type scale. But that argu-
ment would rest on the faulty assumptions of environmental determinists: 
that physical conditions should be the main gauge of the health of a com-
munity; that left to themselves, such conditions would be a permanent fea-
ture of urban life; and that the only steps that could make life better were 
demolition and relocation. Further, these assumptions clashed sharply with 
the views of those who began to critically examine “urban renewal” as early 
as the late 1950s and early 1960s, including the sociologist Gans. In his land-
mark book The Urban Villagers—an appreciation of Boston’s tenement West 
End district, based on research he conducted shortly before its demolition 
to make way for high- rise apartments—Gans writes, “The federal and local 
housing standards which are applied to slum areas reflect the value pattern 
of middle- class professionals [who] place greater emphasis on the status 
functions of housing than does the working class.”37 Gans is not unalter-
ably opposed to slum demolition and its replacement with publicly provided 
housing, but he is the first to express skepticism about just how bad areas 
branded as slums really were. He writes in The Urban Villagers: 

Existing physical standards have so far failed to make a distinction 
between low- rent and slum housing. . . . Slums should be elimi-
nated but low- rent structures must be maintained, at least in the 
absence of better housing for people who want, or for economic 
reasons must maintain, low rental payments and who are willing 
to accept high density, lack of modernity and other inconveniences 
as alternative costs.38

But even by middle- class standards, the assumptions behind public 
housing—the conditions of which would become the benchmark for MTO 
and, by extension for the AFFH Rule—ignore a great many things, notably 
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including the fact that ownership is, by definition, not an option in public 
housing and that asset ownership can lay the foundation for gradual move-
ment up and out of poorer neighborhoods. Here lies what can be termed a 
“snapshot fallacy”: that the conditions observed at a given moment are per-
manent unless policy makers act. But the conditions for improvement were 
not absent in the poor Black neighborhoods of 1950 St. Louis.

Home values in Tract 11- A, for single- family units, were relatively simi-
lar to the citywide average ($8,026, compared with $9,220), suggesting the 
possibility of upward mobility for owners and sales to tenants, who might 
follow the owners up the housing ladder. And even in the pre–civil rights 
era, 24 percent of St. Louis Blacks (37,500 of 153,766) lived in majority- 
white neighborhoods of what was, in its social and racial mores, very much 
a Southern city, at a time when Jim Crow remained firmly in place in the 
United States. Private housing markets can disperse households based 
on their income and ability to pay, and they were starting to do so in the 
St. Louis of 1950. Rather than allow that process to take its course, public 
housing helped create a publicly subsidized Black ghetto and froze it in place 
for decades. Residents couldn’t become property owners and, with rents 
set low, lacked the financial incentive to get out. Those providing private, 
low- income housing (including many Black property owners) would, more-
over, have logically found it difficult or impossible to compete against the 
government. Indeed, a good case can be made that African Americans were 
particularly disadvantaged by public housing because its advent and growth 
coincided with their migration from the rural South to the urban North.

One can argue, of course, that this sad history provides the rationale for 
compensating minority families in some way. The policy question, however, 
is not whether some intervention in low- income minority communities is 
justified but, rather, what sort of investments might actually improve mat-
ters for as many residents as possible.

What Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 
Overlooks: What Upward Mobility Requires

The neglected idea that low- income neighborhoods with modest homes 
could lay the foundation for upward mobility was, in fact, understood by 
some, even in the Progressive era. In their classic 1911 book Zone of Emer-
gence, Albert Kennedy and Robert Woods, settlement house leaders in Bos-
ton’s South End, observe: 

A noticeable thing about the zone is the amount of property in the 
hands of immigrant people. Nearly 50 percent of the small dwellings 
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and three- family tenements are in the hands of one- time immi-
grants in relatively humble circumstances.

This real estate is mortgaged to a large share of its value but it 
stands as a symbol that the newcomers are taking possession of the 
land. Ownership of property is one of the surest indications that 
emergence is emergence, indeed.39 

Thus, Woods and Kennedy, in contrast to such housing reformers as Edith 
Elmer Wood and Catherine Bauer, who emerged in the 1920s and 1930s, 
implicitly understand that the process of upward mobility (“emergence”) 
was itself integral to upward mobility itself. The steps that lead a household 
to a “better” neighborhood—work, savings, marriage—were, and are, en-
couraged by the private, socioeconomically stratified private housing mar-
ket. It is thus that the so- called better neighborhoods are formed in the first 
place. By this logic, the process of doing what is required to move to a better 
neighborhood, then, is as important as relocation itself. Promoters of the 
AFFH Rule fail to understand this.

This, then, is an argument that the AFFH Rule—and the vision of as-
sisting those of lower incomes through dispersion to higher- income neigh-
borhoods—is yet another ill- advised response to what might be termed the 
original sin of public housing, at least as implemented over time, for which 
we continue to identify difficult and elaborate antidotes. If not through 
AFFH, however, how should we proceed in an effort to improve the life 
chances of low- income household members?

Poor Neighborhoods as Good Neighborhoods

The answer, broadly, begins with abandoning the idea that low- income 
neighborhoods cannot be good neighborhoods—that is, communities that 
lay the groundwork for upward mobility and can be desirable places to live 
in their own right. The pessimistic view that this is not possible was actu-
ally central to the original vision of HUD as a federal agency. In 1966, the 
inaugural HUD undersecretary, Robert Wood, told the National Associ-
ation of Social Workers that “the historic role of the city has deteriorated 
badly. In some city neighborhoods, blight and poverty have gone hand in 
hand for generations, and the slum is no longer a way station. . . . [T]he bus 
has stopped running to the suburbs and the poor are increasingly insu-
lated from the larger society.”40 This assertion looks absurd, in retrospect. 
Nonetheless, HUD took the approach of what might be called “gilding the 
ghetto”—replacing privately owned housing with either public housing or 
subsidized housing owned by large, politically connected private or non-
profit owners.41
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Such initiatives would, again, have competed with private, low- income 
owners, helping undermine their capacity to accumulate assets and move 
out and up. The right approach—then and now—was not to emphasize 
housing quality but, rather, to take steps to provide the high- quality public 
goods associated with “better” neighborhoods: good schools, safe streets, 
clean parks and playgrounds, reliable public transit. It is here where our 
emphasis must lie today, rather than with what are likely to be quixotic at-
tempts of the minority poor to move to more affluent neighborhoods.

Amy Wax captures well the choice regarding public education, a key 
service for advocates of the AFFH Rule: 

Two approaches in particular have received wide popular atten-
tion and strong professional advocacy for addressing inequalities 
in K–12 education. Both are motivated by a genuine desire to make 
headway against racial and economic inequalities in learning and 
achievement, and to improve prospects for disadvantaged children. 
The first seeks to reduce the number of high- poverty schools, which 
tend to be segregated both by class and race, by dispersing students 
from poor families to schools with predominantly middle- class 
or affluent students. The hope is that low- income students will ac-
quire the habits, focus, and academic discipline of their classmates, 
as well as benefit from a more rigorous and orderly environment. 
So- called “income integration” initiatives have gained traction in 
a number of public- school districts nationwide. The second type of 
effort is directed at drastically altering the character of the schools 
disadvantaged students attend. So- called “no excuses” K–12 charter 
programs create a high- intensity, demanding, all- encompassing at-
mosphere designed to work a comprehensive improvement in poor 
students’ academic outcomes, as well as their outlook, habits, and 
behavior.42

Wax expresses concern not only about the practicality of the dispersal 
model but about how it could lead to race and class tensions, not unlike what 
Gans observes regarding neighborhood integration. In expressing a prefer-
ence for the “no excuses model,” she says: 

The no- excuses alternative . . . is better equipped to negotiate the 
tensions between uplift models and progressive commitments, 
and to deal with the persistence of race and class differences. Such 
schools educate mainly low- income students, which renders so-
cioeconomic disparities less salient. The important comparisons 
are not to better- off students, but to similar children educated in 
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less- demanding settings. The goal is maximum improvement rather 
than impossible equalization. Because students and teachers need 
not constantly confront inequalities that are the product of larger 
social forces, the embrace of active acculturation can proceed with-
out apology to beneficiaries or benefactors. 

She is far from alone in taking the view that public charter schools, es-
pecially, show positive results in educating disadvantaged populations and 
do so without geographic relocation of their households. As David Leon-
hardt has written in the New York Times, “Many charters have flourished, 
especially in places where traditional schools have struggled. This evidence 
comes from top academic researchers, studying a variety of places, including 
Washington, Boston, Denver, New Orleans, New York, Florida and Texas. 
The anecdotes about failed charters are real, but they’re not the norm.”43

Beyond the specific issue of education for the disadvantaged, the emer-
gence of a new and effective model for this crucial public good reminds 
us that, since the founding of HUD—the agency that eventually begat the 
AFFH Rule—a series of other effective policies to improve the quality of life 
in low- income neighborhoods in a number of ways have emerged. Public 
safety, notably, has been improved drastically as the result of so- called pub-
lic order (aka “broken windows”) policing, such that crime rates in many 
cities (notably New York) have been sharply reduced. There is dispute as to 
which specific strategies aimed at crime prevention and reduction have been 
most effective, but few dispute that nonexogenous factors (i.e., specific new 
law enforcement approaches) play a role.44 In other words, we have learned 
that we are not helpless to reduce crime in low- income neighborhoods. 
Business improvement districts, through which neighborhood commercial 
enterprises band together in a formal legal structure that takes steps to com-
plement public services, have proven to be a means through which private 
business interests effectively take responsibility for the safety and upkeep of 
neighborhood shopping districts.45 Private support for park maintenance 
(through so- called park conservancies) has improved this crucial amenity, 
either by directly assisting with maintenance in parks in low- income areas 
(for instance, Brooklyn’s Prospect Park) or by freeing public funds that 
would have been devoted to park maintenance in higher- income neighbor-
hoods that can attract philanthropic support.

One can argue, of course, that the opportunity to move to a higher- income 
neighborhood with a superior set of public goods should be at least one of the 
options available to residents of lower- income neighborhoods. However at-
tractive such an approach might be for some people, at least in theory, it is my 
view that it is an approach that is neither practical (on a large scale) nor one 
that sends a constructive message about the steps that are required for true 
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upward mobility—anymore than one’s hitting the lottery sends a constructive 
message about how as many people as possible can lift their incomes.

Broadly, then, the experimental character of the AFFH Rule as well as 
its practical challenges, coupled with promising new means to improve the 
quality of life in low- income neighborhoods, means that this is not the time 
to give up on the possibility implied by HUD’s original mission: taking 
steps to make sure that poor neighborhoods are good neighborhoods. The 
approach of affirmatively furthering fair housing risks being a course of 
most resistance, while failing to touch the lives of the majority of the poor.
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The Fair Housing Challenge  

to Community Development

Edward G. Goetz

Since the 1960s, community development organizations have been 
investing in new and rehabilitated housing in high- poverty neigh-
borhoods. Nonprofit organizations, including community- based 

organizations, and some for- profit developers specializing in affordable 
housing have for years been supported by regional and national finan-
cial intermediaries (e.g., the Local Initiatives Support Corporation [LISC] 
and Enterprise Community Partners) and the public sector in developing 
subsidized, low- cost housing in disadvantaged neighborhoods. In recent 
years, fair housing advocates have posed a strong challenge to community 
developers regarding the effectiveness of place- based housing and neigh-
borhood initiatives. According to this challenge, community development 
efforts are, at best, ineffective in reversing long- standing trends of de-
cline in disadvantaged neighborhoods and, at worst, counterproductive 
to those objectives and to the cause of racial equity. Some fair housing 
activists have advocated instead for a set of spatial strategies to address 
racial equity that they insist are more consistent with the mandates of the 
Fair Housing Act.

The fair housing challenge to community development is about hous-
ing policy and how best to achieve racial equity more generally. The equity 
question revolves around whether integration is a necessary precondition 
for racial justice. Many insist on the imperative of integration and the neces-
sity of pursuing integration to fully address contemporary issues of racial 
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injustice.1 These advocates routinely enlist studies on the effects of neigh-
borhood characteristics on individual outcomes to show the importance 
of spatial inequality and the need for integration.2 Two elements of this 
literature are particularly relevant to fair housing advocates. First is the core 
assertion that neighborhood conditions play a central role in determining 
life chances and that people of color have been disproportionately consigned 
through discrimination and other mechanisms to disadvantaged neigh-
borhoods that maintain and perpetuate social, political, and economic in-
equalities. The second important element of the argument is that significant 
public action has contributed to these patterns of spatial injustice.

This second element of the argument in particular is relied upon to jus-
tify a public policy response, arguing that the public sector has some respon-
sibility to right the wrongs to which it has so directly contributed. Dispersal 
of subsidized housing and households and deconcentration of poverty have 
been the dominant approaches that fair housing advocates deem necessary 
to achieve integration and racial justice. Community development efforts 
that continue to locate subsidized housing in disadvantaged communities 
of color contribute to the problem, not to the solution.

These views contrast with those who question the necessity, or even the 
advisability, of integration and who distinguish between segregation (the 
spatial pattern of racial clustering) and the “diverse social factors that con-
tribute to bringing it about or maintaining it.”3 According to this argument, 
our efforts should focus not on rearranging people into different neighbor-
hoods but rather on addressing the factors that produce spatial and racial 
inequalities. Integration into white- dominated neighborhoods (the only 
type of integration that whites, as a rule, tolerate) entails what Mary Pat-
tillo calls a “celebration of Whiteness.”4 Furthermore, the fair housing argu-
ment for integration is generally justified by the desire to provide access to 
the same opportunities that are available to whites in predominantly white 
neighborhoods. Philosopher Tommie Shelby thus argues that integration 
reinforces “the symbolic power that whites hold over blacks by encourag-
ing whites to see their relationships with blacks not as intrinsically valuable 
forms of interracial community but as an avenue for blacks to share in (not 
abolish) white privilege.”5

Yet there is no necessary connection that leads from an acknowledg-
ment of the problem of spatial inequity to integration as a solution. Just as 
reasonable a response is what Iris Marion Young calls the movement of re-
sources rather than of people.6 How do these competing visions of racial eq-
uity play out in housing policy debates between fair housing advocates who 
emphatically offer the integrationist approach and community development 
organizations whose work focuses on neighborhood improvement?
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Two Movements

The fair housing and affordable housing/community development move-
ments are largely separate projects. Fair housing advocacy emerged out of 
the racial desegregation efforts of the mid- twentieth century.7 As noted in 
Chapter 1, most of its early political actions were focused on opening com-
munities and housing submarkets to African American occupancy. The 
community development movement arose later and focused on conditions 
within disadvantaged—and often racially segregated—inner- city neighbor-
hoods. Political scientist Mara Sidney, one of the few scholars to study the 
two movements side by side, points out that despite baseline agreements on 
issues of social justice, very little collaboration occurs between advocates in 
the two camps. She writes, “Fair housing groups do not typically partner 
with the affordable housing movement in local movements for regional jus-
tice,” and “national fair housing policy has produced a population of local 
fair housing groups that have trouble developing allies and do little to mo-
bilize the public behind their cause. . . . At the same time, for a variety of 
reasons, affordable housing advocates may not perceive fair housing or civil 
rights advocates as natural allies.”8 This division has meant that the two 
movements have largely developed in isolation from each other. Although 
both are concerned with housing conditions for low- income people and 
people of color, they operate largely independently.

This separation is duplicated within the bureaucracy of the federal 
agency charged with affordable housing and fair housing implementa-
tion—the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 
Fair housing officials within HUD regard themselves and their objectives as 
marginalized within an agency that prioritizes the development of afford-
able units over the pursuit of integration or desegregation. Even worse, they 
report “deeply entrenched opposition” within HUD to initiatives that would 
further fair housing objectives.9

Separate Agendas

Although both movements have core concerns that center on housing 
justice, they have largely separate agendas. The fair housing movement 
sees itself as the watchdog over implementation of the Fair Housing Act. 
HUD’s relative lack of commitment to enforcement and lack of sufficient 
resources devoted to enforcing fair housing have meant that enforcement is 
often accomplished through the private litigation strategies of fair housing 
advocates. The Fair Housing Act is seen by experts as having two objec-
tives—equal access (the elimination of discrimination) and integration.10 As 
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many have pointed out, equal access is process- oriented, with the goal of all 
having equal treatment in housing transactions.11 Integration, on the other 
hand, is outcome- oriented, with the objective of racially mixed communi-
ties. Fair housing activists pursue both objectives and perceive a significant 
overlap between the two. Freer choice in housing markets for people of color 
is expected to lead to a number of outcomes, including the spatial outcomes 
of desegregation and integration.

Fair housing activism is not limited to monitoring private actions in the 
housing market. The Fair Housing Act obligates the federal government to 
operate its housing programs in such as a way as to “affirmatively further” 
fair housing goals. This mandate has led to fair housing advocacy related to 
whether public programs of housing assistance are themselves discrimina-
tory or in any way not serving the goal of integration. Thus, fair housing 
litigation efforts may frequently target public agencies, alleging that the 
implementation of their programs creates, maintains, or perpetuates pat-
terns of racial segregation. It is at this point that the fair housing movement 
comes into conflict with the efforts of affordable housing activists and com-
munity developers.

Community development advocates approach questions of racial justice 
from a different perspective. The movement focuses on building economic 
and political capacity within disadvantaged neighborhoods to deal with the 
material and political needs of those communities. Community developers 
work in disadvantaged neighborhoods, applying an ever- dwindling variety 
and number of resources to the task of revitalizing disadvantaged areas and 
providing affordable housing that is safe and well run for people with lim-
ited incomes. Their work is concentrated in low- income neighborhoods of 
central cities in an attempt to counter or to replace the limited private-  and 
public- sector investment in those communities.

Affordable housing is a key element of community development ac-
tivities. Affordable housing is valued for its own sake, for the stability it 
provides to lower- income families, for the improvement in living condi-
tions that it represents for many families, and for the money that it saves 
low- income families that can then be used for other necessities. Affordable 
housing is also valued for the physical upgrading that it typically represents 
for disadvantaged neighborhoods.

When, as is often the case, affordable housing developers are community- 
based, nonprofit developers, they may also enrich their housing with social 
services that are supportive of lower- income families. Community owner-
ship of real estate is also valued as a means of building capital, allowing com-
munity ownership of assets, discouraging more exploitative and external 
control of the neighborhood, and being more responsive to the development 
agenda of residents rather than speculative capital markets. According to the 
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model, any profits from such housing are kept “within the community” by 
being reinvested locally to produce other benefits for residents.

Fair housing activists increasingly object to the housing focus of com-
munity development organizations. The associate director and staff attor-
ney for the Fair Share Housing Center of New Jersey, for example, filed a 
lawsuit against the state of New Jersey, claiming that the “case challenges 
the notion that more or new affordable housing in cities is fundamentally 
helpful for revitalization. In fact, building affordable housing in the cities 
has no net revitalizing effect at all.”12 They see such actions as perpetuating 
patterns of racial segregation, and they object to the continued development 
of such housing in communities of color. Indeed, to the extent that com-
munity developers rely on public resources to provide affordable housing 
in low- income neighborhoods, their actions are sometimes indistinguish-
able, according to fair housing advocates, from the type of discriminatory 
public policies that have contributed to segregation and concentrations of 
poverty in the past. For this reason, one fair housing writer characterizes 
community developers as the “poverty housing industry”—a phrase calcu-
lated to conjure images of a large- scale, impersonal constellation of actors 
who profit from the provision of housing to poor people.13 To some fair 
housing advocates, then, the very work of community development must 
be curtailed to reorient housing subsidies to neighborhoods with better op-
portunity structures, so that the residents of assisted housing can also ben-
efit from resource- rich neighborhoods and avoid the detrimental effects of 
low- income neighborhoods.

The Three Stations of Fair Housing Spatial Strategy

The fair housing movement has, over the past two decades, generated an 
ever- more- aggressive spatial strategy with the aim of achieving greater in-
tegration. This strategy has generated within the movement more frequent 
criticism of community development. Indeed, the relations between the two 
movements have worsened to the point that several “mediation” efforts have 
been attempted by national foundations, tracts have been written on both 
sides attempting to explain and resolve the tension, and lawsuits have been 
initiated against affordable housing practices.14

The distinction between the equal access and integration objectives of 
fair housing has become more pronounced as the spatial strategies of the 
movement have evolved.15 In fact, it is possible to identify three stations 
of fair housing spatial strategy that represent an increasingly aggressive 
approach to achieving integration goals: (1) opening exclusionary com-
munities, (2) preventing further segregation, and (3) dismantling existing 
low- income communities of color.
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Each of these strategies is an extension of the movement’s reach—that 
is, the progression is an accumulation of strategies, not the replacement of 
earlier methods with new ones. The second and third stations, in particular, 
produce tension between fair housing and community development. There 
is no conflict between fair housing and community development advocates 
in the pursuit of nondiscrimination—that is, equal access. The debate be-
tween the two positions arises only in relation to the spatial strategies of 
fair housing.

1. Opening Exclusionary Communities

In its early stages, from the 1940s through the 1960s, the fair housing move-
ment focused primarily on “opening” housing markets and providing equal 
access to all communities regardless of race or ethnicity. Thus, the movement 
began with calls to open white neighborhoods and the suburbs to non- white 
families. Policy initiatives in this station have been of four types: (1) the ex-
pansion of various housing subsidy programs to increase low- cost housing 
production in the suburbs; (2) the elimination of land- use regulations that 
have the effect of excluding lower- income housing in suburban communi-
ties; (3) the elimination of private deed restrictions and covenants and other 
discriminatory private- sector actions within the housing market, such as 
steering, that have had the effect of creating and maintaining neighborhood 
color lines; and (4) voluntary “mobility” programs that facilitate the move-
ment of families into predominantly white or lower- poverty neighborhoods.

Policies in this station include fair- share regional housing approaches, 
for example, that establish concrete goals for affordable housing develop-
ment for all communities within a region in an effort to enhance the spread 
of affordable housing options, to diversify predominantly white commu-
nities, and ultimately to enhance the housing options of very- low- income 
people and people of color.16 In some locations, higher levels of government 
have been given review powers over local land- use decision making when 
those decisions have prevented affordable housing developments from going 
forward.17 Some jurisdictions have used “inclusionary housing” programs 
that require or incentivize private developers to build a number (or percent-
age) of affordable units in exchange for approving a market- rate housing 
development proposal.18 Finally, such mobility programs as Moving to Op-
portunity for Fair Housing (MTO) have provided portable housing voucher 
subsidies to families to make moves to neighborhoods with more whites 
and/or less poverty.

On these issues and about these policies, there is general agreement 
between fair housing and community development advocates. Indeed, 
members of both camps would point to the need for greater efforts to build 
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affordable housing in those communities where it does not yet exist in large 
numbers. Although there is no conflict between the two movements on this 
question, a lack of sufficient resources devoted to affordable housing makes 
it impossible to meet housing needs in exclusionary communities and in 
disadvantaged neighborhoods. Thus, conditions of resource scarcity, which 
are more or less a permanent aspect of affordable housing policy, position 
community development and dispersion as competing goals.

2. Preventing Further Segregation

Fair housing advocacy, however, quickly expanded beyond opening exclu-
sionary communities to incorporate efforts to mitigate the development or 
perpetuation of racially defined housing submarkets. Programs of this sort, 
which mark the second station of fair housing’s spatial strategy, have come 
in two varieties: (1) “impaction” rules that limit the production of subsi-
dized housing in neighborhoods that are already considered segregated or 
poverty- concentrated and (2) “integration maintenance” programs that 
manage and limit the entry of minority families into communities to es-
tablish and maintain prescribed integration levels.

The second station of fair housing spatial strategy is fundamentally dif-
ferent than the first by virtue of the fact that the policies utilized place the 
burden for integrating on members of the protected class. These policy ap-
proaches work by limiting housing choices for members of the protected 
class so as to avoid concentrations or resegregation. Because of this, im-
paction and integration maintenance programs were among the first that 
brought the fair housing movement into conflict with affordable housing/
community development objectives. Impaction rules limit the amount of 
subsidized housing in disadvantaged areas, leaving families who might have 
benefited from subsidized housing and do not wish to move to predomi-
nantly white neighborhoods without it. It is arguable even that impaction 
rules limit the overall amount of assisted housing because of the great resis-
tance to subsidized housing by residents who already live in the areas that 
integrationists find acceptable.

The decision in Shannon v. HUD (1971), for example, was an early dem-
onstration of the intent of the fair housing movement to prevent further 
ghettoization by restricting the placement of subsidized housing in disad-
vantaged neighborhoods and of the court’s interpretation of the Fair Hous-
ing Act as authorizing such action. The case resulted in the development of 
“siting restrictions” that required HUD to have in place a method of judging 
the impact of a proposed development on the pattern of racial occupancy in 
the affected neighborhood. More recently, the objective of preventing fur-
ther segregation has surfaced in criticisms of the Low- Income Housing Tax 
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Credit (LIHTC) program. Community development advocates chafe under 
these siting restrictions, which they claim limit their ability to effectively 
address the housing needs that exist in disadvantaged neighborhoods.

So- called integration maintenance programs worked by limiting the ac-
cess of disadvantaged groups to communities or to housing developments 
to maintain a degree of racial diversity deemed appropriate by program 
designers. Access by disadvantaged groups was limited to prevent the racial 
turnover of these neighborhoods and resegregation of disadvantaged fami-
lies. The courts have since ruled that such limitations are unconstitutional, 
and these programs no longer exist.

3. Dismantling Existing Low- Income 
Communities of Color

The third station of fair housing’s spatial strategy is the dissolution of exist-
ing communities in the name of desegregation. As such, it is the most inter-
ventionist of the three stations. This strategy is most prominent in a series 
of desegregation lawsuits pursued by fair housing attorneys in the 1980s and 
early 1990s. The settlements reached in a number of cities resulted in the de-
molition of public housing projects, the shift of housing subsidies into hous-
ing choice vouchers, and the displacement and relocation of public housing 
residents. The third station of fair housing’s spatial strategy is also reflected 
in the demolition and redevelopment of public housing through the fed-
eral HOPE VI program and other forms of subsidized housing through the 
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative. While many of the residents of these pub-
lic housing developments welcome the chance to move, the universal nature 
of the approach (usually involving demolition of housing and displacement 
of all residents) virtually ensures the displacement of many who do not. 
Some residents, typically very- low- income African Americans, not only ob-
ject to their forced displacement but actively protest it.19 To the extent that 
these efforts involve the involuntary displacement of lower- income families 
and relocation to other neighborhoods, this strategy also generates opposi-
tion from affordable housing advocates.

Origins of the Tension

The tension between integration and community development is as old as 
federally assisted housing for lower- income families. Within ten years of 
its introduction, the public housing program, the nation’s oldest form of 
subsidized housing for low- income households, prompted debate within 
the community about where such housing should be built and whether its 
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primary effect was to provide much- needed housing for the community or 
to perpetuate patterns of residential segregation.20

As the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s progressed, many 
activists within the community, including several mainstream civil rights 
organizations, such as the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) and the Stu-
dent Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) began to advocate less 
for integration and more for the development of political and economic 
capacity within communities. Leaders from Malcolm X to Stokely Carmi-
chael were suspicious of integration and regarded it to be a hollow prospect. 
Malcolm X thought integration “a deception”—a kind of political sleight of 
hand that diverted attention from more fundamental questions of power. 
He believed that integration was “another tool of the oppressor, one that 
retained the basic inequalities in society.”21 As the 1960s wore on, the alter-
native ideas of power and community control increasingly challenged the 
integrationist message of the mainstream civil rights movement.22

The community development movement emerged out of the tumult 
of the 1960s and the attempts to fashion new solutions to the problems of 
American ghettos. Community Development Corporations (CDCs) were 
created by federal legislation in the 1960s as a means of combining political 
goals of community control on the one hand with ownership and control 
of economic and financial assets on the other. The CDC approach was seen 
as an alternative to the top- down methods of urban renewal and that pro-
gram’s repeated failure to produce sufficient affordable housing on cleared 
sites. CDCs were, according to John T. Baker, “efforts of leaders within low- 
income, predominantly black communities to create institutions through 
which residents of low- income communities could exercise control over 
important social, political, and economic resources both within and be-
yond the boundaries of their communities.”23 Laura Hill and Julia Rabig 
call CDCs “one of the Black freedom movement’s most enduring legacies.”24

The choice between “gilding the ghetto” on the one hand and integrat-
ing on the other became the framing question for American urban policy by 
the end of the 1960s. Facing a fourth consecutive summer of ghetto rioting 
in America’s cities, President Lyndon Johnson in 1967 appointed a National 
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders. It was charged with examining 
the scale of rioting that had been occurring since 1964 and determining 
the causes and possible means of preventing future disorders. The commis-
sion positioned its work within the framework of the two prevailing ideas 
about how to deal with conditions in communities: ghetto enrichment and 
residential integration.

The relative merits of these strategies were more and more the subject 
of debate within the fair housing movement by the end of the 1960s; the 
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question of whether to work to improve ghetto areas was on the agenda 
within the housing rights movement as it never had been before.

Movement historian Juliet Saltman notes that the National Committee 
Against Discrimination in Housing (NCDH) newsletter, Trends, contained 
an average of thirty- seven references to integration in each issue in 1956. 
By 1970, the average issue included the term only twice.25 In its place was a 
growing emphasis on revitalizing the ghetto and discussion of the merits of 
multiple strategies. The debate consumed the movement for several years. 
As Saltman recounts:

The Chicago national conference in 1971 revealed a deep concern 
with this issue, as indicated in the summary of the proceedings. 
Debate, which was never resolved, included the following points: 
1) The desirability of dispersing the ghetto as opposed to extending 
equal opportunity in housing; 2) whether the focus should be on 
improving the quality of housing everywhere rather than anything 
else; 3) should the goals be strengthening and rebuilding the ghetto 
as opposed to open housing; and 4) to what degree do the goals, 
however defined, extend to groups other than negroes.26

Open housing activists frequently conceptualized the debate as being 
between integration on the one hand and greater choice and access to 
housing on the other. While understanding the terms of this tradeoff, 
open housing advocates often found it difficult to make a choice. Saltman 
describes local open housing activism across the country and its ambiva-
lence about this issue. She reports on activists in Denver who worked “to 
provide every citizen of the metro area freedom of choice but in practice 
they encouraged everyone to make integrative moves.” In Los Angeles, she 
reports, “the immediate goal was to allow people out of the ghetto, but the 
long- term goal was related to freedom of choice,” while in Seattle, activists 
prioritized desegregation while the director indicated that the intent was 
“first, last, and always, a free and meaningful choice in housing for every-
one everywhere.”27

The question has persisted in many forms since then. Several housing 
policy developments throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s have reflected 
this basic debate. The question of where to place assisted housing produced 
court rulings and the introduction of siting restrictions for HUD housing in 
the 1970s.28 Important legal decisions established the expectation that HUD 
would consider the place impacts of the siting of affordable housing develop-
ments to reduce the overconcentration of such projects in minority and low- 
income neighborhoods. Yet the issue remained contentious because HUD 
and local actors insisted that such housing provided neighborhood- based 
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benefits to disadvantaged areas, and thus a blanket policy of dispersing such 
housing would have the effect of depriving low- income neighborhoods of 
much- needed capital investment and housing resources.29

The operation of some integration maintenance programs put the dis-
tinction between housing access and integration into stark relief. These pro-
grams, operated by local fair housing organizations, were initiatives aimed 
at preserving racial diversity in communities where it already existed and 
at keeping communities that had diversified from resegregating through a 
combination of white flight and the in- migration of people of color. Inte-
gration maintenance programs are usually undertaken by previously white 
communities to manage the changing racial composition of their popula-
tions to maintain a desired mix. Such management includes “discouraging 
additional black occupancy” in neighborhoods that have a preferred level 
of integration,30 which is typically just below the percentage of people of 
color that would induce white families to move out. As such, the programs 
incorporated the notion of a tipping point (the percentage of people of color 
within a neighborhood that would trigger white flight).31 In some cases, in-
tegration maintenance programs have included incentives for white families 
to remain in a community that is changing or have consisted of attempts to 
attract white in- movers. In these instances, the programs work by attempt-
ing to influence the residential choices of families. Whether it is by discour-
aging further entry into neighborhoods or incentivizing whites to move in, 
sociologist Harvey Molotch characterizes these efforts as “competing for 
whites.”32 The normative standard for integrated neighborhoods in these 
programs is the white neighborhood, and integration means attracting a 
few, but not too many, people of color, while trying “to maintain a physical 
environment conducive to middle- class white residency.”33

One type of integration maintenance program, however, worked by 
more actively limiting housing access by people of color to limit their num-
bers within a community to a prescribed level. Once again, the overriding 
concern in these quota- based approaches was the imperative to avoid ac-
tivating white fear and prejudice and thus avoid creating white flight and 
racial turnover. By restricting housing opportunities for people of color to 
an approved percentage within a predominantly white community, these 
programs involved a form of purposeful discrimination in the service of in-
tegration when families of color were denied housing opportunities on the 
basis of their skin color. Quota- based integration management programs 
rather starkly revealed the potential conflict between the fair housing goals 
of choice and access on the one hand and the achievement and maintenance 
of integration on the other. Such programs, as William Wilson and Richard 
Taub point out, “violate[d] the letter of the 1968 Fair Housing Act by lim-
iting the housing options of racial minorities.”34 They also violated many 
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local housing ordinances, thereby forcing some communities to modify 
their nondiscrimination ordinances to allow such action.35

Contemporary Conflict

The Spatial Distribution of Tax- Credit Housing

The debate between community development and integration has surfaced 
in contemporary times in several ways. One of the most notable is the con-
cern over the geographic distribution of low- income tax- credit housing. Fair 
housing advocates argue that the program is being operated in ways that 
perpetuate segregation by placing too many units in minority and high- 
poverty neighborhoods. Thus, the tax- credit controversies are examples of 
the second station of fair housing spatial strategy, a concern with preventing 
further segregation.

The LIHTC program operates by providing tax credits to investors in 
subsidized housing. Public agencies with responsibility for implementing 
the program develop Qualified Allocation Plans that set out the guidelines 
for distributing tax credits to developer applicants. These Qualified Alloca-
tion Plans allow the states to build into the program ancillary policy ob-
jectives by incentivizing certain types of developments, such as those near 
transit facilities, or projects with energy- saving designs, for example. In fact, 
the federal legislation requires that Qualified Allocation Plans incorporate 
additional selection criteria, including whether the project serves popula-
tions with special housing needs, provides for eventual tenant ownership, 
or is energy- efficient.36 The statute indicates that Congress intended the 
LIHTC program to serve many policy objectives and that it wanted states 
to have some flexibility in prioritizing them.

The statute requires that preferences be given to projects that serve the 
lowest- income tenants, that provide assisted housing for the longest period 
of time, and that are located in distressed neighborhoods (so- called quali-
fied census tracts) and contribute to “a concerted community revitalization 
plan.”37 Qualified census tracts are defined in the law as tracts with either 
a poverty rate greater than 25 percent or in which more than 50 percent 
of households have incomes at or below 60 percent of the area’s median 
income. The qualified census tract requirement is, in effect, a congressional 
directive to use the LIHTC program to support community development 
projects in disadvantaged neighborhoods.

The qualified census tract requirement is the provision of the law that is 
most widely opposed by fair housing advocates because of the incentive it 
provides for development in disadvantaged neighborhoods. As fair housing 
attorney Elizabeth Julian argues, “When the LIHTC program was created, 
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the legacy of segregation in prior housing programs for low- income people 
was ignored in both the statute and the regulatory process.”38 Frequently, 
LIHTC implementation is criticized for ignoring the second clause of the 
qualified census tract requirement: that the housing built in disadvantaged 
neighborhoods be tied to a “concerted community revitalization plan.” That 
is, LIHTC projects in qualified census tracts are criticized for being one- off 
projects that only have the effect of locating affordable, subsidized units in 
a high- poverty neighborhood rather than being part of a larger community 
development effort. Revision of the qualified census tract requirement is a 
standard recommendation in assessments of the LIHTC program.39

Legal challenges in New Jersey, Texas, Connecticut, and Minnesota have 
contested the allocation of tax credits, alleging that the program’s imple-
mentation has unnecessarily and unlawfully concentrated units in disad-
vantaged neighborhoods.40 The New Jersey case was filed with the aim of 
forcing “a ruling from the Court that would prevent any LIHTC allocations 
in high- poverty, predominantly minority census tracts.”41 The plaintiffs 
strongly challenged the idea that building tax- credit housing in central- 
city neighborhoods had any potential to revitalize the community. The Fair 
Share Housing Center of New Jersey asserted that the case “challenges the 
notion that more or new affordable housing in cities is fundamentally help-
ful for revitalization. In fact, building affordable housing in the cities has no 
net revitalizing effect at all.”42

Affordable housing developers responded by arguing that the position 
of the plaintiffs in the New Jersey case, one that would limit LIHTC housing 
in core neighborhoods, was the equivalent of “condemning poor people to 
awful living conditions while claiming to fight on their behalf.”43 In the end, 
the court ruled in favor of the defendants, upholding the New Jersey Quali-
fied Allocation Plan. Since then, however, the state has changed its alloca-
tion plan in the direction advocated for by fair housing activists and now 
includes more incentives for development in “opportunity neighborhoods.”44

Texas Department of Housing and Community 
Affairs v. The Inclusive Communities Project

In Texas, the Inclusive Communities Project, a fair housing advocacy group 
based in Dallas, filed suit in March 2008, alleging that the tax- credit projects 
in the Dallas metro area were being “disproportionately located in the slum 
and blighted neighborhoods.”45 Although the case began as a challenge to 
the allocation of tax credits in Texas’s Qualified Allocation Plan, it eventu-
ally reached the Supreme Court on the question of whether claims based on 
the disparate impact of a policy were actionable under the Fair Housing Act. 
Disparate impact claims do not require proof of intent to discriminate but 
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instead require proof that a policy led to an adverse and disparate impact 
on one or more of the protected classes in the Fair Housing Act and that a 
less discriminatory alternative policy is available. In the summer of 2015, 
the Supreme Court ruled in favor of the Inclusive Communities Project and 
established that disparate impact claims were in fact cognizable under the 
Fair Housing Act.

The Supreme Court did not, however, rule on the substance of the In-
clusive Community Project’s case against the state of Texas. The court reaf-
firmed the validity of multiple policy objectives in the operation of housing 
policy. It reasoned that “from the standpoint of determining advantage or 
disadvantage to racial minorities, it seems difficult to say as a general matter 
that a decision to build low- income housing in a blighted inner- city neigh-
borhood instead of a suburb is discriminatory, or vice versa.”46 Further-
more, noted the court, “If the specter of disparate- impact litigation causes 
private developers to no longer construct or renovate housing units for low- 
income individuals, then the FHA [Fair Housing Act] would have under-
mined its own purpose. . . . And as to governmental entities, they must not 
be prevented from achieving legitimate objectives.”47 The decision clearly 
acknowledges community development and puts it on equal footing with 
dispersal. The decision holds that “disparate- impact liability mandates the 
‘removal of artificial, arbitrary, and unnecessary barriers,’ not the displace-
ment of valid governmental policies. . . . The FHA is not an instrument to 
force housing authorities to reorder their priorities.”48 The court continues, 
“It would be paradoxical to construe the FHA to impose onerous costs on 
actors who encourage revitalizing dilapidated housing in our Nation’s cities 
merely because some other priority might seem preferable.”49 Thus, the Su-
preme Court decision in the case affirms the legitimacy of disparate impact 
claims but leaves intact the central debate between the competing policy 
objectives of integration and community development.

After the case was sent back to the trial court, however, the Inclusive 
Communities Project lost when the district court ruled that the plaintiffs 
had not proven that a specific policy in the Texas Qualified Allocation Plan 
was the direct cause of the spatial and racial disparities in the location of 
tax- credit projects in the Dallas region.50 The interpretation of the ruling 
by practitioners, however, is what will actually determine its impact. One 
policy blog written shortly after the ruling maintains that “it is highly likely 
that developers and advocates of traditional community development will 
need to meet much higher standards for showing how current and future 
minority residents would benefit from revitalization.”51 The writers, both af-
filiated with the Urban Land Institute, a national organization of real estate 
and land- use professionals, go on to aver that “community developers may 
face more concerted legal opposition to their housing activities as well.”52 
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Some evidence suggests that governmental officials also see the court’s rul-
ing as a directive to shift strategies away from investment in the urban core. 
Two months after the decision, for example, an official with the Georgia 
Department of Community Affairs said, “If the end result [of the agency’s 
practices] is that we are primarily building in high minority areas with no 
access to community resources, then we need to make changes in the Qual-
ified Allocation Plan [of the tax- credit program].”53 If this interpretation 
prevails, the early net effect of Texas DHCA v. The Inclusive Communities 
Project will be a victory for the spatial strategy of fair housing advocates at 
the expense of community development.

Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing

Finally, as discussed throughout this volume, HUD under the Barack 
Obama administration also acted to codify the affirmatively furthering fair 
housing provision of the 1968 Fair Housing Act. The provision to “affirma-
tively further” fair housing requires that in addition to regulating the ac-
tions of the private sector in housing, the federal government must ensure 
that its own programs and its own actions further fair housing goals. This 
clause has been interpreted to apply directly to federal actions implement-
ing housing programs (for example, governing the siting of federally sub-
sidized housing to ensure that the placement of subsidized units does not 
maintain or enhance patterns of segregation) and, more indirectly, to apply 
to the use of federal housing and community development funds by state 
and local governments.

The affirmatively furthering fair housing provision establishes the ob-
ligation on the part of the federal government to ensure that local gov-
ernments spend federal housing and community development funds in 
accordance with fair housing goals. As a result, the Obama administration 
issued the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule in 2015. 
Specifically, it strengthens the requirements for local governments to as-
sess local fair housing issues and to incorporate fair housing goals into 
local plans of action by laying out steps for analyses of local housing con-
ditions. While being designed as a way to analyze spatial inequities and 
create housing programs to combat segregation, the AFFH Rule reiterates 
the agency’s dual focus by noting the legitimate “role of place- based strate-
gies . . . to improve conditions in high poverty neighborhoods, as well as 
preservation of the existing affordable housing stock . . . to help respond 
to the overwhelming need for affordable housing.”54 Still, on balance, 
the AFFH Rule limits the notion of acceptable community development 
to rehabilitation (nothing is said about new development in impacted 
neighborhoods) and warns against a sole reliance on development in 
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disadvantaged neighborhoods when the chance to develop in opportunity 
neighborhoods exists.

As for action steps, however, the AFFH Rule requires only the comple-
tion of an analysis and the preparation of a housing approach that would 
be consistent with local conditions. The 2015 AFFH regulations were hailed 
by fair housing advocates as an important step in extending the effective-
ness of the Fair Housing Act. Given the backlash during the Donald Trump 
administration against the rule, however, it is as yet undetermined whether 
it will lead to a generalized shift in local policy away from meeting hous-
ing needs in central- city neighborhoods and toward a greater emphasis on 
dispersal and integration. The regulations do not resolve the issue related to 
the relative importance of equal access and integration in Title VIII.

The words of Obama’s HUD secretary, Julián Castro, confirm that the 
agency did not intend for the AFFH Rule to endorse integration over com-
munity development:

I agree with folks who say that, just because these neighborhoods are 
distressed and they’re minority neighborhoods, that [doesn’t mean] 
we shouldn’t invest in them. We should invest in them. We shouldn’t 
forget about them. They do have value. And so, we can’t just have a 
policy of trying to get people out. There are a lot of people who don’t 
want to move, and we have to improve their neighborhood, too.55

These words are similar to another statement of Castro’s in late 2015. 
After endorsing the idea of moving people to “opportunity” neighborhoods, 
he noted, “At the same time, you can’t forget about the distressed areas and 
investing in the older urban core neighborhoods.” Government, he said, 
cannot “forget about folks who also want to live [in central neighborhoods], 
where they have lived forever. That’s their home, that’s where they want to 
be. If you gave them a choice to go somewhere else they wouldn’t because 
they want to live there.”56

The Trump administration, while hostile to the AFFH Rule, has had less 
to say about how it would approach the tension between fair housing and 
community development.

Conclusion

The aggressive spatial strategy of fair housing, a strategy that emphasizes 
integrated settlement patterns, has led to heightened levels of tension with 
community development and affordable housing efforts directed at lower- 
income, minority neighborhoods. The spatial strategy of fair housing, how-
ever, has the potential to create tensions with other policy objectives as well.
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Federal initiatives in sustainability and transportation policy, es-
pecially efforts to coordinate transportation and housing investments, 
present fair housing activists with the same concerns.57 The logic of co-
ordinated investment and transit- oriented development, another periodic 
goal of the federal government, suggests that affordable housing should be 
present where transit service levels are high. The problem, for fair housing 
advocates, is that transit service is often greatest in central- city areas with 
high concentrations of poverty that they find inappropriate for more af-
fordable housing investment.

HUD’s development of the Location Affordability Index (LAI) similarly 
presents fair housing advocates with concerns. The LAI measures the com-
bined housing and transportation costs in a neighborhood, providing a 
more complete understanding of the true cost of living in any given area 
than is provided by traditional housing affordability measures. Whether it is 
used to determine how housing programs affect the transportation costs of 
assisted families or where to place assisted housing to minimize transporta-
tion costs, the LAI highlights the advantages of locating affordable housing 
in core areas that are well served by transit. This feature is alarming to fair 
housing groups, who call the LAI an “inappropriate tool for siting new low- 
income housing” and have opposed transit- oriented development plans that 
call for affordable housing along transit lines because of fears that locating 
assisted housing by transit lines would perpetuate segregation.58 In fact, fair 
housing activists worry that HUD and the Department of Transportation 
overemphasize the importance of housing cost and transit access; they urge 
policy makers to instead “recognize the additional variables greatly impact-
ing household costs and quality of life.”59

Fair housing advocates frequently criticize the development of afford-
able housing in disadvantaged neighborhoods as a “path of least resistance.” 
Such an argument suggests that affordable housing is placed in low- income 
neighborhoods because these neighborhoods lack the resources to effec-
tively oppose such housing. Thus, developers and agencies go where they 
have a higher likelihood of success, and a reinforcing pattern of spatial con-
centration of subsidized units ensues. Ironically, the second and third sta-
tions of the fair housing spatial strategy outlined above also follow paths 
of least resistance. Integrationists who focus their strategy on stopping or 
reducing affordable housing development in disadvantaged neighborhoods 
capitalize on antipathies toward subsidized housing shared by policy mak-
ers and middle-  and upper- income citizens. It is typically not difficult to 
enlist opposition to subsidized housing, especially with an argument that 
certain places have too much of it. Indeed, as I have pointed out elsewhere, 
the logic of opposition to affordable housing in the core actually provides 
a rationale for opposition in exclusionary areas.60 Defining subsidized 
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housing as a community problem only reinforces the resistance of white 
middle-  and upper- income communities.

Similarly, at the third station of fair housing spatial strategy, integra-
tionists who pursue the demolition of public housing and the dispersal 
of low- income communities also trade on these attitudes. Additionally, 
however, the third station of fair housing spatial strategy also activates the 
considerable self- interest of landowners, developers, and local officials who 
benefit from the demolition of public housing and the economic and land- 
use transitions that follow.

Convincing some elected officials and property owners that they have 
received too much subsidized housing is not so difficult a task, especially 
compared to the difficulties involved in convincing other officials in ex-
clusionary communities that they need to produce more of such housing. 
When fair housing integrationists add their voices to the array of interests 
already opposed to subsidized housing, they follow a path of least resistance. 
While they may succeed in convincing some officials and activists that their 
communities are being taken advantage of, these efforts do nothing to get 
housing built in exclusionary communities. What fair housing integration-
ists repeatedly fail to demonstrate is how shutting off subsidized housing in 
the core, or demolishing it, will necessarily reduce opposition to the produc-
tion of subsidized housing in exclusionary communities.

When fair housing integrationists move to restrict affordable housing 
in certain communities and try to discourage or limit occupancy in certain 
neighborhoods, they assert the primacy of integration over other housing 
goals, such as equal access. In so doing, they offer a stylized reading of the 
Fair Housing Act that privileges integration over access. The legislative 
history of fair housing, the language of the act itself, and subsequent ac-
tions by the courts and Congress do not support a privileged position for 
integration.

Furthermore, efforts to date in engineering integration have perforce 
accommodated white intolerance at all stages. Although levels of white 
segregation exceed those of other groups, efforts to break up segregated 
communities have focused on the demolition and redevelopment of com-
munities of color. The very definition of integration itself tends to be that 
level of minority occupancy that whites will tolerate, such that program 
administrators work to limit the reconcentration of people of color in new 
communities. The reluctance on the part of the courts, policy makers, and 
fair housing integrationists to burden the white community with the ob-
ligation of integration is a central fact of integration efforts in the United 
States. As a result, our efforts to integrate typically come at the expense of 
communities of color, through the manipulation or restriction of housing 
choice, or via the denial of needed community development funding.
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Fair housing advocates would do better to direct their activism toward 
those communities that resist subsidized housing rather than toward those 
that build it. We know that in the United States, the wealthy are more seg-
regated than the poor, and that whites are more segregated than people of 
color. The fair housing movement should return to advocacy that forces 
open the communities that exercise exclusionary tactics.
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The Fair Housing Act’s requirement that the secretary of the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) administer HUD’s 
programs in a manner “affirmatively to further the policies” of the act,1 

which came to be referred to as the “Affirmatively Furthering Fair Hous-
ing (AFFH)” requirement was an unusual congressional acknowledgment 
that just ending discrimination is not enough. Instead, affirmative steps 
are necessary to undo the horrendous legacy that more than a century of 
policies and practices by governments, businesses, and private individuals 
to segregate cities, suburbs, and towns across the United States have im-
posed upon generations of African American and Latinx individuals.2 The 
Fair Housing Act thus mandates that the government must take affirmative 
measures to undo the pernicious segregation that has resulted from its past 
actions and thereby begin to correct the many injustices that have resulted 
from that segregation.3 Those injustices range from unequal access to good 
schools, job opportunities, healthy environments, and neighborhoods with 
low crime and other essential services and amenities to persistent (and 
growing) gaps between the wealth of whites and African Americans and 
Latinx individuals.4

But how exactly local governments should go about dismantling resi-
dential segregation is not a simple matter, especially in growing cities, 
where many formerly affordable neighborhoods that had large shares of ra-
cial or ethnic minorities in their populations are becoming gentrified. For 
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the purposes of this chapter, I define “gentrification” as unusual increases 
in housing costs in low- income neighborhoods over a sustained period of 
time. The complexities of how to achieve fair housing as neighborhoods 
change have spurred decades of debate about place- based versus people- 
based housing assistance.5 The many thoughtful comments submitted dur-
ing consideration of the AFFH Rule,6 and in the debates over regulations 
regarding HUD’s application of disparate impact standards7 and its Small 
Area Fair Market Rent Rule,8 also reveal the nuanced difficulties of the is-
sues that fair housing goals raise.

Of course, complexity can be the refuge of people who prefer the sta-
tus quo or of those too timid to take a stand until all uncertainty is re-
solved. But even among those who earnestly want to reduce inequality and 
achieve diverse and thriving neighborhoods for all in their communities, 
the dilemmas posed by the obligation to affirmatively further fair housing 
in the context of gentrification make efforts to introduce effective policies 
fraught with dangers—of unintended consequences, legal challenges to 
well- intentioned judgment calls, and criticism from stakeholders who view 
the dilemmas differently or fail to see the nuances of the debate.

This chapter seeks to make the challenges of fair housing in the con-
text of gentrification more concrete, with the hope that getting beyond ab-
stract arguments will help encourage more productive thinking about how 
local governments can reduce segregation in gentrifying neighborhoods 
fairly, in ways that will not result in resegregation in the years to come, 
and, given the limited resources that local governments have, in the most 
cost- efficient ways possible. To be concrete, I must ground the discussion 
in actual neighborhoods, and I have chosen to focus on neighborhoods 
in New York City because the affordable housing crisis there is especially 
pronounced, gentrification and fair housing debates are particularly sharp, 
and the city already has adopted many of the anti- displacement tools that 
other jurisdictions are now considering.9 The first section seeks to put the 
questions in context by providing a brief overview of the affordable hous-
ing crisis in New York City. The second section gives a summary of some 
of the main strategies the city has chosen to address that crisis and the op-
position to those strategies that has arisen. The third section outlines the 
hard questions about how best to achieve fair housing in growing cities that 
the opposition to the city’s proposals (as well as the thoughtful comments 
of proponents) raises and explores some of those questions with concrete 
examples of how they might play out in particular neighborhoods. The 
chapter concludes by exploring how the assessments of fair housing re-
quired by the 2015 AFFH Rule, although now no longer required,10 might 
provide an opportunity to make progress toward resolving the difficult 
issues that the previous section discusses.
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Putting the Questions in Context: New 
York City’s Affordable Housing Crisis

Gentrification can occur even when population is declining and there is an 
apparent surplus of housing, as a particular neighborhood becomes desir-
able for people with higher incomes than those of existing residents.11 But 
the fair housing challenges that gentrification raises are particularly acute 
when the lack of affordable housing makes new development desirable, and 
that development either raises fears of gentrification in existing low- income 
neighborhoods or raises concerns that low- income neighborhoods are not 
getting their fair share of investment in public services and amenities be-
cause development is going elsewhere. It is helpful to start, therefore, by 
situating questions about gentrification in the broader context of the lack of 
affordable housing that is plaguing many cities.

New York City, like so many cities and towns across the country, is 
facing a significant crisis of affordability. The city’s renters and those who 
seek to purchase homes in New York City face enormous pressures caused 
primarily by four significant factors: (1) the city’s housing stock does not ap-
pear to be keeping up with demand; (2) middle-  and upper- income house-
holds are increasingly seeking housing in the neighborhoods close to the 
central business and cultural districts; (3) for most of the years since the 
mid- 2000s, wages have been stagnant or have even declined, while rents 
consistently have increased; and (4) the number of New Yorkers living at or 
near the poverty line far outstrips the number of apartments rented at rates 
affordable to those households.

The City’s Housing Stock Is Not Increasing 
Enough to Meet Demand

New York City has a population of about 8.3 million people as of July 2019. 
At the beginning of the 2010 decade, it grew at rates higher than the city had 
seen since the 1920s,12 but the city has experienced population declines in 
the last few years because of declining international immigration.13

The city’s housing production also has grown: there were about 260,000 
more housing units in the city in 2016 than in 2000.14 As significant as that 
production was, however, it has to be viewed in context: while the housing 
stock grew by 8.2 percent during those years, the adult population grew 
by 11 percent, and the number of jobs in the city grew by 16.5 percent.15 
Further, housing production has slowed in recent years: between 2001 and 
2008, before the Great Recession, housing production was 25 percent higher 
on average than in the post- Recession period between 2009 and 2018.16 In 
addition, population growth is not the only source of demand for housing; 
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some housing is purchased or rented by people who are not residents of the 
city.17 People who are homeless or living in overcrowded or substandard 
apartments also require additional housing options. As a result, vacancy 
rates remain low, and the share of housing affordable to the city’s low-  and 
moderate- income households fell significantly between 2000 and 2016. 
All those measures suggest that more housing is needed, especially for the 
households in the city with moderate or lower incomes.18

Demand for Housing in Cities Like New York by 
Middle-  and Upper- Income Households Has Grown

Households with incomes in the top 40 percent of the U.S. income distri-
bution were the only households who were more likely to live in higher- 
density neighborhoods in 2014 than they were in 2000.19 In New York City, 
households making more than $200,000 in income per year grew from 6.2 
percent of the population in 2010 to 8.3 percent in 2016.20 While the num-
ber of resident and nonresident wealthy buyers in the city is smaller than 
the media attention to those buyers would suggest, and their demand for 
luxury apartments may have peaked, they undoubtedly affect what gets 
built and the price of housing in the city.21 Indeed, the New York University 
(NYU) Furman Center recently showed that the median renter in newly 
constructed units in the city had a household income that was one- third 
higher than the median income of all other renters and that the gap between 
the rents in new units and those in all other units has grown substantially 
in recent years.22

Rents Have Increased Far Faster Than Wages

One result of inadequate supply is that rents have gone up significantly— 
almost 20 percent between 2006 and 2016 in constant dollars.23 But the city’s 
median income, like the nation’s, declined or stagnated between 2008 and 
2014, as shown in Figure 6.1. While median income has increased since 
then, increases in rent have far outpaced increases in renter income since 
2006, as shown in Figure 6.2.

The Number of Low- Income Households Far 
Outstrips the Number of Affordable Apartments 

The number of New York City households with especially low incomes also 
increased during this period. Indeed, New York City has a larger number 
of people living in poverty in the 2011–2015 period than it has had since 
at least 1970.24 More than 37 percent of all renter households in New York 
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City earned incomes in 2016 that would be considered either “very low in-
come” or “extremely low income” by HUD’s standards. That means that the 
city has more than 1.2 million households with incomes between $0 and 
$40,800 for a family of three.25 But the city had only about 515,000 housing 
units in 2017 with rents affordable to households in those income catego-
ries.26 That number includes all public housing, other subsidized housing, 
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all unsubsidized but rent- regulated housing, and all unregulated market- 
rate housing rented for less than $999 per month. Further, the number over-
states the supply available to those lowest- income households, because some 
of the units are rented to households with higher incomes that could afford 
units that rent for more.

Addressing the Affordable Housing Crisis

In sum, New York City’s population, and its low- income households, are 
increasing faster than the supply of housing, especially housing affordable 
to the lowest- income households. This situation means that more people 
are competing for existing housing, and, in that competition, wealthier 
people are able to outbid poorer people. Because some of the housing going 
to wealthier people is in neighborhoods that have been home to many low- 
income households, gentrification results.

Indeed, in 2016, the NYU Furman Center assessed all fifty- five sub- 
borough areas in New York City to identify low- income neighborhoods 
(those with a median income below the city’s median in 1990) in which 
rents had increased between 1990 and 2010 faster than the average rate for 
the city as a whole. Using that definition, its assessment showed that fifteen 
low- income neighborhoods were gentrifying.27

The city laid out its strategies for addressing the need for additional af-
fordable housing in 2014 in Housing New York: A Five- Borough, Ten- Year 
Plan and updated and expanded those strategies in late 2017.28 Mayor Bill 
de Blasio committed to building or preserving two hundred thousand units 
of housing by 2024 (later expanded to three hundred thousand units by 
2026).29 As of the end of March 2020, the city had financed the construction 
of 49,818 new homes and had preserved the affordability of another 114,386 
for at least several more decades (“preserving” means financing rehabilita-
tion or investments in the buildings and apartments as needed and entering 
into regulatory agreements with the owners to keep the homes affordable 
for the current occupants, restrict future rent increases, and require future 
tenants to meet income- eligibility standards). Of those 164,204 homes, 
44 percent are affordable to households meeting HUD’s definition of “ex-
tremely low” and “very low” income households (those making 50 percent 
or less of the HUD- determined area median income [AMI]).30

The strategies to achieve more affordable housing are multifaceted. In 
2016, the city passed the most rigorous mandatory inclusionary program of 
any large city in the nation. It requires all new development resulting from 
rezonings or other land- use actions that significantly increase development 
capacity to make 20 to 30 percent of all the homes developed permanently 
affordable to a range of extremely low, low, and moderate incomes.31 The city 
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also passed Zoning for Quality and Affordability, a comprehensive effort to 
remove regulatory barriers and reduce the cost of construction for afford-
able and senior housing, to allow a wider range of senior housing, and to 
improve first- floor retail and community facility spaces so that streets are 
more inviting and lively.32

The city also is reviewing the zoning in a number of neighborhoods, 
with an eye toward increasing the density of the neighborhoods while 
also investing in infrastructure, schools, parks, job- training opportunities, 
and other necessary improvements in neighborhoods that have tradition-
ally been left behind. Some neighborhoods can increase density through 
infill construction on underused properties, but to allow growth in other 
neighborhoods often requires a comprehensive neighborhood rezoning, 
along with considerable investments in infrastructure, schools, parks, and 
other neighborhood needs. The first such comprehensive community re-
development plan was adopted in 2016 in East New York, one of the city’s 
poorest neighborhoods. The investments resulting from the rezoning are 
bringing $250 million to the neighborhood and paying for a new school, 
improvements to six neighborhood parks, major street and safety improve-
ments, significant water and sewer improvements, an enhanced industrial 
development zone, and extensive job- training efforts. At least half of the six 
thousand new housing units planned are expected to be affordable, and 40 
to 45 percent of those affordable homes will be targeted to households mak-
ing between $23,000 and $39,000.33

The Resulting Fair Housing Dilemmas

The city’s efforts to rezone for growth in East New York and other neighbor-
hoods have faced considerable pushback.34 Advocates and existing residents 
in neighborhoods where rezonings have been proposed worry that new hous-
ing in the neighborhoods will lead to displacement of low- income residents,35 
and have called for no upzonings, upzonings that only allow affordable 
housing, or a variety of measures that they argue may help prevent displace-
ment and harassment.36 The city has had a wide range of anti- displacement 
programs in place for years and recently began providing legal assistance 
to low- income tenants facing eviction, along with assistance to help home-
owners stay in their homes.37 Nevertheless, tenant advocates are calling for 
additional measures ranging from special no- harassment districts to com-
munity land trusts.38 Opposition also revolves around the incomes that the 
new affordable housing being built should target: some advocates argue that 
the affordability levels should mirror the existing incomes of the commu-
nity.39 Some also oppose the proposed rezonings because they claim that 
the areas being studied are home to more of the city’s poor and its racial 
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and ethnic minorities than neighborhoods that the city is not considering 
for such rezonings.40 In addition, some opponents question whether add-
ing more market- rate housing to the city is desirable and are skeptical that 
increasing supply actually affects the affordability of housing.41

This troubling combination of concerns and arguments raises four main 
questions about the meaning of fair housing in gentrifying neighborhoods. 
First, the criticism of the city’s selection of neighborhoods in which it may 
propose comprehensive rezonings and community development invest-
ments presents fundamental challenges to traditional place- based invest-
ments. On the one hand, enabling growth in neighborhoods that have been 
left behind in terms of investment and redevelopment could help promote 
integration if new residents are of different races, ethnicities, or incomes 
than existing residents. In addition, promoting comprehensive community 
redevelopment in those areas might help redress prior neglect, discrimi-
nation, and segregative or expulsive land- use policies. Indeed, failing to 
promote development in neighborhoods ignored in the past may be dis-
criminatory. On the other hand, revitalization might be associated with 
further segregation of racial or ethnic minorities if it is accompanied by dis-
placement or if the neighborhood subsequently moves from predominantly 
minority to predominantly white. Further, because growth always brings 
costs as well as benefits, growth in neglected neighborhoods may unfairly 
burden the very people who have already suffered from government and 
private discrimination.

A second set of questions concerns how governments can prevent 
displacement while also affirmatively furthering fair housing. One man-
ifestation of that tension arises in discussions about how state and local 
governments should target the incomes to be served through subsidized 
housing to integrate those neighborhoods. On the one hand, targeting 
homes to those incomes currently prevalent in the neighborhood may fur-
ther concentrate poverty and (because of the correlation between poverty 
and racial segregation) perpetuate existing segregation. On the other hand, 
especially if the subsidized housing is a small share of the new housing 
expected in the neighborhood, targeting incomes higher than the current 
population’s may be less immediately effective in preventing displacement 
than targeting the incomes of existing residents vulnerable to displacement. 
Another concern is whether tools for preventing displacement will promote 
or slow down integration and increase or decrease movement to higher- 
opportunity neighborhoods. Do anti- displacement tools, such as tenants’ 
right- to- purchase programs, preferences used in the allocation of new sub-
sidized housing, or rent regulation that extends tenancies beyond what they 
would otherwise likely be, have the effect of perpetuating segregation if they 
enable or even encourage current residents to stay in a neighborhood that is 
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currently segregated? Or do those tools help create stably integrated neigh-
borhoods and reduce the likelihood of displacement that disproportionately 
affects minority families?

A third set of questions, closely related to issues about the fair housing 
implications of anti- displacement tools, concerns how cities should promote 
mobility while also respecting people’s desire to stay in their current neigh-
borhoods. Do efforts to promote mobility unfairly put the burden of integra-
tion on those who have suffered the most from segregation? Where is the line 
between encouraging people to take advantage of opportunities to move to 
different neighborhoods and deterring them from remaining in their exist-
ing neighborhood or punishing them for doing so? The debates over how 
HUD’s Small Area Fair Market Rent rule would affect tenants in low- vacancy 
cities began to surface these issues, but they will require much more thought 
as efforts to encourage mobility increase.42 Similarly, they point to the need 
for the thoughtful design of mobility programs to address the challenges that 
people face in moving away from social and other networks.43

The fourth set of questions, related to the first, is how to assess the ef-
fects that zoning changes, neighborhood investments, and even building 
forms have on the segregation or integration of a neighborhood. It is rela-
tively easy to conclude that, for example, zoning that allows only single- 
family homes will result in a less diverse neighborhood than zoning that 
allows multifamily and single- family developments. It is another matter to 
determine whether height limits of eight stories rather than ten,44 proposals 
to uniformly upzone areas around transit stations,45 inclusionary housing 
programs that allow off- site provision of the affordable housing,46 uniform 
limits on density that leave room for significant growth in only some neigh-
borhoods,47 or historic preservation of some neighborhoods48 will promote, 
deter, or have no effect on integration.

Those are difficult questions that require thought and debate at a more 
concrete level than discussions about gentrification, or even about fair 
housing, typically entail. To illustrate how concrete discussions may help 
us move toward better discussions about such dilemmas, the following sec-
tions ground the first two sets of questions in specific neighborhood con-
texts. I leave for another day more extensive analysis of the last two sets of 
questions and discussion of an overarching fairness framework that could 
guide comprehensive resolution of all the questions I have raised.

Distributing the Benefits and Burdens of Growth

Answering the first set of questions demands that we have an underlying 
theory about how to fairly distribute the burdens and benefits of growth. 
Development may bring “eyes on the street,” jobs, and the customer base 
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necessary to support retail, community organizations, transit, and culture. 
It is appropriate, or perhaps even mandatory, for cities to invest in infra-
structure where they are seeing growth, so growth naturally brings with it 
new facilities and services. But growth also brings change, risk, the possi-
bility of greater congestion, and other disadvantages.

So, how should those benefits and burdens be distributed? Surely it is 
wrong to deny the benefits of investment to neighborhoods in which a par-
ticular racial, ethnic, religious, or other group protected by the Fair Hous-
ing Act constitutes a large share of the population—that denial is what 
prompted the municipal service disparity legal challenges of the 1970s49 and 
the environmental justice cases challenging disparities in cleanup of pol-
luted sites and the siting of hazardous facilities that began in the 1980s and 
1990s.50 Indeed, the lack of investment in some neighborhoods is part and 
parcel of “expulsive zoning”51 and is rooted in the sorry history of unequal 
government support for mortgage financing, roads, and other investments 
in predominantly white suburbs that contributed to the residential segrega-
tion that mars our metropolitan areas today.52

But putting aside for a moment questions of displacement, if new growth 
is now targeted to some neighborhoods, along with service and facility in-
vestments, are the burdens that will accompany that growth unfair? How 
do we even measure whether a neighborhood is being asked to grow? Do 
we compare a proposed density to the density that is there now or to the 
maximum density that the community has seen in the past? And how do 
we compare the growth asked of different neighborhoods? If the primarily 
white or wealthy areas of a city are also areas of high density, as they are 
in at least some of the cities seeing significant gentrification, have those 
neighborhoods already accommodated their fair share of growth, or must 
they be asked to take the same amount of growth as areas that didn’t grow 
in the past (and does that depend on the reasons those areas didn’t grow)?53

More broadly, what should a fair distribution of land- use changes to 
allow (or disallow) additional capacity look like?54 Must the growth be 
evenly distributed over every neighborhood (however defined) in the juris-
diction (however defined)? In New York City, for example, should each of 
the city’s 59 community districts be required to accommodate at least 1/59 
of the projected growth? Or should every neighborhood be required to ac-
commodate an increase in the share of its population at least equal to the 
expected growth rate of the jurisdiction as a whole?

How should the distribution of growth relate to market demand? What 
role should other factors, such as environmental concerns, proximity to the 
central business district or other job centers or amenities, land assembly 
challenges, and the cost of building in different places, play in determining 
where growth should be encouraged?55
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Current debates in New York City over the Chinatown neighborhood’s 
calls for rezonings to limit building heights and controversies over the tow-
ers being built at the edge of Chinatown in lower Manhattan provide a con-
crete example of these issues.56 With the growth discussed earlier, Queens 
and Staten Island are at their all- time population highs, the Bronx is close to 
its historic 1970 high of nearly 1.5 million, and Brooklyn is near or over its 
historic 1950 high of more than 2.7 million people.57 Although Manhattan 
is growing, its population is still more than 680,000 below its 1910 peak, and 
the population density of the Lower East Side/Chinatown was 10 percent 
lower in 2010 than it was in 1970.58 So it may be fair to ask at least some 
neighborhoods in Manhattan to accept more growth. On the other hand, 
the fact that some neighborhoods in the city (such as those in Staten Island 
and in some parts of Queens and Brooklyn) have historically been lower 
density should not necessarily mean that those neighborhoods should be 
able to lock in that privilege.59

Or consider East New York, which was rezoned in 2016. The area studied 
as part of the rezoning had twenty thousand fewer people than at its historic 
high of sixty- six thousand in 1950.60 The neighborhood suffered in the years 
it lost population, so that by 2016, the surrounding community district had 
a poverty rate of 28.4 percent, and only 24.5 percent of the fourth- grade 
students in its public schools performed at grade level in math proficiency 
tests.61 The area is now growing faster than the borough of Brooklyn as a 
whole but was not considered to be gentrifying as of 2015.62 Was the rezon-
ing to allow another approximately six thousand homes (enough for about 
sixteen thousand people) unfair, given the neighborhood’s distressed condi-
tions and large share of low- income households, or was it necessary to bet-
ter resource the neighborhood and to help prevent pressure on the existing 
housing stock as the area deals with the already increasing demand?

More generally, Figure 6.3 shows a map of the changes in residential 
density in New York City since 1970. There are stark differences in growth 
or depopulation by neighborhood, and those differences may correlate in 
various ways with race, ethnicity, and poverty. How should that data inform 
our thinking about the fairness of which neighborhoods should be asked 
to accommodate the city’s growth? What should those differences suggest 
about which neighborhoods should be prioritized for investment?

Preventing Displacement without 
Perpetuating Segregation

To illustrate the problem of how efforts to prevent displacement may pose 
challenges to achieving fair housing goals, consider Washington Heights/
Inwood in Upper Manhattan. The area is gentrifying63 and was rezoned 
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for additional capacity on underused commercial land near the Harlem 
River.64 Figure 6.4 shows that between the 2000 Census and the 2012 to 
2016 American Community Survey, household income shifted: the share 
of households in the very lowest income categories remained stable, but 
the share of those with moderate incomes fell, and the share of the popu-
lation with higher incomes increased. One way to prevent displacement, 
of course, is to ensure that new housing development includes affordable 
housing. But should that affordable housing be targeted to the very- lowest- 
income households—those making less than $40,000 per year—when the 
share of those households is stable and higher than the share of low- income 
households in the city as a whole? Or should policy makers aim the subsi-
dized housing toward the households that are making $40,000 to $60,000 
(and whose share of the population is decreasing)? If the city targets only 
the very lowest incomes for the affordable housing, would that perpetu-
ate the concentration of poverty? Given the relationship between poverty 
and race and ethnicity, and given that much of the current population is 

Decreased 25.1 - 50 Percent

Increased 25.1 - 50 Percent

Increased 5.1 - 25 Percent

Increased 50.1 Percent or More

Little Change (+/- 5 percent)

Decreased 5.1 - 25 Percent

Figure 6.3. Change in population density, 1970–2010. (Sources: U.S. Census 
Bureau; Neighborhood Change Database; NYU Furman Center) 
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Latinx, as shown in Figure 6.5, would targeting only the very lowest in-
comes perpetuate segregation? Or, given the trend toward a higher share of 
white residents, is it imperative that the city do everything it can (including 
targeting the incomes of the lowest- income current residents) to help Black 
and Brown people stay in (or even move to) the neighborhood to keep it 
from becoming disproportionately white?
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It is important to keep in mind that the lowest- income households may 
be the most rent- burdened and the most at risk of displacement, but they also 
may already be in public housing or privately owned but subsidized housing 
with protections that limit their rents to a percentage of their income and 
prevent evictions except in narrow circumstances. It may be that the people 
most at risk of any displacement that might occur are people in the low-  and 
moderate- income categories rather than people in the  extremely-  and very- 
low- income categories.

Another way to allow people to stay in a neighborhood even if their cur-
rent housing becomes unaffordable is to grant priority for neighborhood resi-
dents in the allocation of affordable housing provided in the area. New York 
City’s new affordable housing typically is made available to eligible applicants 
through a lottery, with priority for up to half of the units given to eligible 
residents of the community district in which the new housing is located.65 A 
version of that community preference has been in place since the early 1980s. 
New York’s preference has been challenged under the Fair Housing Act,66 and 
HUD rejected at least one other city’s initial proposal to adopt preferences to 
address the problem of displacement and fear of displacement on the grounds 
that the preference proposed might have a disparate impact by race.67

Some have suggested that the preference should be limited to those areas 
in a city that are undergoing significant gentrification or to those that have 
been “historically underserved” to address concerns that such preferences 
might have a disparate impact by race.68 To show the dilemmas that poses, 
consider two other areas that are gentrifying—the Bushwick and Browns-
ville neighborhoods in Brooklyn. Figure 6.6 shows that Bushwick has been 
losing, or not gaining, people with extremely low and very low incomes 
and is seeing a shift toward households with moderate, middle, and higher 
incomes. The neighborhood’s racial composition is also shifting, as Figure 
6.7 shows: Bushwick either is losing, or failing to gain, African American 
and Latinx households, and the white population is growing.

On the one hand, those shifts may signal that anti- displacement tools in-
tended to help existing residents to stay in the community as prices increase 
(such as a community preference for new affordable housing, homeowners’ 
tax abatements or deferrals, rent regulation, or tenants’ right- to- purchase 
acts) might be appropriate to prevent the neighborhood from becoming dis-
proportionately white. On the other hand, perhaps those shifts are integra-
tive because they are moving the neighborhood toward the average for the 
city as a whole (although that may depend upon whether the neighborhood 
becomes a stably integrated area or changes to a segregated, predominantly 
white community). 

Brownsville, on the other hand, has not seen much change in household 
income or in its racial and ethnic composition, as Figures 6.8 and 6.9 reveal, 
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even though it is gentrifying (again, defined as low income in 1990 and see-
ing sustained and above- average increases in housing costs since then).69

Does that mean that anti- displacement tools are unnecessary? Or does 
the fact that the neighborhood is made up almost entirely of African Ameri-
can and Latinx individuals mean that we should be particularly concerned 
about anti- displacement measures because any displacement that occurs is 
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going to disproportionately affect those groups? The contrast between Bush-
wick and Brownsville illustrates the difficulty of determining exactly how to 
structure anti- displacement policies. A policy that seeks to protect existing 
residents when the neighborhood is becoming more integrated (like Bush-
wick) might be seen as perpetuating segregation under some circumstances, 
but not protecting those residents may mean that more African American 
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or Latinx individuals than whites suffer from displacement. Similarly, a pol-
icy that does not extend anti- displacement protections to a neighborhood 
because it is not (yet) seeing much demographic change (like Brownsville) 
may open the door to precisely that change (and result, at least for a time, 
in a more integrated neighborhood) through displacement that dispropor-
tionately affects African American and Latinx households.

Perhaps the answer to those questions depends upon what else the ju-
risdiction is doing to foster integration and to ensure that all households 
have access to neighborhoods with good schools, low crime, and other mea-
sures of opportunity. There are dangers in looking at issues one by one. 
The legitimacy of anti- displacement tools that allow people to stay in their 
current neighborhoods might be viewed differently if, for example, they 
were paired with the option of receiving a voucher that realistically could 
allow the household to move to a more integrated neighborhood. Or, anti- 
displacement tools that could be paired with affordable housing investments 
aimed at households making incomes that could help diversify the neigh-
borhood’s income mix might be better than either approach on its own.

Conclusion

The problems of how to grow fairly, especially when that growth may mean 
gentrification and therefore pose a risk or fear of displacement, present par-
ticularly difficult policy questions. Unfortunately, the heated debates over 
these issues have often failed to deal with the very concrete and practical is-
sues that will have to be resolved if urban communities are to move beyond 
the anger and frustration that often accompany growth and change. Schol-
ars and policy makers still do not agree about what is really meant by dis-
placement, or about how often, or under what circumstances, it occurs. They 
disagree about what cities should do to protect against displacement and 
about who should bear the costs of anti- displacement tools. Similarly, they 
disagree about how to invest in communities that are left behind when those 
investments will change those neighborhoods (and perhaps other neighbor-
hoods). Planners and policy makers have not thought enough about who is 
being asked to bear the burdens involved in integrating our neighborhoods 
or in accommodating growth or about what a fair distribution of those bur-
dens would be. These are incredibly hard issues that require thoughtful soul 
searching and discussion among all the different stakeholders.

The assessments of fair housing that the 2015 AFFH Rule required pro-
vided an unusual opportunity to tackle these issues.70 Those assessments 
could force local and state governments and public housing authorities 
to confront and address data about segregation, access to opportunity, 
and barriers to fair housing. The Rule demanded that the assessments be 
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conducted with significant input from affected communities, including 
groups often left out of the discussion. The assessment process encouraged 
jurisdictions to adopt specific and measurable goals for which they could 
be held accountable in the years following the assessment. Those features 
of the assessment process provided a platform for determining, concretely, 
how each community in the United States should work to undo the legacy 
of residential segregation that still plagues our metropolitan areas. Unfor-
tunately, HUD’s subsequent actions to undermine the 2015 AFFH Rule have 
only delayed the thoughtful, specific, and concrete discussions about what 
fairness really requires that are so sorely needed across the country.
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Why Fair Housing and Exposure to Violence Matter

Fair housing remains vital to U.S. housing policy. Fifty years after the 
Fair Housing Act, disparate outcomes by race are persistent in the 
United States, and income and wealth inequality continue to grow. For 

example, while in 1983 the median white family had eight times the wealth 
as the median Black family, in 2017, that ratio was 10 to 1, and disparities in 
homeownership rates and home values are a central contributing factor to 
these dramatic disparities in wealth.1

Further, small but steady declines in segregation by race (particularly 
Black- white segregation) have been largely offset by increases in segregation 
by income. Since 1970, high- income households have increasingly segre-
gated themselves into richer and richer enclaves, while the poor had just 
one decade—the 1990s—in which they became more integrated with other 
income groups.2 In all other decades since 1970, concentrated poverty has 
been on the rise.

To bolster federal efforts to further fair housing and hold local govern-
ments accountable for fair housing outcomes, the U.S. Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development (HUD) published its landmark Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule in 2015. A key part of the AFFH pro-
cess, and the topic of this chapter, is the Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH), 
which was expected to be conducted every five years by jurisdictions receiv-
ing HUD funds. Reflecting what we now know about how segregation and 
neighborhoods affect life chances, particularly for low- income and minority 
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households, the AFH process got a lot right. Specifically, the AFH guided 
jurisdictions to collect a wide range of data that go well beyond simplistic 
measures of segregation by race and income. Importantly, the AFH focused 
explicitly on disparities in access to neighborhood opportunities, such as 
quality schools, employment, and transit, in addition to concentrations of 
racial and ethnic groups and households in poverty.

However, while weighing such a wide range of attributes is virtually im-
possible to do perfectly, I argue that two problems exist with the guidance 
provided under the 2015 rule. In turn, these key areas need improvement if 
there is to be a more robust revival of the rule’s aspirations. First, the AFH 
process largely treats all spatial concentrations equally, yet the literature on 
residential decision making and neighborhood effects suggests that these 
opportunities should not be weighed equally. In particular, neighborhood 
violence and school quality rise to the top in two strands of research that 
are vitally important to consider in evaluating the AFH process—the litera-
ture on residential location decisions (or preferences) and the literature on 
neighborhood effects. Second, and the explicit focus of this chapter, is the 
complete absence of data on crime and violence in the AFH process. Again, 
the research on residential location decisions and on neighborhood effects 
suggests that exposure to neighborhood violence frequently outweighs 
other neighborhood characteristics in terms of importance.

This chapter reviews the research on neighborhood preferences and 
neighborhood effects to identify the key attributes that low- income and 
minority households weigh most heavily when making residential location 
decisions and the neighborhood attributes that have the strongest effect 
on life outcomes. Although there is much uncertainty in each of these do-
mains—our understanding of household preferences and specific neighbor-
hood effects is imperfect and incomplete—each strand of literature points to 
neighborhood violence as being the neighborhood attribute that households 
care the most to avoid and the one that appears to have the greatest effect on 
life outcomes. Given this confluence of empirical research and household 
instinct, it is paramount that we find ways to incorporate data on crime and 
violence into the fair housing framework.

The Assessment of Fair Housing

In 2015, HUD published its new AFFH Rule. From a data and neighbor-
hood opportunity standpoint, the key is that the Analysis of Impediments 
(AI), filed by all jurisdictions receiving HUD funding, was replaced with an 
AFH, to be conducted every five years.3 HUD also produced the AFFH data 
tool to guide local governments and public housing authorities (PHAs) in 
conducting their fair housing analyses (for more detail, see the Introduction 
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in this volume). The data tool and the AFH encourage jurisdictions to col-
lect and report data in several domains. First, given that fair housing laws 
prohibit discrimination by race or ethnicity, the AFFH tool and the AFH are 
heavily focused on measuring the spatial distribution of a region’s popula-
tion by race and ethnicity—specifically, isolation and dissimilarity indices. 
Second, jurisdictions are to identify racially and/or ethnically concentrated 
areas of poverty (R/ECAPs), census tracts where at least 50 percent of the 
population identify as ethnic or racial minorities and the poverty rate is 
either 40 percent or more or greater than three times the poverty rate of the 
metropolitan area.4 Third, localities are to assess the spatial distribution 
of population sorted by other demographic attributes, including national 
origin and limited English proficiency, disability status, sex/gender, families 
with children, and households living in publicly supported housing. There 
are also data on housing problems and disproportionate housing need, such 
as the distribution of high- rent burdens. Finally, the AFH focuses on the 
concentration of neighborhood attributes through the creation of several 
indices: the School Proficiency Index, the Jobs Proximity Index, the Labor 
Market Engagement Index, the Low Transportation Cost Index, the Transit 
Trips Index, and the Environmental Health Index. Notably missing are data 
on crime, about which HUD states:

HUD realizes that there are other assets that are relevant, such as 
neighborhood crime or housing unit lead and radon levels. How-
ever, these lack consistent neighborhood- level data across all pro-
gram participant geographies. As a consequence, HUD encourages 
program participants to supplement the data it provides with robust 
locally available data on these other assets so that the analysis is as 
all- encompassing as possible.5

Residential Preferences and Fair Housing

The initial impetus for the Fair Housing Act was to hold local governments 
accountable for reducing segregation by race and income, which was often 
explicitly encouraged at the local level. As segregation by race and income 
has persisted over time and continues to result in non- white and poor 
households disproportionately occupying low- amenity neighborhoods, 
the focus has slowly shifted from explicit segregation policies to disparate 
neighborhood outcomes. An important first step in assessing disparities 
in neighborhood outcomes is to identify the neighborhood attributes that 
households prioritize when making residential location decisions.

Several studies examine the motivations and preferences of low- income 
households with respect to residential location, and they provide important 
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insights into what matters for these residents when choosing to locate in a 
neighborhood. We have two general sources of data on residential prefer-
ences. The most straightforward is data on revealed preferences, those that 
we observe based on the attributes of people’s residential locations. These 
preferences are clearly constrained by household resources and housing 
market discrimination, at a minimum.6 Moreover, there are also limits to 
conclusions we can make about neighborhood preferences from studies that 
speak directly to households and capture their expressed preferences, chiefly 
because of tradeoffs between dwelling and neighborhood quality that they 
are forced to make and the limited menu of options that these families often 
consider to be realistically attainable.7

With these caveats in mind, it is useful to summarize what we know 
about the neighborhood preferences of low- income families. Notably, 
crime and violence are often cited as a concern for those who wish to move 
out of distressed neighborhoods. In surveys of Moving to Opportunity 
for Fair Housing (MTO) participants, crime was consistently offered as 
a primary motivation for wanting to enroll in those programs and move 
out of their original neighborhoods, which were typically quite unsafe.8 
For participants in the other major housing voucher demonstration pro-
gram—Gautreaux, in Chicago—we can surmise that the astonishingly 
high crime rates were among the reasons why participants were motivated 
to enter that program as well. In fact, drastic improvements in neighbor-
hood safety can be highlighted as one of the clearest success stories in the 
MTO and Gautreaux programs. In the Gautreaux program, for example, 
participants starting out in the Robert Taylor Homes came from an en-
vironment that in 1980 comprised only 1 percent of Chicago’s population 
yet experienced 10 percent of the city’s murders, aggravated assaults, and 
rapes.9 Before moving to the suburbs, nearly half of Gautreaux partici-
pants “told of dangerous and frightening incidents that occurred regularly 
on the streets of their inner- city neighborhoods.”10 Criminal victimization 
rates were twice as high among Chicago public housing tenants overall as 
in the city as a whole. Micere Keels, Greg J. Duncan, Stefanie Deluca, Ruby 
Mendenhall, and James Rosenbaum estimate that violent crime rates in 
Gautreaux participants’ original neighborhoods were three times as high 
as those in Chicago.11

Unfortunately, Gautreaux participants who moved to other parts of the 
city continued to face higher crime rates than in the city overall, and the 
same outcomes were found for suburban movers. However, those crime 
rates were still significantly lower than what they left behind. Suburban 
movers had a violent crime rate about 5 times as high as the crime rate in 
the Chicago suburbs at that time, and those who moved to the city faced 
violent crime rates about 1.5 times as high as the Chicago crime rate at that 
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time. More promisingly, many years after their initial move, the Gautreaux 
households tracked by Keels et al. lived in neighborhoods with very com-
parable violent and property crime rates to Cook County (which includes 
Chicago and surrounding suburbs) as a whole. Mark Votruba and Jeffrey 
Kling estimate that in a sample of 2,850 Gautreaux participants moving 
to better- educated, safer neighborhoods, program participation saved up 
to seventeen lives, with thirteen of those averted deaths due to homicide.12

In the MTO program, an astonishing 77 percent of household heads 
cited “moving away from crime and drugs” as their primary or secondary 
reason for wanting to move.13 Similarly, 45 percent reported that a house-
hold member had been a crime victim in the previous six months, and 50 
percent described their streets as very unsafe. Despite living in housing 
units and neighborhoods with multiple negative aspects (such as substan-
dard housing conditions and neighborhoods with very high poverty rates 
and limited retail options), MTO participants overwhelmingly cited crime 
as the top motivation to move.

School quality is another neighborhood aspect that likely has clear 
ramifications for quality of life, and once again the Gautreaux and MTO 
programs provide insights on participants’ preferences for better schools. 
Positive educational outcomes for Gautreaux participant children have 
been consistently cited as one of the main success stories of the program 
and an incentive to expand the housing voucher program.14 James Rosen-
baum, Marilyn Kulieke, and Leonard Rubinowitz examine the link between 
educational outcomes for youth Gautreaux participants and the quality 
of schools in suburban neighborhoods where participants moved. They 
find that educational standards were higher in suburban districts where 
the participants moved and that student- movers also received additional 
educational assistance.15 However, they experienced significant obstacles 
to adjusting to these new school environments, including increased racial 
discrimination in their new schools, which were predominantly white. 
 Ultimately, the students were able to rise to the higher standards in their 
new schools—their grades were equivalent to those received in their previ-
ous schools. Further, children’s attitudes toward school were found to be 
higher in their new schools.

As with crime, MTO baseline surveys cite the search for school quality 
as a common motivation for entering the program. Lisa Sanbonmatsu et al. 
report that just under half (49.4 percent) of participants cited better schools 
as a primary or secondary reason for moving. Given that the study was 
limited to families with children, this is almost certainly an overestimate of 
the overall public housing population who seeks to move to neighborhoods 
with better schools, but it is telling that school quality is the second- highest 
priority (behind crime) among this population.16
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Despite the strong evidence for preferences for neighborhoods with 
low crime and quality schools, even substantial interventions such as MTO 
have had limited success in placing families in neighborhoods with these 
attributes. Jens Ludwig et al. report clear gains for the experimental group 
in terms of reduced exposure to neighborhood crime. At follow- up four 
to seven years after moving, a gap of 30 percentage points was observed 
between the experimental and control groups in their response to whether 
they felt safe in their neighborhood at night. A 9 percent gap was found in 
the proportion of families who reported a member of their household being 
victimized in the previous six months. However, by the second follow- up 
ten to fifteen years after baseline, no statistically significant differences were 
found in recent criminal victimization history between the experimental 
and control groups. On the other hand, adults in the experimental and 
Section 8 groups were more likely to report feeling safe in their neighbor-
hoods, were less likely to report that the police did not respond, and were 
less likely to report drug activity in their neighborhoods than the control 
group. While it is troubling that criminal victimization rates were equal 
across these groups in the long term, improved perceptions of neighbor-
hood safety were persistent positive outcomes in the MTO study.17

It is telling that households so often point to crime as an impetus to 
 participate in mobility programs designed to change neighborhood loca-
tions, but the fact remains that when we look at the revealed preferences 
of low- income households, they commonly occupy higher- crime neigh-
borhoods than the average. Much of this circumstance has to do with the 
increased costs of living in lower- crime environments, but qualitative re-
search suggests that these households face additional constraints.

In this vein, Peter Rosenblatt and Stefanie DeLuca provide a much- 
needed mixed- methods investigation into this phenomenon in an effort 
to explain the divergence between stated and revealed preferences of low- 
income renters. They use data on Baltimore MTO participants and exten-
sive features on Baltimore neighborhoods to paint a fuller picture of the 
trade- offs, constraints, and priorities of these households that help deter-
mine their residential locations. In interviews, a desire to move to safer 
environments is consistently mentioned as a motivation for entering the 
program and a chief benefit of participant moves. Parents talk frequently 
of increased feelings of safety when their children left their homes to play. 
However, problems with the housing unit also surface as a reason why par-
ticipants frequently made subsequent moves back to less- safe and/or higher- 
poverty neighborhoods. Often participating in the private- rental market 
for the first time, MTO movers sometimes find it difficult to identify land-
lords who would accept their voucher, and then when they do finally find 
one, sometimes they discover that those landlords are neglectful. Through 
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this research, Rosenblatt and Deluca identify explanations in addition to 
limited financial resources that may explain why we observe households 
occupying high- crime areas, despite their stated preferences. Along with 
neglectful landlords and substandard housing units, they uncover a pro-
cess of evaluating neighborhood crime conditions in potential destination 
neighborhoods that may subject low- income households to unsafe spaces. 
Specifically, they describe a process that they label “telescoping,” in which 
the homeseekers look at the immediate block of their unit—which may be 
relatively safe—while discounting or ignoring high- crime conditions on 
neighboring streets. In quantitative research undertaken at the census- tract 
level, we would observe such households as being highly exposed to neigh-
borhood crime, although the households—which unfortunately may have 
experience navigating even more dangerous conditions—are less likely to 
view their blocks as immediate threats.18

What Is It about Neighborhoods That Matters?

Research on residential preferences tells us that low- income households 
often value lower- crime neighborhoods and better schools first and fore-
most and that they make trade- offs between these and several other neigh-
borhood attributes, including access to employment and green space and 
proximity to environmental toxins. What does the neighborhood effects 
literature tell us about which neighborhood attributes matter the most in 
affecting key household outcomes, such as employment, education, and 
health? A better understanding of the key mechanisms in neighborhood 
effects will allow us to better prioritize and assess neighborhood attributes 
in the fair housing context.

In The Truly Disadvantaged, published in 1987, William Julius Wilson 
focuses on the segregation of Black households into jobless ghettoes as a 
result of racial discrimination in housing, manufacturing decline, white 
flight, and the flight of the Black middle class. Wilson identifies this con-
centration of joblessness as the main factor for deteriorating social condi-
tions among urban Black families, such as high school dropouts, criminal 
involvement, and a rise in poor single- parent families.19 The neighborhood 
effects literature has largely consisted of efforts to test and extend Wilson’s 
hypotheses using a variety of data sources and methods. Specifically, this 
work often seeks to evaluate the mechanisms through which concentrated 
poverty and race affect a host of other household outcomes. Although seg-
regation scholars often debate whether segregation by income or by race is 
more harmful, it is likely that these two forces of spatial stratification inter-
act in important ways, particularly with respect to inherited neighborhood 
disadvantage and exposure to neighborhood violence.
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Ingrid Gould Ellen and Margery Turner, writing in 1997, take stock of 
the neighborhood effects literature in the first ten years following publica-
tion of The Truly Disadvantaged, a point when Gautreaux had given way 
to MTO as the policy lever designed to test the effect of neighborhood on 
household outcomes. Ellen and Turner conclude that empirical research 
generally confirms that neighborhood environment has an influence on im-
portant outcomes for children and adults, but they find that efforts to iden-
tify which characteristics matter most and to quantify their importance are 
inconclusive at that point. Further, they note that neighborhood effects are 
much less important than family characteristics, although there is typically 
a very high correlation between neighborhood and family characteristics.20

The results from MTO speak to how neighborhood poverty affects a 
variety of household outcomes, but it is difficult to connect MTO outcomes 
to specific neighborhood attributes other than poverty. In all, the impact of 
moving MTO households out of high- poverty, dangerous neighborhoods 
was less profound than many expected, particularly for adults. Adults in the 
experimental group were no more likely to be employed at the first or sec-
ond follow- up than those in the control and comparison groups, and being 
in the experimental group had no positive effects on children’s schooling or 
employment outcomes. Children were also no less likely to engage in risky 
or criminal behaviors. The experimental group did experience statistically 
significant declines in adult obesity relative to the comparison groups, as 
was the case with mental health problems for female adolescent partici-
pants. Raj Chetty, Nathaniel Hendren, and Lawrence Katz look at long- term 
outcomes by using tax returns to estimate earnings and identify current 
neighborhood locations and whether younger MTO recipients subsequently 
attended college between the ages of eighteen and twenty.

They continue to find no effects on adult outcomes, even when testing 
for a dosage effect (the length of time spent in low- poverty neighborhoods). 
However, they find substantial, positive effects on long- term outcomes for 
children who moved when they were young—specifically, an increased 
likelihood of college attendance and higher earnings.21 We can conclude 
from the extensive research on MTO that neighborhood poverty rates mat-
ter, particularly for children who are exposed to these neighborhoods the 
longest. But many adult and youth outcomes do not respond to changes 
in neighborhood poverty. Further, several neighborhood attributes are 
highly correlated with poverty rates in these areas, including racial segre-
gation, crime and violence, and low- quality schooling, meaning it is unclear 
whether escaping concentrated poverty is truly the driver of these outcomes.

A few studies have used MTO data to examine the effect of neighbor-
hood attributes other than poverty rates to determine their effects. Lud-
wig and Kling isolate the effects of neighborhood crime rates to determine 
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whether the presence of crime leads youth to engage in more crime them-
selves.22 They find little evidence for such a contagion effect and instead find 
that racial segregation has a statistically significant impact on the propen-
sity to commit crime. Evelyn Blumenberg and Gregory Pierce test whether 
access to public transit plays a role in employment outcomes for MTO par-
ticipants and find that improved access to public transit is associated with 
the increased likelihood of keeping a job but not of finding and securing 
one.23 Michael C. Lens and C. J. Gabbe test the spatial mismatch hypothesis 
by using MTO data and find that MTO did not improve spatial proximity 
to jobs for program participants, but that it would not likely have mattered 
anyway; they find no connection between job proximity and increased like-
lihood of employment or increased earnings at follow- up.24

The findings by Lens and Gabbe reaffirm the often- inconclusive findings 
regarding the role of employment accessibility in determining employment 
outcomes. This phenomenon is persistently studied and yet has a decidedly 
mixed record. Michael Stoll finds that Blacks and Latinxs live in areas of 
Los Angeles with poor job growth, which results in their spending more 
time and effort to find work.25 Also in Los Angeles, Paul Ong and Evelyn 
Blumenberg find that the job- poor neighborhoods lived in by welfare re-
cipients make it less likely that they will find work.26 By contrast, Robert 
Cervero, Onésimo Sandoval, and John Landis find no relation between re-
gional job accessibility and employment outcomes for welfare recipients in 
Alameda County, California—a finding echoed by Thomas Sanchez, Qing 
Shen, and Zhong- Ren Peng, who look at Temporary Assistance for Needy 
Families recipients in six U.S. cities.27 Given this information, it is unclear 
whether employment accessibility should be a central feature in the fair 
housing discussion.

Some of the more groundbreaking work on the role of segregation by in-
come and race examines the confluence of these two concentrations rather 
than isolating them, as has been past practice.

Patrick Sharkey focuses explicitly on the confluence of concentrated 
poverty and racial segregation to examine the role of what he terms “inher-
ited neighborhood disadvantage.” Using the Panel Study of Income Dynam-
ics (PSID), Sharkey finds that many of the wealth and income disparities 
observed between whites and African Americans can be explained by the 
incredibly stark differences in neighborhoods that these different racial 
groups occupy.28 Among the PSID cohort born between 1955 and 1970, 
only 4 percent of white households lived in relatively high- poverty neigh-
borhoods, where the poverty rate was 20 percent or higher. For African 
Americans born at the same time, that number was fifteen times higher, or 
62 percent. These differences barely changed in thirty years; among the 1985 
to 2000 cohort, those numbers were 6 percent and 68 percent, respectively. 
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In other words, higher- poverty neighborhoods that are commonplace for 
African Americans are almost unheard of for white Americans. Impor-
tantly, these disparities hold when controlling for income differences be-
tween whites and Blacks.

Sharkey links living in a high- poverty neighborhood to two key out-
comes—inherited neighborhood disadvantage and economic mobility. He 
finds that neighborhoods are largely inherited across generations: the cor-
relation between the income level of parent and child neighborhoods is quite 
high (about 0.67). However, he also finds that when white families live in 
high- poverty neighborhoods, it tends to be for a single generation, and whites 
tend to live in affluent neighborhoods for multiple generations. The opposite 
pathways are typical for African- American families— multigenerational ex-
posure to neighborhood poverty is common, and multigenerational expo-
sure to affluent neighborhoods is rare.

The exposure to neighborhood disadvantage, Sharkey argues, contrib-
utes to the remarkably persistent gaps in income and wealth between Black 
and white families. Sharkey finds that the neighborhood poverty rate of a 
child explains a great deal of the income he or she earns as an adult and 
also explains much of the economic mobility gap. The latter fact reflects the 
reality that Black children are more likely than white ones to experience 
downward mobility (moving from a high- income category to a lower one) 
and that Black children are less likely to experience upward mobility (mov-
ing from a low family- income category to a higher one).

Sharkey’s conclusions have been reaffirmed by Raj Chetty, Nathaniel 
Hendren, Patrick Kline, and Emmanuel Saez, who examine the geography 
of intergenerational mobility, looking at the regional scale rather than the 
neighborhood. They find that movement up and down the economic lad-
der across successive generations varies dramatically by metropolitan area. 
They describe the United States as “a collection of societies”—in some metro 
areas, economic mobility across generations is common, whereas elsewhere, 
movement out of poverty is a rare event.29 Importantly, they find that the 
spatial concentration of particular demographic characteristics, such as col-
lege attendance and teenage birth rates, is strongly linked to rates of eco-
nomic mobility.

Further, the persistence of racial and economic segregation is continu-
ing to lead to substantial inequities in terms of public services that people 
consume and exposure to crime and violence. Higher- quality services and 
other amenities are concentrated in particular locations within metropoli-
tan areas, and these concentrations map onto patterns of economic and 
racial segregation. Jorge De la Roca, Ingrid Ellen, and Katherine O’Regan 
use Census data, a unique tract- level dataset on crime in ninety- one U.S. 
cities, and geocoded school- zone data at the Census- block level to estimate 
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the effects of racial segregation on the exposure of different racial groups to 
low- socioeconomic- status neighbors, crime, and low- quality schools.30 They 
find substantial racial disparities in exposure to disadvantaged neighbor-
hoods. Specifically, whites and Asians are much less likely to live in low- 
status neighborhoods or neighborhoods with high crime or low- quality 
schools than Blacks and Hispanics. Further, these disparities are not fully 
explained by differences in income; they find “that the average poor white 
person lived in a neighborhood with a lower violent crime rate than the av-
erage non- poor black person.”31 They also find that metropolitan- area segre-
gation levels (i.e., dissimilarity and isolation indices between various racial 
groups and whites) are strong predictors of these racial gaps in exposure to 
all three domains of neighborhood disadvantage—neighborhood socioeco-
nomic characteristics, quality of the zoned school, and violent crime.

Robert Sampson’s Project on Human Development in Chicago Neigh-
borhoods (PHDCN), which, like MTO, began in the early 1990s, has col-
lected perhaps the most extensive set of neighborhood characteristics in 
the pursuit of identifying their effects on household outcomes. Sampson’s 
book Great American City: Chicago and the Enduring Neighborhood Effect 
summarizes this work.32

PHDCN researchers combine field observations with data on housing, 
crime and violence, residential mobility between neighborhoods, contacts 
between public officials and leaders in different neighborhoods (to measure 
communication between neighborhoods), administrative records, and a 
letter- drop survey to measure social altruism and civic cooperation—key 
components of what Sampson and his colleagues term “collective efficacy.”33 
This method is best suited to a project like the PHDCN that is able to col-
lect data on a broad scope of variables, but more data are available at small 
levels of geography than ever before. Furthermore, some countries, such as 
Sweden, have better individual- level data available to tie neighborhood op-
portunity measures to individual outcomes.34

Using these extensive data on neighborhood domains and over multiple 
time periods, Sampson finds substantial overlap between various measures 
of disadvantage and also finds that neighborhood disadvantage is very per-
sistent over time. Neighborhoods with high rates of violence also have low 
health indicators and poor collective efficacy. Further, disadvantaged neigh-
borhoods tend to remain disadvantaged for decades—and neighborhood 
poverty is particularly persistent in neighborhoods with high proportions 
of African Americans—stressing again the interaction between race and 
poverty concentration. Sampson’s data allow him to tie together the role 
of community social capital in protecting neighborhoods from becoming 
violent and disadvantaged.
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Finally, research from Sharkey suggests that neighborhood violence 
is particularly influential on children’s outcomes. Using data from the 
PHDCN, Sharkey finds strong evidence that local homicides affect chil-
dren’s performance on verbal and reading assessments taken shortly after 
the homicides occurred.35 He exploits the exogenous variation in the tim-
ing of the homicides to strengthen the causal linkages between violence 
and assessments. In another paper, Patrick T. Sharkey, Nicole Tirado- Stayer, 
Andrew V. Papachristos, and C. Cybele Raver find more evidence that geo-
graphically proximate homicides have a negative impact on several youth 
outcomes, including pre- academic cognitive skills, such as impulse control, 
and vocabulary and math assessment scores.36 Further, they find that par-
ents’ mental health conditions are negatively affected by local homicides. 
In Sharkey’s recent book Uneasy Peace, he succinctly sums up the effects of 
violence: “Local violence does not make children less intelligent. Rather, it 
occupies their minds.”37

Sharkey provides further evidence that the slow declines in the Black- 
white education achievement gap may be attributable to declining violence 
in urban America by linking data from the National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress (NAEP) to local crime rates. Once more, in Uneasy Peace, 
Sharkey reports work with colleague Gerard Torrats- Espinosa that exam-
ines the link between crime and upward mobility, a key outcome that fair 
housing policy should try to influence. They find that in areas where vio-
lence declined faster, upward mobility became much more likely.38

Incorporating Crime and Violence Data 
into the Assessment of Fair Housing

Strong evidence shows that neighborhood matters, and persistent dispari-
ties in neighborhood quality are key justifications for why fair housing 
laws continue to be necessary. Segregation research, which has consistently 
summarized myriad justifications for fair housing law, has typically fo-
cused on the attributes of those who live around you rather than on the 
spatial sorting of structural characteristics that shape opportunities for 
individuals and families. Although the precise mechanisms through which 
neighborhoods affect people’s lives are often unclear, I argue that we should 
emphasize the structural characteristics of neighborhoods that reflect spa-
tial inequalities in the location of amenities and disadvantages, particu-
larly neighborhood violence.

When MTO and Gautreaux participants discussed their motivations for 
leaving behind public housing for new housing locations, they did not talk 
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much about there being too many Black or poor neighbors around them. 
Time and again, participants talked about neighborhood safety as a primary 
reason for neighborhood dissatisfaction. They also discussed school and 
housing- unit quality and a lack of jobs or retail options. In other words, 
people in high- poverty, racially segregated neighborhoods do not tend to 
talk about the people who live around them.

They talk about the structural, rather than demographic, characteristics 
of their neighborhoods. Research by Sharkey and others suggests that these 
motivations are particularly well justified—living in violent neighborhoods 
not only is dangerous and exposes you to risk of bodily harm or worse but 
affects your ability to function and excel in life.

The AFH process generally reflects what we know about neighborhood 
effects. Although considerable attention is paid to neighborhood demo-
graphic analyses, quite a few domains would also be considered structural: 
school proficiency, job indices, transportation costs, and environmental 
health indicators are all included. What is clearly necessary and missing 
is an emphasis on collecting and assessing the spatial distribution of crime 
and violence.

Importantly, we now often have the data to do this. Neighborhood crime 
data have been collected before on a large scale, suggesting that collecting 
data in a large number of cities is feasible. Two decades ago (1999–2001), 
Ruth Peterson and Lauren Krivo (2010) conducted the National Neighbor-
hood Crime Study (NNCS), a nationally representative sample of crime 
data for 9,593 Census tracts in ninety- one U.S. cities.39 The resulting public 
dataset includes an average of the major crime categories developed by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime Report System over the 
entire three years for each Census tract.

More recently, tract- level crime data have been used with increasing 
frequency, covering a variety of years and cities. Lens, Ellen, and O’Regan, 
writing in 2011, collect neighborhood- level crime data for ten U.S. cities for 
a purpose closely related to assessing fair housing—measuring the neigh-
borhood crime rates faced by housing subsidy recipients.40 Brent Mast and 
Ronald Wilson investigate the relationship between vouchers and crime in 
Charlotte, North Carolina, by using data on property, violent, residential 
burglary, and street crimes from 2000 to 2009.41 Elizabeth Griffiths and 
George Tita use tract- level data on homicides in Los Angeles to explore 
whether public housing is a “hotbed” for crime.42 John MacDonald, John 
Hipp, and Charlotte Gill also use tract- level crime data in Los Angeles to 
investigate the effects of immigrant concentration on crime. Los Angeles, 
like many U.S. cities, has crime data available online for anyone to access.43 
John Hipp and Daniel Yates use tract- level data to study how returning pa-
rolees affect crime in Sacramento.44 This breadth of research suggests that 
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technology and a greater appreciation for data sharing among public agen-
cies—including police—are helping foster an era in which crime data are 
increasingly available at small levels of geography, including Census tracts.

Some may suggest that neighborhood crime is so highly correlated with 
many of the other factors that are captured in the AFH process that it is 
unnecessary to exert extra effort to collect these data. However, many have 
shown, including Sampson, Raudenbush, and Earls, that demographic fea-
tures of a neighborhood do not determine violent crime rates.45 Hipp finds 
that the association between poverty and murder rates becomes insignifi-
cant when neighborhood inequality is accounted for, suggesting that the 
relationship between poverty and violent crime is much more complicated 
than people think.46 It is likely that concentrated disadvantage coupled with 
racial segregation explain much of the variation in neighborhood crime, 
but these urban features do not map perfectly onto one another.47 Specifi-
cally, Robert Sampson, Jeffrey Morenoff, and Stephen Raudenbush find that 
although the proportion of a neighborhood’s population who identifies as 
Black is highly correlated with violent crime in neighborhoods, particular 
neighborhood characteristics, such as immigrant concentration, percentage 
of professional/managerial occupations, concentrated disadvantage, and 
residential stability, wash out the link between race and crime.48

Fair housing protections target low- income and minority households. 
These populations are deeply concerned with crime and violence in their 
communities. The research on neighborhood effects consistently points to 
neighborhood violence as a key mechanism through which neighborhood 
affects life chances. Given this significance of exposure to violence for indi-
vidual outcomes and the fact that the neighborhood characteristics identified 
in the 2015 version of AFH process are inadequate proxies for neighborhood 
violence, we need to find ways to make crime data accessible to more juris-
dictions undertaking these assessments. As noted, crime data on several cit-
ies and years have already been collected and utilized for research purposes, 
suggesting that collecting neighborhood crime data on a wide scale is feasi-
ble. Further, given that municipalities conduct the AFH, they are particularly 
well positioned to obtain data from local police agencies.

An important limitation may always be the lack of neighborhood crime 
data in most suburban areas. Thousands of suburban jurisdictions and po-
lice departments exist across the country, and it is simply not feasible to 
collect crime data from all those areas. To conduct assessments of entire 
metropolitan areas will inevitably be difficult. However, in some cases, po-
lice agencies cross city boundaries. For example, there are eighty- eight cities 
in Los Angeles County, most of which are suburban. Many of these juris-
dictions are policed by one agency—the L.A. County Sheriff’s Department. 
Scholars doing work on the AFH process can help assess the feasibility of 
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collecting neighborhood crime data across metropolitan areas and begin 
the task of overseeing data- collection efforts.

Further, the lack of availability of crime data is reflective of a lack of 
transparency and accountability in U.S. municipal police departments, a 
problem laid bare by countless instances of police brutality, which have re-
ceived heightened attention in recent years. Housing and segregation schol-
ars should join the chorus of voices seeking increased police transparency, 
specifically through the dissemination of accessible data. Housing segrega-
tion means that not only violence is concentrated in communities of color 
but also oppressive policing practices ranging from everyday harassment 
to murder. 

Looking forward to a future, more progressive, HUD effort to revise 
the AFFH Rule and the accompanying AFH, it will be important to pay 
more attention to crime data. Extensive research has made clear that one of 
the neighborhood characteristics that has the most significant effect on the 
educational performance and socioeconomic mobility of individuals is their 
childhood exposure to neighborhood violence. The ability of the AFFH Rule 
to reduce socioeconomic disparities and enhance the well- being of young 
people could be improved, therefore, by adding data regarding disparities in 
exposure to crime to the existing measures that HUD is already providing, 
where such data are publicly available. Where such data on crime are not 
already publicly available, HUD could encourage municipalities to make 
them public or, at a minimum, to analyze the spatial patterning of the crime 
data that municipalities should be able to obtain from their own police de-
partments. The lack of attention to crime and violence in the current AFFH 
Rule is arguably its most significant shortcoming. Remedying that absence 
by including analyses of disparities in exposure to violence should be a 
priority for HUD, for block grant recipients, and for civil rights advocates.
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The contours of the Fair Housing Act’s obligation to affirmatively fur-
ther fair housing have evolved over the five decades since its enact-
ment. These contours are sometimes murky, due to a lack of political 

will to prompt the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) to firmly define performance standards or outcomes across the 
breadth of the statutory obligation to affirmatively further fair housing. Yet 
a new surge of interest in federal housing policy—catalyzed by advocates de-
manding a response to the growing shortage of affordable housing—means 
that there may be revitalized potential for a wave of reforms that could more 
concretely further fair housing within future, progressive administrations. 
To understand this potential, it is instructive to look back at the groundwork 
laid by the Barack Obama administration and the lessons it can provide.

Building on the Groundwork of the Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing Rule

Although the systemic barriers to residential racial integration are signifi-
cant, efforts at reforming them advanced in meaningful ways during the 
Obama years. For HUD, the obligation to affirmatively further fair housing 
has two overlapping components: it applies to the agency’s oversight of its 
grantees and to its direct administration and design of its own affordable 
housing programs. In addition, HUD’s oversight function clarifies for its 
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grant recipients the parameters of their own, independent obligation to af-
firmatively further fair housing.1 In the Obama administration, HUD began 
to institute progressive new policies across these interrelating aspects of 
the affirmatively furthering obligation. The department took steps aimed 
at improving the design and administration of its own programs (such as 
housing vouchers), strengthening its enforcement and oversight over its 
grant recipients, and using guidance and enforcement examples to propel 
recipients to fulfill their own fair housing obligations.

The most notable accomplishment was the issuance in 2015 of the Af-
firmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule requiring HUD block 
grant program participants—localities and states, in addition to public 
housing authorities (PHAs)—to document step- by- step fair housing analy-
ses and commit to specific goals to address fair housing in their regions. 
Civil rights and housing policy communities heralded the rule’s release: 
at long last, HUD was meaningfully implementing the directive to affir-
matively further fair housing in its block grant programs and holding its 
recipients  accountable.2 HUD also embarked on a number of incremental 
reforms to housing voucher administration and other housing programs. 
Across a range of program areas, HUD issued a series of funding notices 
and guidance documents intended to help recipients improve their fair 
housing practices by enabling residential mobility and taking care not to 
cluster subsidized housing into high- poverty areas.3 These measures were 
partial and largely relied on recipients’ initiative but were still important 
steps toward institutionalizing fair housing as a real consideration across 
HUD programs. They also built a foundation of research that might sup-
port future fair housing policies. The notices and guidance were a start at 
undoing the ways in which federal housing program administration, in its 
design, perpetuates the legacy of government- backed residential segregation 
by concentrating subsidized housing.

Without understating the losses created by the post- Obama regime of 
deregulation and hostility toward civil rights, advocates and progressive 
policy makers can build upon the momentum of these earlier efforts. Local 
and state governments and PHAs can remain places to incubate and test 
ideas; but in the longer term, there is still a need for an improved, firmer 
federal commitment to civil rights, so that residents of all areas—not only 
the pioneering ones—may benefit accordingly. This requirement means 
looking ahead to a restoration of fair housing at HUD and to the next wave 
of reforms that are needed in federal program administration and funding 
oversight. 

What can be learned from the progress made at HUD before the 2016 
election, specifically with regard to the AFFH Rule? And how do those 
lessons inform what remains to be done? This chapter explores those 
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questions, with a focus on two particular characteristics of the 2015 rule: 
its requirement for a planning process as well as a mechanism for account-
ability and its potential to influence other federal housing programs as 
they are administered on the ground. The chapter identifies and discusses 
three important sets of lessons that can be gained from the initial imple-
mentation of the AFFH Rule: (1) the advantages of the rule’s approach to 
balancing local flexibility with federal accountability; (2) the benefits of 
the rule’s design as a framework for local or regional, cross- departmental 
planning efforts; and (3) the importance of extending the rule’s priorities 
across other federal programs.

One initial lesson is that the particular federalism balance of the 2015 
AFFH Rule undergirded much of its early success. As discussed by Ra-
phael W. Bostic, Katherine O’Regan, Patrick Pontius, and Nicholas F. Kelly 
in Chapter 2, in designing the 2015 rule, HUD allowed its recipients signifi-
cant flexibility and discretion, ostensibly to accommodate local variability 
in housing markets and conditions but also to avoid unsettling the status 
quo of local and state authority over specific housing policies. However, the 
rule also contains strong standards with regard to the required analysis 
and documentation and facilitates the formulation of meaningful goals that 
would be responsive to significant local housing issues. It engages fund-
ing recipients in actively working through their own means of civil rights 
compliance but ultimately holds them accountable to HUD—and HUD, 
crucially, provided thorough reviews of the analyses and their key compo-
nents, such as the sufficiency of fair housing goals and inclusion of input 
from fair housing groups.

A second set of lessons relates to the design of the AFFH Rule as a frame-
work for planning. The rule conveys important process benefits by enlist-
ing grant recipients to draw up their own fair housing goals. These benefits 
include, for example, increased public participation in the fair housing as-
sessment process and increased public and government investment in fair 
housing issues. The rule was also designed to catalyze collaboration among 
local entities—such as planning departments, PHAs, and others—that serve 
common populations and face shared fair housing problems, but whose 
domains have been splintered by divergent funding streams and adminis-
trative requirements. Similarly, the structure and oversight features of the 
2015 rule have the potential to guide funding recipients toward meaningful 
regional collaborations, which can seek to overcome the imbalance of af-
fordable housing and resource distribution among cities and suburbs. 

At the same time that the rule conveys those process benefits, it also 
achieved specific fair housing outcomes due to the rigor of federal supervi-
sion. HUD’s deep oversight of the initial cohort of participants following the 
new requirement was necessary in helping them break from long- standing 
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inertia around fair housing and take concrete steps toward addressing seg-
regation and other issues. Reviving HUD’s fair housing review capacity, 
but also going further to build and strengthen HUD’s historically under-
resourced Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO), should 
be a priority of the next progressive administration.

A third set of lessons revolves around the need for further reforms to 
other HUD programs (such as the voucher program) in line with the AFFH 
Rule. As discussed below, the Donald Trump administration’s suspension 
of the rule and overall curtailment of fair housing progress at HUD left 
unanswered questions about how the suspended rule might affect the op-
eration of those other housing programs that must also be administered 
so as to “affirmatively further fair housing.” Continued application of the 
AFFH Rule onto local housing plans (even without HUD review) could, re-
gion by region, help funnel the operation of housing programs with diffuse 
and competing priorities into better fair housing outcomes. Strong HUD 
review capacity, as well as a restoration of the AFFH Rule or equivalent as 
applied to public housing agencies, is necessary for long- term fair housing 
progress. But, as discussed below, widespread improvement will occur only 
if significant changes are also made within the architecture of federal hous-
ing programs themselves, disrupting the ways in which program design still 
drives segregation.

Federal Programs, but Local Discretion: The Context 
of Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 

Despite the potential reach of the affirmatively furthering fair housing pro-
vision, it has not so far enabled the U.S. government to make a clean break 
from its history of sponsoring residential segregation.4 Discrimination still 
concentrates its effects within segregated communities, impeding access to 
quality schools, employment, health, economic development, stable hous-
ing, and other aspects of life opportunity. Although more than fifty years 
have passed since the enactment of the Fair Housing Act, fair housing (espe-
cially in the structural sense) has yet to take hold as a moral norm for most 
American communities. Real estate industry interests and institutional in-
ertia have been countervailing forces impeding systemic change. Today, just 
as persistent discrimination by landlords, real estate agents, lenders, and 
potential neighbors continues to impose a barrier to open housing choice 
and integration, federal, state, and local housing policies still contribute to 
segregation or fail to prioritize its redress.5 This institutional inertia across 
levels of government and among different public agencies contributes to 
segregation, often in interlocking ways.
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For example, federal funding incentives, overlaid on local zoning deci-
sions, act on a systemic level to shape the locational patterns of subsidized 
and other affordable housing. Bureaucratic structures within public housing 
administration, set by the federal government, reinforce jurisdictional frag-
mentation among local housing authorities and focus them on short- term 
needs and efficiencies rather than on fair housing goals (such as tenants’ 
mobility beyond segregated areas).

In legal terms, the AFFH Rule and other fair housing regulations re-
spond to the need for an effective “institutionalized method”6 through 
which HUD, and its grant recipients, further the Fair Housing Act’s aims 
and redress this complex, continuing legacy. The “affirmatively further-
ing” directive requires proactive measures to undo the patterns of segre-
gation and exclusion,7 and it requires a regional approach, in which cities 
and their suburbs work together to heal the legacies of redlining and white 
flight.8 Although the affirmatively furthering directive is fundamental to 
the Fair Housing Act’s intended broad remediation of our country’s residen-
tial divides, its scope and application have evolved over the years, in fitful 
response to litigation and other advocacy pushes and government trends. 
The Fair Housing Act itself does not define the content of the obligation to 
further fair housing (see 42 U.S.C. §3608(d), providing in simple terms that 
the HUD secretary shall “administer the programs and activities relating 
to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the 
policies of [the act]”). Instead, what it means to “affirmatively further fair 
housing” has been fleshed out episodically through judicial interpretation 
and on occasion systematized in agency regulations and guidance govern-
ing siting, tenant selection, and other policies.

Stretching over several decades of history, the story of the affirmatively 
furthering mandate is one of unfulfilled potential, reflecting themes of 
political will and access and institutional dynamics (and of how race and 
class can drive the government’s priorities in overt and subtle ways). One 
contributing problem has been agency reticence to engage in rigorous over-
sight or create accountability for local policies, even among federal funding 
recipients. In addition, municipal fragmentation and insufficient political 
will to support fair housing policies pose enduring challenges to advocates 
working for change in this field from the grass roots up, as does the general 
absence of cross- issue policy infrastructure (such that housing segregation 
and reciprocal problems, such as school segregation or neighborhood envi-
ronmental health, could be addressed in coordination).

A further challenge is that HUD historically has declined to use its 
spending leverage to prompt states and localities to redress their broad 
range of segregative policies, such as exclusionary zoning and siting poli-
cies for affordable housing. With regard to its grant administration, prior to 
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the 2015 AFFH Rule, HUD traditionally did little to direct recipients away 
from segregative practices or condition its funds on their furtherance of fair 
housing. Recipients were required to certify that they were meeting their 
affirmatively furthering obligation, but oversight was vastly inadequate. 
Severe, widespread deficiencies and delays characterized HUD’s pre- 2015 
Analysis of Impediments (AI) process, which lacked a template or any HUD 
review mechanism.9 Testimony and reports from multiple experts, previous 
HUD officials, and civil rights groups abundantly documented the inade-
quacy of AIs to further fair housing or provide accountability;10 meanwhile, 
impediments to fair housing remained in many places unexamined and 
deeply ingrained.

Although HUD is charged with the interpretation of the Fair Hous-
ing Act and the implementation and oversight of its AFFH provision, the 
agency has been reticent to exert its full authority to advance civil rights. 
This reticence holds true within HUD’s program design and its block grant 
administration. Much of federal housing policy operates in a form of coop-
erative federalism, with federal, state, and local actors each playing a role 
in shaping program design and operation and in making decisions that can 
either advance or deflect fair housing mandates. Thus, housing voucher ad-
ministration is funded and regulated by HUD but administered by PHAs—
sometimes dozens throughout a metropolitan region—that set their own 
policies on rent structures, admissions and billing practices, local site se-
lection, and other aspects of operation of great practical import in molding 
residential choice and options and, therefore, fair housing outcomes. Block 
grant spending is relatively loosely governed by HUD, although it is sub-
ject to civil rights laws and AFFH certification requirements for recipients. 
Another major program, the Low- Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC; 
administered by the Department of the Treasury), involves siting priorities 
and standards that are rooted in overlapping sources of authority: legisla-
tive, regulatory, and state agency directives. Local zoning, other land use, 
and anti- discrimination policies overlay each of these programs and help 
drive their outcomes (subject again to civil rights oversight).

On the one hand, the local flexibility inherent in this system has allowed 
for progressive experimentation and for some jurisdictions to undertake 
new and effective fair housing techniques. On the other hand, these over-
lapping roles have, at times, functioned as a way for any one actor to elude 
accountability, in ways that can impede progress toward systemic reforms.11 
Furthermore, because of practical concerns about accommodating varying 
local needs and political concerns about preserving local autonomy, federal 
housing policy has shied away from imparting to recipients clear perfor-
mance goals or standards for desegregation. This is in contrast to other regu-
latory fields—such as environmental regulation—that similarly operate in 
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a cooperative federalism model in which state or local actors are charged 
with implementation but which come with federally prescribed performance 
metrics. Within fair housing, this absence of performance metrics has been 
particularly problematic because it combines with other institutional forces 
that inhibit progress on civil rights (as described further in the section on 
federal housing program design, below). In addition, HUD has traditionally 
lacked the resources—or has failed to find them—for the kind of individu-
alized, immersive oversight that is called for to further fair housing across 
such a localized system. For local actors, this lack of oversight has been a loss: 
localities benefit from federal priority setting in the interest of civil rights 
and from the synergies and political cover created when local advocates or 
progressive administrators can point to progressive federal directives.

While these federal- local dynamics are long- standing in housing ad-
ministration, they are not inevitable. For example, the 2015 AFFH Rule 
responded to the widespread criticism around the lack of accountability 
for block grant recipients by mandating the completion of an Assessment 
of Fair Housing (AFH), which created a standardized process for recipients 
to document local fair housing issues and commit to “meaningful goals” to 
further fair housing. The AFH must also inform the recipient’s subsequent 
Consolidated Plan, which describes how the recipient will use the block 
grant allocation, as well as the PHA’s planning documents—thereby attach-
ing HUD’s AFFH mandate more firmly to its grant spending.

For the most part, the Obama administration worked along the grain of 
cooperative federalism and local discretion, even when building in new in-
centives and openings for fair housing (as discussed further below). But with 
the AFFH Rule, it also took an important step to more actively bind local dis-
cretion within fair housing parameters and to hold its block grant recipients 
accountable for their affirmatively furthering responsibilities as a condition 
of receiving HUD funds. With the issuance of the rule, HUD embarked on 
a period of detailed reviews of local fair housing issues and goal setting; the 
rule’s implementation was also intended to begin a cycle of accountability 
during which jurisdictions would later need to answer for their progress.

Fair housing advocates noted during the rule’s formulation that, while 
the regulation provided content and clarity for recipients, it adopted a col-
laborative tenor. It was not intended to be an intrusive leap into a vigorous 
new enforcement regime.12 Much about the rule was process- oriented, in 
the sense that it helped localities draw up appropriate goals but stopped 
short of having HUD itself set forth metrics or standards. Moreover, be-
cause the rule leaves goal identification to the program participants, its 
degree of success in creating real change in any given location rests signifi-
cantly on local consensus building and initiative. Yet, as Chapter 3 makes 
clear, the early results of the AFH process showed that, in fact, HUD had 
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assertively propelled many recipients to create sharper, more meaningful 
goals.13 This was significantly thanks to the diligence of HUD’s fair housing 
staff, who thoroughly reviewed each submitted AFH, provided individual-
ized feedback, and declined to accept AFHs that did not contain appropriate 
or sufficient goals. The goals generated by the early cohort of participants 
completing the AFH process included production of affordable housing 
units in low- poverty areas; zoning revisions to accommodate mixed- use, 
mixed- income development; landlord outreach programs to support moves 
by housing choice voucher (HCV) holders; adoption of new voucher pay-
ment standards to cover rents in higher- opportunity areas; and more.14

At the same time, the planning process itself also engendered new col-
laborations and public involvement, as participants worked to meet those 
requirements. Part of the Obama administration’s legacy was to show that 
local flexibility can offer opportunities for civil rights not just continuing 
challenges.15 That is, the process in itself—designed to accommodate local 
priorities and needs—conveyed important benefits to participating com-
munities by enlisting them in the active design of their fair housing goals.

Process Benefits: Collaboration and Public Engagement

In comparison with many other fields of advocacy, fair housing has long had 
a collective action challenge.16 In contemporary times, individuals who seek 
to live in less- segregated neighborhoods have not traditionally formed a po-
litical bloc, and public officials have too rarely been proactive in responding 
to their needs or the aspirations of a diverse society. Fair housing has largely 
been protected and advanced through litigation and a rights- enforcement 
model, rather than a political- mobilization model. There are positive ex-
ceptions, such as state AFFH legislation in California and Connecticut and 
inclusionary regional strategies such as that formed in the Twin Cities,17 
but most locations have been locked by inertia when it comes to developing 
measures to address segregation.

While the AFFH Rule lacks the power to change all these underlying 
dynamics, the rule’s process in itself may be a driver of change if taken as a 
serious opportunity by advocates. The 2015 rule constitutes a shift to a truer 
vein of cooperative federalism, away from the empty formalism and lack of 
accountability represented by the previous AI process.

This sort of collaborative governance not only enables local flexibil-
ity but also actively enlists recipients in such a way that may spark new 
coalition building and public understanding of civil rights.18 The 2015 
AFFH Rule, for example, requires public participation in the creation of 
the AFH, urges interagency consultation, and encourages the use of local 
data provided by such entities as advocates and universities. Through these 
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provisions, it offers a framework for documentation and coalition building 
around residential segregation, including segregation’s reciprocal relation-
ship with other issues, such as environmental health, school segregation, 
and other land- use policies. Problems that are factually and causally linked, 
such as economic development and housing development, are frequently 
the purviews of different local agencies. The AFH can potentially provide 
a coordinating framework for collaboration around these issues as well as 
related advocacy and planning.

Additionally, the 2015 rule requires a regional analysis and encour-
aged regional collaborations (among adjacent entities, such as cities, their 
suburbs, and their PHAs). This requirement can help promote regional 
strategies that aim to overcome the fragmentation of resources and ser-
vices throughout metropolitan areas. This fragmentation was driven, at the 
outset, by federal and state regimes that enabled boundary drawing around 
services and tax bases and by the capacious sprawl that aligned development 
interests and government support.19 Local autonomy was secured by state 
and federal court decisions that rejected equal protection arguments seek-
ing a broader conception of rights and accountability.20 As David Troutt 
observes, a series of Supreme Court cases during the prime era of white 
flight, including Village of Belle Terre v. Boraas, Warth v. Seldin, Village of 
Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development Corp., San Antonio 
Independent School District v. Rodriguez, and Milliken v. Bradley, “put the 
Court’s imprimatur on the critical aspects of local autonomy. . . . Without 
them, the twin pillars of local autonomy and land use and school finance 
would not have been secure in the jurisprudential edifice succeeding racial 
segregation.”21 These protective theories of federalism and localism were re-
inforced by the development of limiting theories of causation, and therefore 
accountability, for regional actors.22 Such court decisions not only encour-
aged such boundary- drawing behavior but also helped elide the ways in 
which institutional mechanisms were creating segregation.23

Such scholars as Sheryll Cashin, Richard Briffault, and others have 
noted that fragmentation is closely linked to resource hoarding by histori-
cally advantaged groups and to segregation.24 This process is part of an en-
during American “ideology of localism,” as Cashin puts it. Over time, as it 
comes to mimic an ingrained natural order, boundary drawing and racial 
distance have a self- reinforcing effect.25 What is fundamentally driven by 
self- interest, among exclusionary areas, enfolds itself in notions of “com-
munity.” The long- term hope of civil rights advocates is that the majority 
notions of self- interest are fluid and can be redefined to a less narrow and 
short- sighted conception. Realism dictates that, more immediately, self- 
interest must be redirected by the tools available, which in civil rights often 
entail federal oversight, funding incentives, and regulatory design.
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Advocates hope that public engagement efforts around fair housing may 
help the broader communities of metropolitan regions perceive that they 
share a collective identity and fate, even as this shared identity is hidden 
by geographic distance and municipal boundary lines.26 These communi-
ties may also come to understand better the ways in which housing policy 
perpetuates racial distance and can serve as a form of corrective justice for 
past wrongs.27 As well as pulling the mask off local segregative histories 
and connecting them to continuing discrimination, public education ef-
forts around fair housing may help expose the extent of private discrimina-
tion, which is drastically underreported and thus underenforced.28 The rule 
provided for richer documentation of Fair Housing Act violations, such as 
affordable housing distribution, exclusionary zoning, or inadequate anti- 
discrimination enforcement. Civil rights advocates remain hopeful that this 
platform will drive increased public understanding about fair housing as 
well as spur specific policy change through federal oversight.29

With concerted involvement by advocates and progressive policy mak-
ers, a revived AFFH process could, as the early results already suggest, yield 
models of dialogue and action. For example, the Greater New Orleans Fair 
Housing Action Center, which partnered with the city of New Orleans to 
conduct its AFH, engaged in extensive stakeholder outreach, in particular to 
maximize the participation of “those that have been historically underrep-
resented in the planning process,” including public housing residents.30 To-
gether with the AFH’s analytical framework, this process resulted in a series 
of strong, specific goals in housing voucher administration and other areas. 
In Philadelphia, advocates leveraged the AFH’s requirements to engage the 
city in formulating strong goals responsive to pressing local fair housing is-
sues. In Seattle and New York, city staff convened ongoing cross- agency and 
cross- issue working groups to focus on the intersections of such issues as 
environmental health and education with fair housing. Overall, the initial 
AFHs yielded rich gains in public participation, including in “the number of 
opportunities for public engagement; the inclusiveness of those opportuni-
ties; the provision of data for assessing public engagement; documentation 
and consideration of the public input; and existence of cross- jurisdictional 
or cross- sector engagement.”31

What Difference Could the Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing Rule Make to Other Federal Housing Programs?

Because of the overall halt in momentum of initiatives to affirmatively fur-
ther fair housing at HUD that occurred during the Trump administration, 
the potential of the AFFH Rule has yet to be realized. At the same time, its 
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initial rollout also posed significant questions about the next steps needed at 
HUD and other agencies responsible for affirmatively furthering fair hous-
ing. In particular, the overlay of the rule onto subsidized housing program 
implementation has intriguing potential. An updated version of the 2015 
AFFH Rule could make a real difference in improving the fair housing per-
formance of such programs as HCVs, the LIHTC program (administered by 
the Department of the Treasury), and other aspects of federal housing ad-
ministration—but it should also be accompanied by serious changes to the 
design of those programs themselves. With regard to HUD’s own programs, 
fair housing has been treated as a subsidiary concern, peripheral rather than 
fundamental to program design and operation. That is, although the AFFH 
mandate is designed to shape the administration of all federal housing 
program from the outset, in actuality it tends to be applied inconsistently 
and post hoc alongside other civil rights compliance. The history of federal 
housing programs and the current state of segregation show how deep the 
need is for corrective direction within such programs. Cumulatively, HUD’s 
own housing program designs fail to affirmatively lead local administra-
tors to further fair housing—and in numerous respects have even counter- 
incentivized such moves.

Although the most egregious policies that historically confined low- 
income households to segregated areas are now curtailed, the administra-
tion of subsidized housing nonetheless continues to reproduce patterns 
of racial and ethnic segregation and concentrated poverty, especially for 
people of color.32 This contribution to continuing segregation by race, eth-
nicity, and class is in part because federal housing administration, by and 
large, fails to sufficiently prioritize policies that could disrupt the “cycle of 
segregation”33 embedded by racial information gaps, market forces (often 
shaped by racism), and the institutional inertia of a variety of actors. Federal 
housing programs also contribute to segregation due to the persistence of 
program design elements that are strikingly inconsistent with civil rights 
aims. For instance, in the HCV program, PHA budgeting structures and 
administrative incentives impede agencies from focusing on residential 
 mobility.34 HCV administration is by default deeply fragmented within geo-
graphic regions, such that separate apartment listings, resident applications, 
and billing hurdles impede residents’ ease of movement, and PHAs lose 
administrative fees when residents depart their jurisdictions (even when 
those moves better serve families and improve distribution). Similarly, in 
LIHTC administration, unit production in high- poverty areas remains the 
primary program focus.35 

More positively, during the same period in which it issued the AFFH 
regulation for block grant recipients, HUD ventured down a parallel path to-
ward affirmatively furthering fair housing within many of its own programs. 
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Most of these fair housing advances were exploratory or incentive- based, 
with housing desegregation one of multiple, competing incentives. For in-
stance, HUD’s Strategic Plans included a focus on “housing as a platform 
for quality of life” and referenced the need to expand housing options but 
did not make a strong overarching commitment to break from the past re-
inforcement of segregation and prioritize housing choice.36 HUD’s general 
Notices of Funding Availability, providing guidance for grant applicants, did 
contain a new, explicit focus on affirmatively furthering fair housing start-
ing in 2010, with points awarded for poverty and racial deconcentration and 
related strategies.37 Specific HUD programs that were designed or expanded 
during the Obama administration—such as the Choice Neighborhoods Ini-
tiative, the Sustainable Communities Initiative, Moving to Work Demon-
stration (MTW), and Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD)—similarly 
provided new opportunities, but not ground- breaking new requirements, 
for localities and PHAs to use federal programs to pursue housing mobility 
and desegregation.38 One exception was the 2016 Small Area Fair Market 
Rent Rule, which required twenty- four designated metropolitan areas, with 
especially concentrated housing voucher use, to calculate voucher payments 
by zip code rather than (as generally prescribed) by metropolitan region. As 
discussed in the Introduction, this new range of payment standards enables 
voucher holders to access rental units in areas that are traditionally fore-
closed to them because of relatively high rents but that offer lower neighbor-
hood poverty levels, better- performing schools, and other amenities.

From a fair housing perspective, the majority of the new fair housing 
incentives were influential largely by enabling progressive PHAs and locali-
ties to pursue their own fair housing agendas and by signaling to recipients 
that affirmatively furthering fair housing should be a serious aspect of their 
missions. When it came to its own federal housing policies, in other words, 
the Obama administration’s predominant approach in program design was 
one of expanding the opportunities for program participants to voluntarily 
advance equality. This conception of civil rights is an elastic one, in the 
sense of being flexible to accommodate individualized circumstances, but 
also reliant on the motivation of local actors, federal officials, and advocates. 
Furthermore, because such programs as MTW lack sufficiently strong in-
ternal fair housing standards, it has become increasingly clear in the Trump 
era that their inherent flexibility can also enable localities to shirk their fair 
housing responsibilities.

The AFFH Rule offered potential synergy with these other Obama- era 
HUD initiatives, which on their own gently guided PHAs toward better fair 
housing policies. The 2015 rule covered HUD block grant recipients and 
applied to all their housing activities and their PHAs, and it encouraged 
local entities to collaborate with each other in the analysis and development 
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of goals. It was also meant to apply directly to PHAs, although this provi-
sion did not take effect before the rule’s suspension. Still, many city and 
county AFH filers had already collaborated with their PHAs, including 
Philadelphia, New Orleans, Seattle, Albuquerque, Los Angeles, entities 
throughout Delaware, and Contra Costa County in California. Many of 
the early AFH goals entailed local improvements to subsidized housing ad-
ministration, and if HUD were to engage in rigorous oversight, more such 
goals would follow. The AFFH planning process was a serious opportunity 
to place a fair housing overlay on PHA policy decisions, including regional 
initiatives, and should guide PHA (as well as local) discretion on housing 
policies. For example, the AFFH platform could serve as a mechanism for 
communities to push forward discretionary fair housing advances within 
federal programs, such as adjustments to voucher payment standards to 
allow for access to high- opportunity communities, incorporation of civil 
rights best practices into tax- credit allocation plans, and others. Advocates 
may be able to draw upon the AFH or AI process as well as the positive fair 
housing models incubated in progressive areas as ways to advance such 
change. However, the fact remains that while the cooperative federalism 
model of civil rights oversight can convey important benefits, it requires 
strong reviews and incentives to succeed with regard to PHAs, just as with 
other local entities.

In addition, the AFFH Rule should be seen as a complement—not a sub-
stitute—for reforms needed more broadly within the architecture of federal 
housing programs themselves. Absent the combination of restored AFFH 
oversight with more comprehensive fair housing reforms at the federal level, 
federal housing programs such as the LIHTC, HCVs, and others will con-
tinue to support the spatial concentration of housing and lack of choices for 
low- income people. Unless those facets of federal housing policy are directly 
addressed, they will act as a headwind—again preventing the AFFH Rule, 
or any successor, from achieving its full potential.

Conclusion

Along with other areas of civil rights, Obama- era progress toward desegre-
gation underwent significant reversals during the Trump administration. 
Political directives at HUD impaired the agency’s ability to provide fair 
housing oversight,39 and the administration almost immediately targeted 
the newer civil rights requirements, to which jurisdictions were still adapt-
ing, as the low- hanging fruit of its deregulatory agenda—notably, in its 
suspension of the AFFH Rule.40 Nonetheless, the Obama administration’s 
regulatory initiatives have catalyzed positive transformations. For example, 
the AFFH Rule’s initial rollout year yielded successes in jurisdictions’ new 
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commitments to meaningful fair housing goals, generated with the par-
ticipation of advocates and protected groups.41 And even after the rule’s 
suspension, a number of cities, regions, and collaborating PHAs chose to 
follow the AFFH Rule’s instructions and conduct rigorous fair housing 
analyses.

Although much of the work of fair housing assumed a defensive posture 
during the Trump administration, with increased attention paid to local 
policies and organizing strategies, federal reforms are still fundamental to 
advancing change. The federal role is essential to incentivize (or require) 
regional solutions and to sustain and “scale up” local progress. In addi-
tion, as noted above, HUD’s own housing program structures still constrain 
open housing choice in many locations. Institutional inertia and resource 
constraints continue to impede fair housing reforms among a significant 
number of PHAs and localities, even as others engage in important, entre-
preneurial fair housing endeavors. If a reawakened AFFH Rule is to fulfill its 
future potential for concrete change, stronger federal enforcement capacity 
will be needed, as will action by Congress, HUD, and the Treasury Depart-
ment (and housing advocates) to improve upon federal housing program 
design. For local fair housing efforts to thrive and be sustained in more of 
the places where they are needed, and for us to break from the segregative 
patterns of the past, the next generation of progressive policies should build 
on past lessons but also more assertively push for change.
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Conclusion

From Suspension to Renewal

Regaining Momentum for Fair Housing

Justin P. Steil and Nicholas F. Kelly

This volume illustrates the promises of, protests against, and prospects 
for affirmatively furthering fair housing in the twenty- first century. 
From its nineteenth- century roots in Reconstruction through the 

civil rights movement and extending to recent battles within and beyond 
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to rigor-
ously enforce it, fair housing has changed not only in its meaning but in its 
implementation. For the last half century, the very concept of “affirmatively 
furthering fair housing” has existed in a kind of suspended animation. How 
can we move from suspension to revival and renewal?

As Nicholas Kelly, Maia Woluchem, Reed Jordan, and Justin Steil show 
in Chapter 3, the 2015 Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule 
was a substantial improvement over the previous regulations that so weakly 
supported past efforts at advancing fair housing. It led to a dramatic increase 
in the number of goals that municipalities set regarding fair housing and, 
even more importantly, enhanced the robustness of those goals—measured 
in terms of the concrete metrics that municipalities put forward to evaluate 
progress and in terms of the policies or programs that municipalities cre-
ated to realize the goals. Second, contrary to expectations, it was not only 
large, coastal cities or liberal or left- leaning local governments that engaged 
deeply with the AFFH Rule. Instead, local governments across the country, 
from cities, to suburbs, counties, and metropolitan regions, with a range of 
political ideologies, set out thoughtful and ambitious goals regarding fair 
housing. Indeed, one of the strongest predictors of goal strength was a high 
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level of racial segregation in the municipality, suggesting that localities may 
see segregation as a salient challenge and regard the AFFH Rule as an op-
portunity to address the disparities to which that segregation contributes. 
Third, the approaches that localities were proposing to advance fair hous-
ing were not solely mobility solutions, as some critics feared. The solutions 
certainly included supporting the mobility of low- income households, but 
they also embraced investing in low- income communities, improving pub-
lic housing, creating new affordable housing in gentrifying neighborhoods, 
enhancing transportation options, channeling resources to local schools, 
and more. The initial results suggest that the AFFH Rule at the outset man-
aged to chart a productive path through the complicated federalist balance 
of power, encouraging meaningful local innovation through required com-
munity engagement, robust technical assistance, and the threat of HUD 
review and rejection. The preliminary results from the forty- nine Assess-
ments of Fair Housing (AFHs) that were submitted before the rule was sus-
pended point in promising directions and suggest that the AFFH Rule is 
worth continued public attention and engagement. Indeed, cities engaged 
in the fair housing assessment process submitted comments to HUD op-
posing the suspension and proposed changes. For instance, New York City 
wrote that “we believe that the AFFH rule and its associated tools present 
significant progress in providing clear guidance and helping local govern-
ments shift operations toward a more meaningful fair housing approach,” 
adding that “the City has already benefited from the process conceived in 
the AFFH rule, particularly its thorough and comprehensive community 
engagement requirements.”1

At the same time, despite setbacks, potential future revisions to the rule 
present opportunities to strengthen and enhance it. Improving the quality 
of the data provided to HUD program participants is one important place 
to start. As Michael C. Lens points out in Chapter 7, it would be particularly 
valuable to invest in improving the data about neighborhood characteristics 
that have been shown to be most salient in affecting life outcomes, especially 
school performance and crime. Relatedly, Lens as well as Howard Husock 
(in Chapter 4) highlight the importance of continuing research about how 
neighborhoods influence the lives of their residents, analyzing with care ex-
actly how concentrated poverty and racial segregation come to be correlated 
with negative socioeconomic outcomes across generations and which policy 
tools can most effectively improve socioeconomic mobility. As changes to 
the AFFH Rule are considered or altogether new policies are created, it is 
essential to continue to ask who is bearing the burden of these housing and 
neighborhood policies and whether they are actually improving the lives of 
their intended beneficiaries, as Husock, Vicki Been (in Chapter 6), Edward 
Goetz (in Chapter 5), and Alexander von Hoffman (in Chapter 1) all note. It 
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is also essential to continually interrogate the balance between attempts to 
increase access to resources in low- income communities and parallel efforts 
to give low- income households the ability to choose homes and neighbor-
hoods freely.

Since the AFFH Rule was finalized, concerns over gentrification and 
the implications of these neighborhood changes for racial equity have only 
grown. Been highlights how the relationships among racial equity, eco-
nomic justice, and housing and neighborhood policy have shifted since the 
Fair Housing Act’s passage in 1968. Conceptions of fair housing as defined 
primarily by the fight to access high- income suburban neighborhoods are 
already outdated as investments and jobs flow again into many central cit-
ies. In low- income communities of color within high- cost cities enmeshed 
in fights for the right to the city and struggles over access to space, displace-
ment and resegregation are often the most salient concerns. In addition to 
isolating low- income households from growing central- city resources, dis-
placement caused by gentrification may exacerbate cultural dispossession, 
again marking African American individuals as the “displaced persons” 
of American democracy.2 Many of the AFHs already submitted explicitly 
mention concerns about gentrification and put forward concrete anti- 
displacement strategies. In high- cost cities, anti- displacement strategies are 
likely to be a growing focus of fair housing efforts. Been’s chapter highlights 
many of the complex questions that policy makers must ask as they consider 
the fair housing and racial equity implications of new urban investments.

Many of the early AFHs set out plans to rewrite specific zoning poli-
cies to prevent displacement, to enable more affordable and multifamily 
developments in neighborhoods with substantial resources, to ease the 
construction of homes for individuals with disabilities, and others. This 
renewed attention to the details of land- use policy is particularly important 
because of what von Hoffman describes as the “web of land- use regulations” 
that enables exclusionary suburbs and because, as Been describes, land- use 
policy determines where growth goes and who benefits or is burdened by 
that growth. Attention to land use brings with it a focus on the regional 
nature of housing markets and the need for regional collaboration when 
creating AFHs. In Chapter 8, Megan Haberle articulates the importance of 
greater incentives for regional collaboration in future versions of the rule. 
Stronger incentives for regional efforts are a crucial starting point, and so 
too are greater resources for HUD to continue to meaningfully enforce the 
rule. One of the largest surprises of its initial implementation was the close 
attention that most HUD regional offices and the Office of Fair Housing 
and Equal Opportunity paid to the details of the AFHs—including their 
willingness not to accept seventeen initial submissions and insistence that 
they be sent back for revision. The combination of technical assistance, 
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support, and, ultimately, enforcement was a crucial part of the rule’s initial 
success but will, as HUD has noted, require more resources to continue and 
to expand.

In Chapter 2, reflecting on their time as federal policy makers, Raphael 
Bostic, Katherine O’Regan, and Patrick Pontius (with assistance from Nich-
olas Kelly) set out the blueprint for how difficult conversations can happen 
within HUD as future revisions are considered. They describe in detail best 
practices of governance and community engagement in the initial drafting 
of the rule. The level of dialogue that HUD leadership developed among 
agency employees who disagreed on various aspects of the rule was essential 
to finding a meaningful path forward and creating an effective final rule. 
The methods they detail suggest not only what the obstacles may be but, 
even more importantly, what is possible as the rule is revised or as other 
related efforts are undertaken.

Indeed, Kelly and colleagues found support for the utility of the coop-
erative planning process outlined by Bostic, O’Regan, and Pontius, since 
grantees whose plans were initially rejected by HUD worked collaboratively 
with the agency to improve their submissions. This research suggests that 
despite HUD’s post- 2017 claims about its ineffectiveness, if the AFFH Rule 
were reinstated, it could have a powerful impact on encouraging cities to 
develop plans to reduce segregation in their communities.

The issuance of the AFFH Rule in 2015 seemed like a sea change in the 
long effort to finally address the significant disparities in access to place- 
based opportunities that still characterize U.S. metropolitan areas. Crafted 
with careful input from civil rights advocates, state and local government 
officials, public housing authorities (PHAs), and others, it provided valuable 
tools to state and local governments and PHAs to help them identify and 
address harmful patterns of discrimination, disinvestment, and inequal-
ity in access to transportation, jobs, schools, and healthy environments. 
The revisions that HUD proposed in 2019 eliminated any requirements to 
analyze segregation or identify or redress place- based disparities in access 
to resources, substituting a focus on housing supply. These 2019 revisions 
proposed transforming the AFFH Rule into a platform for state and local 
deregulation, potentially threatening important environmental protections, 
subsidized housing production, and tenants’ rights. As this book went to 
press, HUD abruptly repealed the rule altogether. But does this mean that 
the broad promises of the 2015 AFFH Rule have irreversibly met a prema-
ture end? 

As in the Reconstruction era and in the civil rights era, promises for 
racial equity in America’s neighborhoods provoke strong resistance. Re-
sistance to fair housing policies that call into question white supremacist 
norms and that challenge wealthy, white opportunity hoarding have set 
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back movements for racial equity in housing before, but each time, new 
plans and new policies are made to push equality forward again. Recent 
state and local policy developments, such as California’s Affirmatively Fur-
thering Fair Housing Law (A.B. 686) or New York City’s Assessment of Fair 
Housing (Where We Live NYC), suggest that the 2015 issuance of the AFFH 
Rule may have just been the next step in the ongoing journey to address the 
intersection of housing, neighborhoods, and racial equity. Many munici-
palities have continued to work on AFHs despite the suspension of the rule, 
and future research could examine how these municipalities’ efforts have 
been shaped by regulatory uncertainty. 

The expansion of the Black Lives Matter movement in 2020 further 
highlighted the need to directly confront and uproot white supremacy to 
create a truly multiracial democracy. Addressing the wide racial dispari-
ties in wealth, health, and other outcomes in the United States will require 
dramatic changes to housing and land- use policies. Advancing racial and 
economic justice will require reimagining local government structures and 
the functioning of U.S. regions and reconceptualizing the funding of public 
services and the relationships among local governments. The AFFH Rule is 
an important catalyst for these conversations. 

As this volume demonstrates, efforts continue to envision how future 
federal policy makers could more effectively work with state and local 
governments to reshape our metropolitan areas in ways that can improve 
socioeconomic mobility for all and advance racial justice in America’s 
neighborhoods. This book provides a starting point for these discussions 
and for a future generation of efforts to realize the Reconstruction- era hopes 
for a truly multiracial democracy, one that might finally support Black liber-
ation and be politically, socially, and economically inclusive of all residents.
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